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Foreword 
The present papers were read and discussed in a conference on the subject called 
„mirror for princes" organised by the Department of Classical Philology and Department 
of Ancient History, Szeged University in October 1993. 
They cover a large span both in space and time extending from Hungary to India 
and from Mycenaean age to the medieval times. A similar manifoldness can be seen with 
regard to the topics taken. 
Gy. Woj tilla gave an account of the daily routine of Indian kings as it has been 
reflected in Sanskrit and other sources. 
A colourful Augustus' portrait emerged from L. Havas' investigations in Roman 
historiography of the Antonines. 
T. Adamik drew a vivid picture of Iulianus Apostata using Ammianus Marçellinus' 
work. 
I. Tar tackled different problems of the literary genre in question focussing her 
main interest in Ausonius' Gratiarum actio. 
A. Timonen discussed Claudianus' De consulatu Stilichonis in the light of the 
developments of the late period of Roman history. 
T. Viljamaa lecture gave a deep insight into Stilicho's highly controversial 
personality. 
M. Maróth monitored the wandering of classical ideas special notions of kings 
originated from Plato and appearing in a ripe form at classical Arabic literature. 
I. Kapitánffy examined Agapetos' work with special relation to the contemporary 
situation in Byzantium. 
Z. Kádár's lecture considerably enriched our knowledge of the iconography of the 
so-called Monomakhos' crown fairly illustrating the confluence of European and Oriental 
art. 
It is pity that three outstanding papers have not been in written form at our 
disposal and so could not have been included in this volume: I. Tegyey devoted a 
meticulous study to the genesis of kingship in early Greece based on Mycenaean 
documents; G. Kendeffy read a thought-provoking paper on ideal king according to 
Augustin; J. Török highlighted the theology of tenth century Hungarian royal consecration 
in a wider European context. 
A special gratitute goes to I. Borzsák who could not take part on the conference 
but sent his paper on the reverse of mirror for princes to publish. 
True, this subject is far from neglected and therefore has a tremendously rich 
secondary literature. We still hope that these contributions supply fresh material and new 
approaches, among of the comparative method of treatment of the single issues deserves 
a special attention. 




Gyula Wojtilla (Szeged) 
The Royal Diary in Ancient India and its Criticism 
Royal institutions took a firm root in northern India in the 9th-8th centuries A.D. 
Sanskrit literature from that period an onwards never ceased to pay deep interest in subjects 
connected with the political and sacral aspects of kingdom and the person of the king such 
as education, the necessary knowledge in carrying out royal duties etc. This vast source 
material has been properly dealt with the specialists of different branches of the indological 
studies, and practically only few details remained unanswered.1 Here I going to draw 
attention to a very important minor question namely the royal diary as it is shown in 
various Sanskrit and non-Indian texts and to give a short answer to contradictions if any 
as well as mutual criticism. 
There are only two references to the problem in the secondary literature. Vincent 
Smith in his The Early History of India based his statements almost exclusively on a 
passage in Strabo.2 Jeannine Auboyer in her La vie quotidienne dans l'Inde gives a list of 
primary sources without a detailed study in any of them.3 
The first Sanskrit text that provides an exhaustive diary is the Arthaáastra of 
Kautilya, a work traditionally dated in the 4th century B.C., however it is not free from 
interpolations from the subsequent centuries.4 Kautilya' was a brähmana theoretician 
practising politician and last but not least a man who did not subscribe the traditional 
religious ideas and preferred politics to religion. Otherwise his book is strongly normative 
as to its requirements hard to be fulfilled. It is noteworthy that in this passage Kautilya does 
not quote any former authorities of political science and his commentators also keep silent. 
These circumstances advocate for Kautilya's genuinnes and high authency in ancient and 
medieval India. 
In order to get a true picture of royal diary a comparison of the Arthasästra with 
other texts must be made. Doing so we have to underline the coincidences and also the 
differences and to detect the reason of them. For this purpose we use the relevant passages 
1 A. HILLEBRANDT: Altindische Politik. Eine Übersicht auf Gnind der Quellen. (Jena 1923); H. LOSCH: 
Räjadharma. Einsetzung und Aufgabenkreis des Königs im Lichte der Puränas. (Bonn 1959 with a detailed list 
of special literature, J. W. SPELLMAN: Political Theory of Ancient India. A Study of Kingship from the Earliest 
Times to circa A. D. 300 (Oxford 1964); J. GONDA: Ancient Indian Kingship from the Religious Point of View 
(Leiden 1966); J. C. HEESTERMAN: The Ancient Indian Royal Consecration. (Den Haag 1957); as to the legal 
sources P. V. KANE: History of Dharmaáastra vol. Ш. (Poona 1946), 1-241. 
2 V. SMITHS: The Early History of India (Oxford 1925) 130. 
3 J. AUBOYER: La vie quotidienne dans l'Inde ancienne. (Paris 1961), 348-352. 
4 Einführung in die Indologie. Herausgegeben von H. BECHERT u. G. von SIMSON (Darmstadt 1979), 
179-180; Th. К. TRAUTMANN: Kautilya and the Arthasästra (Leiden 1971), 174-183. 
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of the Manusmrti (2nd c. A.D.)5, Yajñavalkyasmrti (3rd с. A.D.)6, Mahäbhärata (not 
after the 4th c. A. D.)7 and the Daéakumâracita of Dandin. (7th c. A. D.)8 After that the 
picture emerged will be collated with the account of Megasthenes (4th с. В. C.) and of 
Yuang Chwang (7th c. A. D.). 
The diary depicted by the Arthaáastra with additional data from the above 
mentioned sources looks like that: „He should divide the day into eight parts and also the 
night... During the first eight part of the day, he should listen to measures taken for 
defence and (accounts of) income and expenditure." (K) YañaSm: „Having risen the 
guarded king himself should supervise the incomes and expenditures." (W) MahäBhä: „Не 
should supervise those in early moning who delà with the work concerning incomes. " (W) 
DasKuCa: „А king must devote the first watch of the day to the examination of the day's 
receipts and expenditure, admitting a handful or half a handful (of anything) and yet even 
while he hears, the clever superintendents will defraud him of twice as much. By the force 
of their own ingenuity they multiply a thousandfold the forty modes of defrauding set forth 
by Cänakya." (Kale) 
„During the second he should look into the affairs of the citizens and the country people. " 
(K) DasKuCa: „In the second watch, the prince, with his ears painfully assailed by the 
squabbles of contending subjects, lives a most wretched life. Even therein, the judges and 
others disposing of the suits favourably or unfavourably to the litigants as they please, join 
their sovereign with sind and infamy, and, indeed themselves with money." (Kale) 
„During the third, he should take his bath and meals and devote himself to study. " (K) 
According to ManuSm the bath follows the consultations with the ministers and the physical 
exercises. YajñaSm repeats Kautilya, however, omits the studies. DasKuCa: „In the third 
watch, he finds leisure to bathe and eat, but, untill his food is digested, he lives in dread 
of poison." (Kale) 
„During the fourth he should receive revenue in cash (lit. in gold) and assign tasks to heads 
of departments." (K) DaáKuca: „In the fourth he rises to stretch forth his hands to receive 
gold." (Kale) 
„During the fifth, he should consult the council of ministers by sending letters, and acquaint 
himself with secret information brought in by spies." ManuSm puts the council with 
ministers after public audience and gives special instruction for the council saying: 
„Ascending the back of a hill or a terrace, (and) retiring (there) in a lonely place, or in a 
solitary forest, let him consult with them unobserved. " (B) YajñaSm places the council after 
5 ManuSm VII 145 and seq 216 and seq. Edition: Mänava Dharma-sästra. Crit. ed. by J. JOLLY (London 
1887); as to date: L. STERNBACH: Rural Communities in Ancient India, in: Communautés rurales. Rural 
communities. (Paris 1982), 82. 
6 YajñaSm I, 327-33. Edition: Yajñavalkyasmrti with the Commentary Mitäksarä of Vijñanesvara. Ed. by 
N ARA Y AN RAM ACHARYA. (Bombay 1949s) as to date: L. STERNBACH, op. cit., 84. 
7 MahäBhä XV. 10. 5 and seq. Edition: The Mahäbhärata. Text as Constituted in the Critical Edition vols. 
I-V. (Poona 1971-1976). g 
The Dasakumäracarita of Dandin with a Commentary. Ed. by M. R. KALE. (Delhi-Varanasi-Patna 19664), 
191-192. As to date: L. STERNBACH: A Descriptive Catalogue of Poets Quoted in Sanskrit Anthologies and 
Inscriptions, vol. I. (Wiesbaden 1978), 395. 
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the financial duties similarly the dispatching of ambassadors and the supervision of spies. 
DaáKuCa: „In the fifth, he has to suffer great mental strain on account of the consideration 
of political schemes. In presenting these, too, the counsellors, appearing to be neutral enter 
into mutual agreement, and pervert at will merits and defects, misstate the reports of the 
ambassadors and spies, misrepresent possibilities and impossibilities, confound all 
distinctions of place and time, and live upon the friends of their own partisans or enemies; 
and secretly stirring up internal and external factions, and then appearing to allay these 
openly, they bring their helpless master into their power. " (Kale) 
„During the sixth, he should engage in recreation at his pleasure or hold consultations." 
(K) YajñaSm: „Then he may spend his time according to wish or together with the 
ministers." (W) DasKuCa: „In the sixth, the king is to divert himself as he likes or to 
consult his ministers; and the time thus alloted for selfamusement is an hour and a half! " 
(Kale) 
„During the seventh, he should review elephants, horses, chariots and troops. " ManuSm: 
„Adorned (with his robes of state), let him again inspect his fighting men, all his chariots 
and beasts of burden, the weapons and accoutrements." (B) YajñaSm MahäBhä and 
basically agree on Kautilya. 
DaáKuCa: „In the seventh watch, he has the troublesome task of reviewing his troops." 
(Kale) 
„During the eighth, he should deliberate on military plans with the commander-in-chief. 
When the day is ended, he should worship the evening twilight." (K) ManuSm speaks only 
of the ritual duty, YajñaSm and DaskuCa do not differ from the Arthasästra. 
„During the first (eighth) part of the night, he should interview secret agents." (K) 
YajñaSm has a similar idea. DaáKuCa: „In the evening in the first watch of the night, after 
the performance of the evening twilight-duties, he must receive his secret emissaries, and 
through their medium instruct the extremely cruel-hearted agents entrusted with the work 
of using the sword or fire or administering poison (where necessary)." (Kale) 
„During the second, he should take a bath and meals and engage in study. " (K) ManuSm 
mentions only the dinner. Daákuca fully subscribes to Kautilya's prescript. 
„During the third, he should go to bed to the strains of musical instruments and sleep 
during the fourth and the fifth (parts)." (K) ManuSm also recommends to go to bed with 
the sounds of music, however, does not determine the lenght of sleeping. YajñaSm: „Не 
may go (to bed) with the sounds of the trumpet and awake again just like that." (W) 
DasKuCa: In the third, with the sounds of trumpets he is sent to sleep, which he may enjoy 
in the fourth and fifth; but how possibly can the poor man get any repose, his mind being 
distracted by constant, anxious thought?« (Kale) 
"During the sixth, he should awaken to the sound of musical instruments and ponder over 
the teaching of the science (of politics) as well as over the work to be done." (K) 
According to ManuSm the ruler i awakens with the sounds of the turya, special duties are 
not mentioned. YajñaSm almost repeats Kautilya. DaáKuCa: „In the sixth, he must begin 
to prepare for the duties prescribed by the Sastras and the business to be attended to." 
(Kale) 
„During the seventh, he should sit in consultation (with councillors) and despatch secret 
agents." (K) ManuSm puts it after the sandhaä saying: „Having performed his twil-
9 
light-devotions, let him, well armed, hear in an inner apartment the doings of those who 
make secret reports and of his spies. " (B) YajnaSm also mentions the consultations with 
secret agents after sandhya, however, after awakening „He should ponder upon the 
textbooks and all his duties." (W) Despatching spies to his allies and others follows the 
blessings by his sacrificer, family-priest and preceptor. DaáKuCa: „In the seventh, he must 
consult with the ministers regarding the dispatch of agents and emissaries; and these 
fellows, as is well-known, increase the money obtained from both sides by saying sweet 
thinghs, by trading on the road, being free from the fear of having to pay taxes and making 
work even in a slight degree where there in none, they wander about at all times. " (Kale) 
„During the eight, he should receive blessings from priests, preceptors and chaplain, and 
see his physician, chief cook and astrologer. And after going round a cow with her calf and 
a bull, he should proceed to the assembly hall. Or, he should divide the day and night into 
(different) parts in conformity with his capacity and carry out his task." (K) YajñaSm 
emphasises the blessings by his sacrificer etc as it is above mentioned. DasKuCa: „In the 
eight, the Purohita, and the others, assembling, relate to the king - " Last night we saw a 
bad dream, the omens are evil; so (to avert the threatened misfortune) let propitiatory rites 
be performed. Let all the sacrificial implements be made of gold? when this is done, the 
rites are prolific in their effect, Here are these Brahman as, each like Brahma himself; the 
benedictory rites performed by these lead to a blissful result; they are in distressful poverty, 
have large families, are constantly engaged in devotional rites, are endowed with 
Brahmanical lustre, and yet have not received any donations (from you); whatever is given 
to them will be rewarded by long life accompanied by heavenly happiness and good 
fortune„. And thus having persuaded the king to confer rich donations upon them, they 
secretly enrich themselves through these. Thus, leading the day and night in which not the 
least happiness is to be obtained, which abounds in troubles and is full of constant worry, 
-let alone the lack of supreme sovereignty on the part of a political prince, his own 
principality he will find it difficult to preserve. "( (Kale)9 
The comparison of the single sources with the statements of the Arthaáastra reveals 
a closer relation between the Arthaáastra and the Yajñavalkyasmrti. The later stands in 
intimate relation to the White Yajurveda and, with Sternbach's words, represent„ the most 
legal of all Indian dharmaáástras.10 Kautilya also could draw upon the heritage preserved 
in it. For the fewer number of identical thoughts in Manusmrti the special character of the 
Manusmrti is responsible. This is first of all to be noticed in the judgegement of the 
importance of sacrifices in the diary. Manusmrti allows the king to entrust his tasks to his 
servants while Kautilya emphasizes the personal example of the king in carrying out his 
duties. The position of women in royal court as Manu puts it farily fits into the picture 
depicted in Sanskrit dramas. Kautilya in his diary does not specify the period the king may 
spend according to wish and does not mention a common meal with the women in the 
9 The Kautilïya Arthaáastra. A Critical Edition with a Glossary by R. P. KANGLE. (Bombay 1969), I, 16, 
9-25 ( = Prakarana 19.) 
10 cf. Note 6. Among others such as important texts belong to this school as the áatapathabiahmana and the 
Taittirïyabrâhmana. 
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harem. It is not surprising that the passages of the Mahäbhärata seem to be conventional. 
Being recited in royal courts they necessarily propagated conventional ideas. 
The foreign accounts are not without interest. Megasthenes quoted in Strabo says: 
„...the king does not sleep in daytime; and even at night he is forced to change his bed 
from time to time because of the plots against him. Among the non-military departures he 
makes from his palace, one is that to the courts where he spends the whole day hearing 
cases to the end... A second departure is that to the sacrifices. A third is that to a kind of 
Bacchic chase wherein he is surrounded by women and, outside them by spear-bea-
rers... " n 
Some of his statements prove to be realistic: hunting is indeed regarded as the 
sport of kings,12 the presence of women in such and other occasions. As to his compulsory 
change of bed at night there is no any evidence in Sanskrit texts. On the contrary there are 
instances of servants who can enter the bedroom even when the king was sleeping.13 As 
a general rule jurisdiction was held at the royal precincts. These and other irrevelant notes 
of Megasthenes are due to his Hellenistic bias; he in many aspects transferred the image 
of the Hellenistic Egypt to India.14 
Yuan Chwang the Chinese pilgrim has had a first hand knowledge of India and the 
outstanding contemporary ruler Harsavardhana of Kanauj. He says: „The king's day was 
divided into three periods, of which one was given up to affairs of government, and two 
were devoted to religious works. He (harsavardhana) was indefatigible, and the day was 
too short for him."15 Apart from the exaggerated position attributed to religious affairs 
which can be ascribed to the Chinese ideal of emperors it helps to again a realistic approach 
to a possible diary. Together with the Manusmrti, Yäjnavalkyasmrti, Mahabhärata, some 
justified observations by Megasthenes it contains complementary elements to the descrition 
of the Arthaáasstra. 
But the question arises whence is the attitude of Dandin to the Arthaáastra from? 
Why did he transform his quasi-comments on Kautilya's each statement into caricature? 
Dandin who was born in Kañci the capital of the Pallava kingdom witnessed as a 
child the siege of his home town. He had to flee and seek shelter in various places far from 
his land. He experienced the political disintegration as well as the changed social situation 
when he returned to Kañci. There were clear signs that the inhabitants of the cities were 
no longer the same what they had been. Materialized vulgarized life left deep impression 
on their world-view. They became highly sceptical towards spiritual and religious values 
of the past. All this echoed in the monologue of the courtier who is supposed to present the 
criticism of the Arthaáastra. But this is not the last word. The young prince who blindly 
11 The Geography of Strabo. Ed. and transi, by H. L. JONES (Cambr. Mss. 1917-33) XV, 55. 
12 Dasakumäracarita, 196-197; Kuttanîmatem Kävyam by Dämodara Gupta. Ed. by MADHUSUDAN 
KAUL. (Calcutta 1944) w . 948-956. 
13 Pañcatantra. Ed. by F. KIELHORN and G. BÜHLER. (Textus simplicior.) (Bombay 1891-1896). I. 3. 
Ule 
14 R. THAPAR: The Mauryas Revisited. (Calcutta-New Delhi 1986), 46; K. KARTTUNEN: India in Early 
Greek Literature. (Helsinki 1989), 97. 
15 On Yuan Chwang's Travels in India. (A. D. 629-645) by Th. WAITERS. (London 1904-05), I, 344. 
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follows the courtier's advices cannot escape its pitfalls. He losts his kingdom. In short 
Arthaéâstra remains a standard authority on politics for Dandin too and for others in the 
subsequent centuries. Curiously enough the nineteenth century Sukranlti strictly follows the 
principles of the diary laid down by Kautilya.16 
16 Sukramti. Ed. by BRAHMASANKARA MISRA. (Varanasi 1968), I, 272-288. cf. К. A. NILAKANTA 
SASTRI: Age of the Nanda and Mauryas. (Delhi-Varanasi-Patna 196T), 189. 
Abbreviations: K-Kangle's translation; 
Kale - Kale's translation; 
W - Translated'by G. WOJTILLA. 
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István Borzsák (Budapest) 
Die Kehrseite der römischen Fürstenspiegel 
Wer sich mit dem Thema „Fürstenspiegel" beschäftigt, hat ein unentbehrliches 
Arbeitsistrument im einschlägigen RAC-Artikel von P. Hadot (Reallexikon für Antike und 
Christentum VIII555-632). Wir - dankbare Nutzniesser dieses inhalts - und umfangreichen 
Artikels - haben bei dieser Gelegenheit nur vor, mit einigen Ergänzungen aufzuwarten. Die 
Anmassung unseres Unternehmens dürfte entschuldet werden durch die Tatsache, dass in 
dem B-Teil von Hadot's mustergültiger Überschau (Alter Orient: 556 ff.) zwischen 
Ägypten und Mesopotamien, bzw. Israel kein Wort fällt über das altpersiche Königreich, 
desgleichen im C-Teil (Die griechische-römische Tradition: 568 ff.) bei der Besprechung 
Senecas, Dions von Prusa oder Plutarchs über Tacitus (nicht einmal über die „Hagiogra-
phie" des Germanicus, die doch verdient hätte, eingehend behandelt zu werden)1, oder 
genauer gesagt: bei einer ausfuhrlichen Erörterung der positiven Fürstenspiegel von den 
ältesten Zeiten bis auf das Mittelalter wird auf das System der negativen Züge höchstens 
in der Form von gelegentlichen Ausblicken hingewiesen. Hier darf ich auf meinen Vortrag 
„Persertum und griechisch-römische Antike. Zur Ausgestaltung des klassischen Tyrannenbil-
des " (Gymnasium 94 [1987] 289 ff.) hinweisen, dessen Ergebnisse zu wiederholen sich 
vielleicht erübrigt. 
In Hadot's Artikel wird Tacitus ein einziges Mal erwähnt, und zwar in 
Zusammenhang mit Xenophons Enkomion auf Agesilaos (577), wo man u.a. über die 
Unmittelbarkeit, Einfachkeit und Anspruchslosigkeit des arbeitsamen (φιλόπονος) Königs 
von Sparta liest (Ag. 8,6 - 9,3); all das unterscheide sich toto caelo von der Überheblich-
keit, Prunksucht und Unzugänglichkeit des Grosskönigs von Persien. „Das Werk 
Xenophons sollte ein Vorbild für Cornelius Nepos (Leben des Atticus), Tacitus (Leben des 
Agrícola), Plinius (Panegyricus) und Ammianus Marcellinus (Bericht über Valentinian) 
werden." Wir erinnern uns an die Worte des ehemaligen Superintendenten Esaias Budai, 
Tacitus' Agrícola sei nach der Atticus-Vita des Cornelius Nepos das zweite Musterbild für 
eine vollkommene Biographie, womit sich keine andere vergleichen liesse;2 auch in 
unserem Kommentar zum Agrícola3 hielten wir Xenophons Agesilaos und den Euagoras 
des Isokrates unter den griechischen Antezendentien der „kleinen" Schrift des Tacitus in 
Evidenz. Zu gleicher Zeit würden wir protestieren gegen deren etwaige Gleichsetzung mit 
dem Panegyricus des Plinius, und genauso dürfen wir unseren Vorbehalt gegenüber Hadot's 
Beurteilung des plinianischen Enkomions auf Traian nicht verschweigen. (Hadot 609: 
„...weil der Kaiser teilweise die Lobeserhebungen des Plinius rechtfertige" - was teilweise 
1 Vgl, I. В.: Das Germanicusbild des Tac. Latomus 28 (1969) 588. ff.; Zum Verständnis der Darstel-
limgskunst des Tac. Acta Ant. Hung. 18 (1970) 279 ff.; neuerdings Chr. PELLING: Tac. and Germanicus. Im 
Sammelband „Tac. and the Tacitëan tradition'' (Princeton 1993) 59 ff. 
2 Vgl. Es. BUDAI: Régi tudós világ históriája. Debrecen 1802, 522. 
3 Einstweilen nur auf ung.: Budapest 1992. 
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richtig sein mag, jedenfalls wird der Verfasser des Agrícola ein Enkomion auf Traían -
wenn überhaupt - sicherlich nicht so vorgetragen haben wie sein hochgradig loyaler Freund 
tat). 
Unsere gelegentlichen Bemerkungen wollen wir mit dem oben zuerst erwähnten 
Cornelius Nepos, aber nicht mit seiner Lebensbeschreibung des Atticus, sondern mit 
deijenigen des Miltiades beginnen, obwohl wir zu seiner Zeit in der bis auf heute 
unentbehrlichen „Einleitung und Quellenkunde zur römischen Geschichte" von Arthur 
Rosenberg (1921, 211) über die nicht-römischen Viten ein recht ungünstiges Urteil gelesen 
hatten: „Sind geistlose und dürftige Produkte." Wir haben nicht vor, den biederen Nepos 
aufzuwerten;4 es wäre aber genauso ungerecht, wenn wir uns vor gewissen interessanten 
Einzelheiten, die es bei ihm doch gibt, verschliessen wollten. Es lohnt sich z.B. seine 
politische Terminologie ins Auge zu fassen, die die Unsicherheit des Staatsrechtes nach 
Caesars Tod und die Schwierigkeit der Anerkennung des Principáis getreu widerspiegelt. 
Dementsprechend funktionierte Miltiades unter den chersonesischen Kolonisten ohne 
irgendwelchen Titel mit einer königlichen Würde (2,3 dignitate regia), was er nicht so sehr 
im Besitze einer legalen Machtbefugnis (imperio), wie durch seine Gerechtigkeit (iustitia) 
erreicht hat. Anderswo wird Aristeides' Gerechtigkeit der intemperantia des Pausanias 
gegenübergestellt (Arist. 2,3); in der Vita Cimonis begegnet man dem gegensätzlichen 
Begriffspaar des Monumentum Ancyranum (34): potentia — auctoritas (2,1; desgleichen 
Chabr. 4,1: privat us omnes auctoritate anteibat). Auch Timoleon gelang es durch seine 
benivolentia zustande zu bringen, was andere (3,5 ceteri reges) imperio potuerunt (vgl. 3,6 
mag is benivolentia, quam prudentia). 
Eine gesonderte Behandlung verdient es nachzuprüfen, was ein einziges Beiwort 
fur eine politische Bedeutung innehat. In der Miltiades-Vita stosst man des öfteren auf die 
Frage der Zeitbedingtheit der rechtmässigen Machtbefugnisse. Miltiades' perpetuum 
impérium wurde durch das völlige Einvernehmen nicht nur des athenischen Bürgertums, 
sondern auch seiner Mitkolonisten legitimisiert (2,3). Ein jedes Wort des Nepos ist von 
aktueller (römischer) politischer Bedeutung (8,3): in Chersoneso perpetuam obtinuerat 
dominationen tyrannusque {-que expl.!) est appellatus, sed iustius. Non erat enim vi 
consecutus, sed suorum volúntate, eamque potestatem bonitate retinebat. Omnes autem et 
dicuntur et habentur tyranni, qui potestate sunt perpetus in ea civitate, quae libertate usa 
est. Sed in Miltiade erat cum summa humanitas, tum mira communitas,5 ut nemo tarn 
humilis esset, cui non ad eum aditus pateret; magna auctoritas apud omnes civitates, nobile 
nomen, laus rei militaris maxima. 
Hochinteressant ist auch eine andere Stelle derselben Vita (3,1), laut welcher der 
Grosskönig von Persien den principes der eroberten ionischen Städte in Kleinasien perpetua 
dederat imperia, wenn wir das dem Gesetz der Thebaner gegenüberstellen (Epam. 7,5), 
4 Corn. Nepos wird heutzutage im allgemeinen negligiert. Kennzeichnend ist, dass z.B. im Kl. Pauly (TV 
63) der Verf. des betr. PWRE-Ärt.-s fehlerhaft als E. GROAG (statt G. WISSOWA) angegeben wird; im 
Riesenuntemehmen ANRW I 3 wird ihm eine magere Zusammenfassung gewidment; in D. FLACH's Einführung 
(Darmstand 1985) steht sein Name nur in der Bibliographie sowie in der chronolog. Tabelle. 
5 Über Nepos als „Stilkünstler" Vgl. E. NORDEN: Kunstpr. I 207. 
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wonach auf eine willkürliche Verlängerung des impérium das Todesurteil verhängt wurde 
(si quis impérium diutius retinuisset, quam lege praefinitum foret). Epameinondas hat sein 
impérium trotzdem bis auf vier weitere Monate beibehalten, cum (illam legem) rei p. 
conservandae causa latam videret. Im Kapitel de regibus (2,2 f.) liest man eine wohl 
ausgeglichene Charakterisierung der Tyrannis des Dionysios: ...et manu fortis et belli 
peritus fuit, et — id quod tyranno non facile reperitur, — minime libidinosus, non 
luxuriosus, non avarus, nullius denique rei cupidus, nisi singularis perpetuique imperii ob 
eamque rem crudelis... Die klassischen Symptome der Entartung eines Tyrannen hat Nepos 
anlässlich des Persönlichkeitswandels des Pausanias registriert, der nach dem Sieg bei 
Plataiai noch mehr zu erreichen wünschte (Paus. 3): Cultum vestitumque mutavit, apparatu 
regio utebatur, veste Medica; ...epulabatur more Persarum luxuriosius6..., crudeliter 
imperabat... 
Aber die Bedeutungsentwicklung des Beiwortes perpetuus erheischt einen weiteren 
Ausblick. Bei Cicero (de re p. II 23,43) wird Lykurgos' Königtum als so eine Verfassung 
charakterisiert, in welcher unius perpetua potestate et (adv.!) iustitia uniusque sapientia7 
regatur salus civium. Ein von König beherrschtes Volk entbehrt natürlich der Freiheit 
(libertas), quae non in eo est, ut iusto utamur domino, sed ut nullo. (Tarquinius Superbus 
war nicht einmal iustusl) Cicero schliesst seine Ausführungen mit der Behauptung, dass in 
Rom nicht nur die von Romulus bis Tarquinius Suberbus hersschenden Könige als reges 
betrachtet und genannt wurden, sondern diejenigen auch, qui soli in populos8 perpetuam 
potestatem haberent (II 27,49; dazwischen liest man von der besten Verfassung, die sich 
doch zur abscheulichsten — zur Tyrannis — entarten kann genauso wie sich ein 
patriarchalischer rex zu einem das Recht mit Füssen tretenden monstrum verwandeln kann, 
quo ñeque taetrius, neque foedius, пес dis hominibusque invisius animal cogitari potest). 
Aus der bei Livius kanonisierten Überlieferung erfahrt man, an wen Cicero gedacht haben 
wird: z.B. an diejenigen, die die leges Liciniae Sextiae durchgesetzt hatten, quorum annos 
in perpetua potestate tamquam regum in Capitolio numeratis (VI 41,3, vgl. 40,7 reticere 
possim... perpetous tribunos tantum licentiae novem annis, quibus regnant, sumpsisse, ut... ; 
vgl. noch XXIV 8,7; XXXVIII 56,12, insbesondere ΠΙ 19,4: is — sc. L. Quinctius 
Concinnatus9 consul — in senatu castigando vehementior fuit, cuius languore perpetui iam 
tribuni pl. non ut in re p. Romana, sed ut in perdita domo...regnarent...lterum ас tertium 
tribunos... regia licentia vivere). 
Jetzt wollen wir mit einem Satz den in P. Hadot's Aufzählung (RAC VIII 577) 
erwähnten Plinius d. J. ins Auge fassen, in dessen überschwenglichen Panegyricus auf 
6 Vgl. I.B.: Pérsicos odi, puer, apparatus... (Ног. С. I. 38.) Ant. Tan. 21 (1974) 224 ff. 
7 Vgl. Tac., Dial. 41,4 sapientissimus et unus. 
8 Vgl. Tac., Ann. I 10,5 (Livia) gravis in rem p. mater; dazu 8. man F. R. D. GOODYEARs Komm, zu 
Ann. I 8,6 in rem p. 
9 Nicht zu verwechseln mit T. Quinctius Capitolinus Barbatus, der (laut Liv. IV 10,9) adversus tribunos 
auctoritateplura, quam certamine tenuit: quinqué consulatus eodem tenore gesti (nicht „in einem Zuge", sondern 
mit Unterbrechungen, von 471 bis 439) ...verendum paene ipsum magis quam honorem (? honorabilem dett.) 
faciebant. 
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Traían es auch höchst lehrreiche Partien gibt. So wird z.B. der Kaiser deshalb verherrlicht, 
da er das Censorenamt nicht angenommen habe (45,4): erweise er sich doch durch seine 
beispielhafte Lebensführung sowieso als ein Censor sein ganzes Leben lang (45,6): vita 
principis censura est eaque perpetua. Anderswo rühmt er den Herrscher mit einem Hinweis 
auf das Beispiel der Bruti, da er als Princeps eine Wiederkehr der Königsherrschaft 
unmöglich mache (55,7): regnum arcet... sedemque obtinet principis, ne sit domino locus. 
Mit einem von sich selbst bietenden Wortspiel (Domitianus — domitor)10 huldigt er dem 
Kaiser als dem „Bezwinger der unbegrenzten Macht" (55,9 infinitae potestatis domitor). 
Wiederholt kommt er auf die „wahre" Bedeutung (veriloquium = etymologia) des Wortes 
res zu sprechen: si bene rem p. et ex utilitate omnium rexerit (67,4; vgl. 68,1 und 94,5; 
wie die nonia puerorum in Horazens I. Brief: rex eris, si recte facies). 
Sonst wird das Wort perpetuitasn von Plinius in positivem Sinne gebraucht. In 
der Peroratio seiner recht übertriebenen Danksagung (94,1, wie Cicero am Ende seiner 
fulminanten Catilinaria: 13,33) bittet er Iuppiter um ewige Dauer für seine sich in Traían 
verkörpernden Geschenke; desgleichen singt er Lob und Dank fur die dem Kaiser zu 
Verdankende perpetua securitas (84,5). Nicht einmal der dem Redner gewährte continuus 
honor (92,1) hat einen negativen Klang, genauso wenig wie das in der kaiserzeitlichen 
Praxis ausserordentliche (ein ganzes Jahr lang dauernde) Amt eines Consuls (58,1 qui 
continuis consulatibus fecerat long um quendam et sine discrimine annum). An einer oben 
bereits erwähnten Stelle (55,9 f.) wird von der ewigen Dauer des Ruhmes des Princeps 
(fáma aeterna) gesprochen, die aber nicht so sehr „ewipwährend" (perpetua), vielmehr gut 
sein sollte, was nicht durch geschnitzte Standbilder o.a., sondern durch Heldenhaftigkeit 
und Verdienste gesichert werde (ea porro non imaginibus et statuis, sed virtute ac meritis 
prorógatur). 
Plinius' Worte erinnern den Lese râteler Weise an diejenigen des Tiberius (Tac., 
Ann. IV 38: laut Kœstermànns Kommentar „Glaubensbekenntnis des Kaisers"). Aus dem 
taciteischen Kontext könnte man kaum folgern, ob die der oratio recta folgenden 
Erörterungen (38,4-5) des Kaisers Gedanken widerspiegeln: eher diejenigen des 
Historikers: öptumos quippe mortalium altissima cupere..., cetera principibus statim adesse; 
unum insatiabiliter parandum, prosperam sui memóriám, nam contemptu famae contemni 
virtutes. 
Um das von Plinius gezeichnete Idealbild gezeichnete Idealbild Traians als optimus 
princeps (Paneg, 88,4) auf seine Glaubwürdigkeit hin bewerten zu können, wäre es 
zweckdienlich auch die gleichzeitigen Reden Dions von Prusa (des Chrysostomos) шр\ 
βασιλείας hineinzubeziehen.12 Hat doch Dion in der Tat in seiner eigenen Person die 
„Blitzschläge" des Tyrannen erlitten, mit welchen Domitian — ille optimi cuiusque 
spoliator et carnifex (Paneg. 90,5) — den Plinius und seine Freunde (isdem enim amicis 
gloriabamur; unter ihnen offensichtlich auch Tacitus) niedergeschmettert hatte. Seine Reden 
10 Vgl. Tac., Agr. 13,1 iam domiti...; Hist. IV 63)1 Domitian! indomitae libídines; zur Sache vgl. E. 
NORDEN: Kunstpr. I 305,4. 
11 Zur perpetuitas Vgl. R. SYME: Tac. Π 755,3; zur securitas: ibid. I 227 und Π 583. 
12 Vgl. B. F. HARRIS: Dio of Pnisa. A survey of recent work. ANRW Π 33(5, 3853 ff., insbes. 3878 ff. 
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sind aber vielmehr deshalb von Interesse, da sie infolge der dem Redner aufgezwungenen 
Lebensform die Meinungen der ky ni sehen Schule über das Königtum vertreten. Wir 
befinden uns am Anfang der 100-er Jahre: der erste dakische Feldzug wird durch einen 
grossartigen Triumphzug geschlossen; der von Domitian verbannte Rhetor darf wiederkeh-
ren nach Rom, in die Umgebung des Kaisers und kann vor ihm seine philosophischen 
Gedanken über den idealen Herrscher ausführen. Auch Tacitus' Seele kehrt langsam wieder 
(Agir. 3,1 iam redit animus...); der Historiker kann sich auf die Morgendämmerung des 
„segensreichsten Zeitalters" freuen, ist es doch dem divus Nerva gelungen, das „ehemals 
Umvereinbare — prineipatum ac libertaSem — zu paaren", und Nerva Traianus „mehrt 
gleich täglich das Glück der Zeiten", indem er die securitaspublica bereits „zu Vertrauen 
auf die Erfüllung der Wünsche" gelangen lässt, so dass der aufatmende Historiker getrost 
wagen darf, — wenn auch incondita ac rudi voce — „an die vorige Knechtschaft zu 
erinnern sowie vom gegenwärtigen Glück ein Zeugnis abzulegen. " 
Als Dion seine Reden hielt, arbeitete Tacitus bereits an seinen Historien, in deren 
Prooemium Nervas und Traians Regierung als eine securior materia gekennzeichnet wird 
(Hist. I 1,4), die er trotzdem seinem höheren Alter Vorbehalten hat (senectuti seposui), um 
noch später nach Jahren statt der einst so innig willkommen geheissenen Gegenwart auf die 
Aniange des Principáis zurückzugreifen. Inzwischen wird er — laut einem feinen Aperçu 
von A. Michel13 — im den Jahren zwischen 107 und 113, wahrend der Arbeiten an den 
kontinuierend ineinander übergehenden Szenen des Reliefbandes der Traianssäule — die 
sich wiederholenden Kaiserdarstellungen dieses repräsentativen Monumentes des sog. 
kontinuierenden Stils beobachtet haben, wie Traian an der Spitze des Heeres gegen Becebal 
aufbricht, die Kriegsoperationen leitet, die Huldigung der Besiegten annimt usw., — lauter 
künstlerische Vergegenwärtigumgem der seit Augustos kanonisierten Herrschertugenden 
virtus, dementia, iustitia, pietas. Dieser kontinuierlichen Szenenreihe, die sich 200 Meter 
lang nach oben verläuft und eine einzige Person als „heilsames und fruchtbringendes 
exemplum" (vgl. Liv. Praef. 10 illud... salubre ас frugiferum) den Zuschauern dès 
Weltwunders vor die Augen zaubert, hat Tacitas in den Zerrbildern der Kaisergalerie der 
Annalen ein schonungslos ironisches Gegenbild entgegengestellt, mit Livius zu reden: iride 
tibi tuaeque publicae ... foedum ineeptu, foedum exitu, quod vites.14 
Ob wir nun Tacitus' Herrscherportraits von Augustus (Ann. I 1,1 qui cunda 
discordiis civilibus fessa nomine prineipis sub impérium aeeepit) und von dessen als 
Notbehelf angenommenen, auf alle Fälle in domo regnatrice erzogenen Nachfolger am bis 
Nero — der Reihe nach — vorführen sollen? Oder von den tragischen Geschehnissen des 
Vierkaiseqjahres am bis auf den Vertreter der folgenden domus regnatrix, der im Agrícolas 
Lebensbeschreibung gebramdmarkt wurde? Oder noch weiter, bis auf die Stationen der dem 
Aufatmen folgerndem stafemweisen Verdüsterung? Umser Zweck und Ziel ist aber nur, dass 
wir die Aufmerksamkeit auf das negative Pendamt der kontinuierlichen Darstellungen der 
Traianssäule, d.h. auf die nicht nur bei Tacitus zu beobachtende konsequente Zurück-
13 A. MICHEL: Tacite et le destin de l'empire. París 1966,224 f. : „Celle-ci (la frise continue de la colonne) 
était triomphale, la fresque de Tacite est celle de la dérision." 
14 Vgl. L В.: PWRE Suppl. Xïï „Com. Tacitus" 492 f. 
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Weisung der Praxis des Principals lenken, welcher sich nach Actium alle Macht — „um der 
Aufrechterhaltung des Friedens willen"15 — enteignete und so ein System schuf, das mit 
dem republikanischen Denken unvereinbar war und blieb. 
Unter den rumores, die sich nach Augustus' Hinscheiden in aller Munde waren 
(Tac., Ann. 19), erwähnt Tacitus die naiven Leute (vana mirantes), die sich über die Zahl 
seiner Consulate oder über seine siebenunddressig Jahre ununterbrochen bekleidete 
tribunicische Gewalt (continuaiapotestas) verwunderten. Bereits früher sahen einander auch 
die Mitglieder des ersten Triumvirates eifersüchtig an, wann einer von ihnen mehr Macht 
in seiner Hand konzentrieren oder seine Amtszeit verlängern wollte (vgl. z.B. Luc. I 315: 
Caesar — über das continuum reg пит des Pompeius). Lucan erblickte in der Caesareae 
domus series (TV 823; vgl. VIII 696 Ptolomaeorum seriem pudendum) die geradlinigen 
Fortsetzer der einstigen Diktatoren (Sulla potens Mariusque ferox et Cinna cmentus) und 
sprach in einer unnachahmlich bündigen Fassung (TV 670 cum domino pax ista venit) seine 
Überzeugung aus, wonach die malorwn continua series eine Folge von jener Usurpation 
der Macht herrührt. 
Tacitus kreidet dem Tiberius an, dass der Kaiser seine Statthalter oder andere 
Magistrate oft mehrere Jahre lang an ihrem Standort verbleiben liess (Ann. I 80, 1 
continuare imperia acplerosque adfinem vitae in isdem exercitibus...habere). Oben haben 
wir von Konsequenz gesprochen; gar nicht konsequent, doch erklärbar ist, dass Tacitus 
Agrícolas Abberufen aus Britannien, wo er sieben Jahre lang fungiert hatte, als ein Akt von 
Domitians tyrannischer Willkür und Eifersucht ansieht. Anderswo liest man, dass die „erst 
seit kurzem ständige Amtsgewalt" (Ann. VI 10,3 recens continuant potestatem) des 
praefectus urbi nur durch die „bewundernswerte Mässigung" des betreffenden L. Piso 
gemildert wurde {mire temperavit; auch etwas vorher: sapienter modérons, — wie Agr. 4,3 
retinuit... ex sapientia modum). Auch das mörderische Toben des als Raubtier geschilderten 
Tiberius heisst caedes continua (VI 29,1); als Symptom der пегошsehen Willkürherrschaft 
wird erzählt, dass dem als imperátor begrüssten Kaiser ausser weiteren Auszeichnungen 
obendrein noch continui consulatus decernuntur (XIII41,4). Der Historiker wird gleichsam 
von einer Allergie ergriffen* wenn er das Wort 'Kontinuität' gebraucht, sei es, wenn er 
über quamvis honestos civiwn exit us, tristes tarnen et continuos (XVI 16,1) berichten muss. 
Vom Verfasser des Dialógus kann man freilich erwarten, dass Aper den mit den Waffen 
der einst blühenden Eloquenz versehenen Redner (Dial. 5,5 ipse securus et velut quadam 
perpetua potentia ac potestate munitus) nicht nur in die Zeiten des sapientissimus et un us 
Vespasianus (41,4) zurückprojiziert als sein Ideal verkündet. U. E. werden die bischer 
skizzierten Gedanken, bzw. die taciteische Beurteilung der gegebenen geschichtlichen 
Situation am prägnantstem durch Maternus' Worte veranschaulicht, in welchen der dem 
Verfasser am nächsten stehende Interlocutor des Rednerdialogs die allzuruhige Lage der 
kaiserzeitlichen Redekunst — infolge der darin enthaltenen herben Ironie oft missverstanden 
— malt (Dial. 38,2): .. .postquam longa iemporum quies et continuum populi otiwn et 
15 Vgl. Tac., Hist. 11,1 pacis interfuit; and imum conferre schon früher: Cic., Fam. IV 9,2; Pomp. Tragus 
ар. lust. I 10. Vgl. noch I. В.: Pax Tacitea. Acta Class. Debr. 2 (1966) 63 ff. 
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assidua senatus tranquillitas et maxima principis disciplina ipsam quoque eloquentiam — 
sicut omnia — depacaverat. 
All dies vor dem Hintergrund der Kehrseite der kaiserzeitlichen „Fürstenspiegel" 
betrachtet kann man mit P. Hadot einverstanden sein, wenn er (a.O. 608) behauptet, dass 
die lateinischen Panegyriker sich demselben rhetorischen Schema unterwarfen wie die 
Griechen. Sieht er aber den Unterschied betreffs der „Grundeinstellung" zwischen den 
beiden Nationen darin, dass das metaphysische oder mythische Element bei den Römern 
hinter die Moral gedrängt wird, so möchten wir statt „Moral" lieber das immer 
gegenwärtige Politicwn sagen. 
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László Havas (Debrecen) 
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Dal periodo indicate nel titolo sono rimasîi due ritratti storiografici di Augusto. Il primo 
di essi è l'opéra di Tácito che abbozzè la figura di Augusto probabilmente verso la fine del 
regno di Traiano o eventualmente all'inizio del principato di Adriano 2. Ecco la sostanza 
della presentazione tacitiana collocata all'inizio degli Annales. 
Dopo la repubblica libera (cfr. libertatem et consulatum) che subentró al regno (cfr. reges) 
e che venne tuttavia diverse volte intermita da regimi despotici (cfr. dictaturae, decem-
viralis potestas, tribunorum militum consulare ius, dominado, potentia) lo Stato esaurito 
dalle guerre civili venne sottomesso da Augusto nomine principis (1,1,1-2) 3, il che 
sembrava ristabilire, in un periodo di pace, l'equilibrio fra le varie component! dello Stato. 
L'imperatore cunctos dulcedine otii pellexit (1,2,1), nè era coinvolta Roma in guerre con 
nemici esterai, se non cupidine proferendi imperii, o ob praemium (1,3,6). La nuova 
coesione dello Stato era garantita dalla persona dell'imperatore, poichè Augustos aetate 
validus seque et domum et pacem sustentavit (1,4, 1), tanto che quando il corpo del 
princeps nella sua vecchiaia si stancó e si ammaló (cfr. provecta iam senectus aegro et 
corpore fatigabatur - ibid. 2) si presentó immediato il pericolo della disgregazione a causa 
della questione della successione (cfr. accedere matrem muliebri impotentia: sejrviendum 
feminae duobusque insuper adulescentibus, qui rem publicam interim premant quandoque 
distrahant - ibid. 5). 
1 Π presente saggio costituî la materia di una mia conferenza all'Université Cattolica del Sacro Cuore di 
Milano, nel 27 novembre 1993, nell'ambito del seminario di storia antica della Prof.sa Marta SORDI. Marta Sordi 
e G.Zecchini (ai quali vanno i miei ringraziamenti per la stesura definitiva del saggio) hanno espresso i loro dubbi 
a proposito della mia affermazione secondo la quale nel pensiero di Tácito si riscontrerebbe una contradizione 
quando in certi luoghi fa distinzione solo fra monarchia e res publica libera, in altri luoghi invece considera 
separatamente la monarchia, l'aristocrazia, la democrazia e il regime misto, sebbene quest'ultimo solo come un 
breve período. Da parte mia sostengo che Tácito non aveva in mente una coerente teoría di Stato. Evidentemente 
conosceva la concezione di Cicerone, ma ríteneva che i mutamenti dei regimi a Roma si potessero spiegare con 
maggiore semplicità: con la susseguenza e l'intreccio della monarchia e della res publica. Π principatus ideale di 
Tácito è infatti la mescolanza della monarchia e della res publica (Ágr. 3,1), quindi un regime misto il quale pero 
(come egli capirà presto), deformandosi non dura molto. In ogni caso, Floro registro una forma semplificata della 
concezione di Tácito, utilizzandola nella propria rassegna storica. 
2 La difficoltà della datazione degli Annales è riassunta in M.M. SAGE, Tacitus'Historical Works: A Survey 
and Appraisal, ANRW, Berlin - N.Y., 1990, Π 33,2.: 954 sqq. Se supponiamo, come fanno alcuni, che gli ultimi 
libri degli Annales venissero scritti durante Adriano, non possiamo nemmeno esc ludere che anche la parte iniziale 
dell'opera venisse ritoccata. 
3 Del ruolo decisivo di Augusto dal punto di vista del ríassestamento della monarchia romana cfr. U. 
SCHILLINGER-HAFELE, Zum Annalenproemium des Tacitus, Herrn., 94, 1966, 496-500. Π problema viene 
giudicato diversamente da W. WIMMEL, Roms Schicksal im Eingang der taciteischen Annalen, A A, 10, 1961, 
p.40, cfr. M.M. SAGE, op.cit., 970 sqq., sopratuttop. 971 
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Come ho già dimostrato in un mió lavoro, Tácito in seguí to afferma esplicitamente 
che questo civitatis status durante il período augusteo ancora stabile, sotto il regno degli 
imperátori che gli susseguirono diventó sempre più vulnerabile 4. L'esercizio del potere 
sotto il regno di Tiberio 5, di Claudio e infine quello di Nerone assunse degli aspetti 
anomali. Cosí vede tale situazione lo storiografo parlando del successore di Augusto: 
durante il regno di Tiberio awenne il mutati in detenus principatus initium (4,6, 1). Per 
interpretare tale processo di corruzione Tácito considera le singóle componenti dello Stato 
(cfr. recensere ceteras... rei publicaepartes - ibid.) sottolineandoche i personaggi eminenti 
degli affari statali e prívati apud patres tractabantur (ibid. 2), i quali'perö in adulationem 
lapsi. Alio síes so tempo Γ impera to re donó alle societates equitum Romanorum il diritto del 
trasporto dei cereali, il denaro ricavato dalle tasse e altri redditi dello Stato (ibid. 3), il che 
senza dubbio compensava la posizione della nobilitas menzionata sopra. Infíne lo 
storiografo dimostra che il popolo (plebes) è privato dal potere politico (cfr. 1,15,1: Tum 
primum e campo ad patres translata sunt) ed ас rí anno... fatigaban tur (4,6,3-4), che 
tuttavia non è colpa dell'impera to re (nulla in eo culpa ex principe - ibid.). Dobbiamo 
notare che Tácito giudica la corruzione del potere monarchico in base aile teorie dello Stato 
ricorrenti nell'Antichità, dipingendo la monarchia augustea quale un regime che sembrava 
conservare il molo del senato aristocrático da una parte, e il carattere democrático 
dell'assemblea del popolo (comitia), dall'altra; quindi prestava al primo período del 
principato una fisionomia mista ed equilibrata la quale in seguito andö scomparendo, 
trasformandosi in dominatio. 
L'affermazione che le teorie dell'Antichità sulle forme dello Stato, sui rapporti e 
suH'alternanza di esse avessero avuto un ruolo assai importante nella visione della storia 
di Tácito viene confermata da un famoso excursus degli Annales (4,32-33), nel quale si 
legge: cunetas nationes et urbes populus aut primores aut singuli regunt (33,1), ossia i 
possibili tipi di governo: la democrazia, l'aristocrazia e la monarchia; e la miscela di queste 
è più facile da esaltare che da realizzare poichè anche se realizzabile non dura molto 
(delecta ex iis et consociata rei publicae forma laudari facilius quam evenire, vel si evenit, 
haud diuturna esse potest (ibid.). Va da sè che lo storiografo mette in questione, con 
quest'ultima affermazione, la civitas mixta la realizzazione modello della quale, per Polibio, 
era Roma, e la quale era l'ideale di Cicerone, riconosciuto nella vita política dell'época di 
Scipione l'Emiliano. Tácito rítiene che prima della monarchia romana contemporánea la 
storia di Roma presentó le forme sopracitate del potere. 
L'autore probabilmente non si accorse che tali sue considerazioni erano in un netto 
contrasto con l'introduzione degli Annales di cui abbiamo parlato sopra, dove egli stesso 
tiene conto solo di due forme alternate del governo: il regnum iniziale deve essere 
soppiantato dalla res pubblica libera fondata sulla libertas e sugli uffici pubblici (interrotta 
4 Ho analizzato dettagliatamente in un saggio precedente tale concezione di Tácito: Elements de biologisme 
dans la conception historique de Tacite, ANRW Π 33.4: pp. 2949-2986. 
5 Sulla presentazione di Tiberio da parte di Tácito v. recentemente: M.SORDI, Linee per una ricostmzione 
degli Ultimi anni di Tiberio, Stylos 1, 1992, № 1. 
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solo temporáneamente dalla dominatio), seguita, a sua volta, da un al tro periodo 
monarchico: il principato di Augusto. 
La contraddizione fra i passi iniziali degli Annales e l'excursus del IV. libro, 
considerate sopra, non mette tuttavia in dubbio la convizione di Tácito che la nuova 
monarchia istituita da Augusto sia, fira le condizioni date, una necessità, poichè - come 
argomenta per bocca di Asinio Gallo - unum esse rei publicae corpus atque unius animo 
regendum (1,12,3). Análogamente ai cicli della natura, i periodi di corruzione della 
monarchia si alternano con periodi di miglioramento all'interno della stessa, come -
dicendo con 1'Agrícola - nello Stato romano sotto il regno di Nerva e Traiano finalmente 
redit animus, e l'imperatore, beatissimi saeculi ortu, concilia le componenti fino allora 
incompatibili, quali il principatus e la libertas (Agr. 3 1 ss.). Secondo il concetto orgánico 
della storia, sostenuto da Tácito, il rinnovamento del corpo esangue dello Stato romano 
effettuato da Augusto fu una necessità inevitabile, anche se tale assetto aveva i suoi lati 
deboli e i disturbi di funzionamento intrinsechi6. 
Ora esaminiamo quale è il rapporto fra tale rappresentazione e valutazione del 
pincipatus augusteo da parte di Tácito e il breviario di Floro, scritto più tardi, dopo la 
morte di Traiano e di Adriano, nei primi anni del regno di Antonino Pió, nel periodo delle 
feste in occasione del novecentesimo anniversario di Roma, ossia verso il 147 d.C., con 
l'evidente scopo di completare l'opéra tacitiana. Mentre infatti Tácito trattö della storia del 
principato dalla morte del fondatore fino al regno degli Antonius, dedicando al fondatore 
stesso soli cinque capita di carattere prevalentemente teorico; Floro riassunse la storia 
dell'epoca precedente, dalla fondazione dell'Urbe fino ad Augusto, dando un particolare 
rilievo all'attività di Augusto, fondatore del principatus. L'autore tentó di richiamare 
l'attenzione del lettore al legame con l'opera di Tácito, confermato con evidenza non solo 
dalle numeróse reminiscenze tacitee riscontrate dagli studiosi7, ma fra l'altro anche da un 
fatto che la letteratura sull'argomento sinora non conosceva o teneva in scarsa con-
siderazione oppure interpretava erróneamente 8. 
Una caratteristica dell'impostazione di Floro è il modo in cui egli collega i confini 
delle epoche della storia romana aggiungendo a ciascuna una specie di sintesi, una 
valutazione o una riflessione teórica, fra le quali due sono note nei manoscritti con il titolo 
6 I risultati delle ricerche svolte fra il 1939-1980 sulla concezione política di Tácito sono riassunti in 
W.SUERBAUM, Zweiundvierzig Jahre Tacitus-Forschung: SystematischeGesamtbibliographiezu Tacius'Annales 
1939-1980,In: ANRW П33,2:рр. 1101 sqq. Recentemente cfr. H.Y. McCULLOGH, Jr., The Historical Process 
and Theories of History in the „Annales" and „Histories" of Tacitus, in: ANRW Π 33.4: 2928-2948. 
7 Le reminiscenze tacitiana nell'opera di Floro vennero scoperte già dalla „Quellenforschung" del secolo 
scorso, e anche recentemente molti tengono conto della forte influenza di Tácito su Floro, cfr. C.FACCHINI 
TOSI, Π proemio di Floro: la struttura concerníale, Bologna, 1990,20 sqq.; 56 sq.; 73 sqq; 82 e 89; 92; 96. (per 
la recensione di questo lavoro v. P.JAL, In: Latomus 52, 1993, 170-171); G. ZECCHINI, La fortuna di Tácito 
e Γ Historia Augusta, In: Históriáé Augustae Colloquia, η.s. I: Colloquium Parisinum MCMXC, Macerata, 1991, 
337 sqq, in particolare p.339 (con ulteriore bibliografía). 
8 P. HAMBLENNE ritiene che Vanacephalaeosis dopo la iuventus e la mancanza della presentazione della 
senectus dimostra che la parte finale dell'opera di Floro si Ь persa (Une interpretation de decaxit, Flor, praef. 8, 
Latomus 45, 1985, 21-38). A ciö sembra contraddire 1'impeccabile struttura dell'opera, basata sul gioco con i 
numeri. 
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ANACEPHALAEOSIS (cfr. 1,2/8/; 1,47/3,12). In realtà nell'opera di Floro riscontriamo 
un numero più alto di digressiones di carattere fílosofíco-moralistico o storico, quali quella 
che segue la descrizione della iuventus (1,2,/8/9) e l'adulescentia (1,17/26/9; 1,18/2,1/1-2) 
del popolo di Roma; o quella collocata fra gli anni aurei e gli anni ferrei collegati, secondo 
l'autore, sul piano della política interna (1,24/2,19/) nonchè sul piano della política estera 
(1,47/3,12/). Dopo quanto si è detto osserviamo la mancanza della sintesi teórica al confine 
fra la iuventus e la senectus del populus Roman us, protogonista dell'opera, nella solenne 
chiusura del panorama storico. E' stato osservato in varie sedi che mentre Floro nella 
praefatio tiene conto di tutte le quattro età del popolo romano, quindi oltre che dell'infan-
zia, dell'adolescenza e della gioventù anche della senilità, il breviario stesso descrive solo 
le prime tre età. Tale mancanza, come anche l'assenza della relativa anacephalaeosis è 
spiegabile benissimo con l'ipotesi secondo la quale Floro volesse sottolineare in questo 
modo il legame con l'opéra di Tácito, nella quale fu compresa la senilità del populus 
Romanus, con particolare riguardo all'inertia Caesanim, menzionata anche da Floro, 
nonchè il rinnovamento sotto il regno di Traiano (cfr. sub Traiano principe movit lacertos, 
revirescit - praef.8). Inoltre il capitolo introduttivo degli Annales è interpretabile anche 
corte la sintesi della presentazione storica scritta da Floro. Tale fatto concorre a dimostrare 
dunque che non si pu6 escludere il rapporto fra il ritratto di Augusto tracciato da Floro e 
quello eseguito da Tácito. 
Per una valutazione più precisa dell'importanza di Augusto nell'opera storiografíca 
di Floro, occorre esaminare se il nostra storiografo ha elaborate una teoria política, e in 
quale modo l'immagine di Augusto s'inserisce in essa. Mi pare che in Floro 9 Γ idea dei 
vari regimi s'intreccia con la concezione organica e biologica della storia, in quanto l'autore 
associa varie forme della monarchia: il regnum e il principatus ail'in fant ia e rispettivamente 
alla senectus del popolo romano. Con la stessa lógica l'adulescentia chiamerebbe in vita un 
assetto aristocrático, la iuventus invece un sistema democrático. Tale ipotesi a prima vista 
assai plausibile, che ho già avanzato precedentemente, non trova alcuna conferma 
nell'analisi del testo. 
Nelle seguenti pagine passeremo in rassegna i vari regimi di Stato collegati alie 
varie età del popolo romano e la loro descrizione 10. 
1) 11 primo periodo fu senza dubbio quello dell'infantia e del regnum, nel quale 
il re, precisamente il primo re, Romolo, acquistô un ruolo eminente, essendo lui a creare 
il corpo unitario del populus Romanus in parte da popoli immigrati (i frigi guidati da Enea, 
gli arcadici capeggiati da Evandro), come dice Floro: Ita ex variis quasi elementis 
congregavit corpus populumque Romanum ipse fecit (1,1/1/9). Tale testo si fonda 
probabilmente su basi filosofiche, dal momento che, secondo Floro, sembra che Romolo 
abbia realizzato la coesione sociale della comunità romana con i quattro elementi (cfr. da 
9 
Ho già trattato di tale problema da un altro punto di vista, in un altro saggio: Le corps de l'Empire romain 
vu par les auteurs latins et grecs, In: A A . W . Autocoscienza e rappresentazione dei popoli nell'antichità, a cura 
di M. SORDI, Milano, 1992, 239-259. Tale impostazione del problema è stata discussa da E. BESSONE, 
Cronología e anacronismi neH'Epitoma di Floro, Patavium, 1, 1993, 111-136. Per Tintera questione v. il 
fondamentale H. HÄUSSLER, Vom Urspning und Wandel des Lebensaltervergleichs, Herrn., 92,1964,313-314. 
10 Proemium und Dispositionen der Epitome des Flonis, Eirene, 4, 1965, 21-38. 
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una parte Platone Theaet. 201 e ss., dall'altra Cic. inv. 1,2; sen. 7; off.2,18; nat.deor. 
3,39; Plin. n.h. 3,39; 6,17; lo, 4; Sen. ben. 6,11,2). Non puö essere casuale nemmeno che 
Romolo, come descritto da Floro, stabili l'ordine interno dello Stato come un saggio 
platónico e stoico, rex sapientissimus hunc,... statum rei publicae inposuit - ibid. 15), in 
modo che la iuventus prestava il servizio militare, e dall'altra parte consilium rei publicae 
penes senes esset (ibid.) Romolo stesso pero sembra assumere un carattere divino solo dopo 
la morte (cfr. augustiore forma quam fuisset - ibid. 18). 
II primo regnum, ció nonostante non si basava esclusivamente sulla saggezza, bensi 
anche sulla sapienza proveniente dall'esperienza pratica, come è dimostrato dalla presenza 
di Tullo Ostilio, il rex callidus (1,1/3/7), il che sostenne anche nel campo del potere il 
principio della theoria cum praxi, che si sarebbe diffusa più tardi. L'attività di Tullio 
Ostilio infatti contribuí all'unificazione della società romana, ottenendo con il synoikismos 
di Alba Longa ut consanguínea civitas... in suum corpus redisse rursus videretur (ibid.9). 
Lo storiografo formula una concezione teleologica a proposito dei sovrani del 
regno romano dei primi tempi, secondo la quale essi furono varii ingenio (1,2/8/1) in 
conformité con gli interessi e le necessità dello Stato. L'attività del religiosus Numa serviva 
ut ferox populus deorum metu mitigaretur; Tullo Ostilio in qualità di militiae artifex aveva 
10 scopo ut urbem colonia extenderet, ponte iungeret, muro tueretur; gli insignia introdotti 
da Tarquinio Prisco sostenevano la dignitas del princeps populus; il census eseguito da 
Servio Tullio favori ut ipsa se nosset Romana res publica; e infine, a causa delle ingiustizie 
subite da Tarquinio Superbo si accese nel popolo romano il desiderio della libertà che stette 
alla base del nuovo regime (1,2/ ). 
A parere di Floro dunque il primo periodo del regnum contribuí alio sviluppo 
dell'assetto statale del populus Romanus sia tramite gli eventi positivi che quelli negativi. 
E' perö un fatto indiscutibili che lo storiografo attribuisce il ruolo più importante a Romolo 
eletto dagli dei ed elevato fra essi dopo la morte, per aver fondato lo stato e il popolo, di 
contro a sovrani scelti dallo stesso popolo romano quali Numa e Tullo Ostilio i quali pure 
svolsero un attività proficua per lo Stato; o di contro a sovrani saliti al potere con 
l'appoggio di donne o con la forza, quali Tarquinio Prisco, Servio Tullio, Tarquinio 
Superbo. 
2) II secondo regime in Floro non è contraddistinto da alcun termine specifico, ma 
11 fatto che ritiene una sua peculiarità, sin dai primi consoli, Bruto e Collatino fino agli 
assasini di Cesare, Bruto e Cassio, la libertas, suggerisce che lo storiografo ritiene questa 
época il periodo dell'istituzione della res publica libera, la quale in tal modo si estende a 
due età: l'adulescentia e la iuventus del populus Romanus. Ciö potrebbe sostenere l'ipotesi 
avanzata da István HAHN, secondo la quale agli occhi di Floro l'età dell'adolescenza e 
quella della maturité è in realtà un solo periodo unitario della vita11. Pare evidente inoltre 
che con la distinzione tra il regnum e il principatus di un'época fondata sulla libertas fra 
11 Virgilio è un esempio ideale non solo per Floro, ma anche per Tácito (cfr. E. HENRY, Virgilian Eléments 
in Tacitus'Historical Imagination, In: ANRW Π 33.4:2987-3005); anche i loro ideali di storiografi sono identici: 
Cato, Sallustius, ecc., cfr. K.SCHNEIDER, Tacitus and Sallust (diss.), Heidelberg, 1964; e R. SYME, Sallust, 
Berkeley - Los Angeles, 1964, in particolare pp. 292-296; inoltre L. ALFONSI, Da Sallustio a Tacito, Aevum 
42, 1968, 474-475. - D'altra parte: Th. OPITZ, Zu Sallustius und Floms, JbbfkPh, 133, 1886, 432. 
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due periodi monarchici, egli rappresenta, dal punto di vista politico-ñlosoñco, la stessa 
teoría assunta anche da Tácito nell'introduzione degli Annales, e non quella generalmente 
accettata, seguita altre volte dallo stesso Tácito, secondo la quale nella storia dei popoli e 
degli Stati si altemano tre regimi e le loro combinazioni, quali la monarchia, l'aristocrazia, 
la democrazia e il cosidetto „regime misto". 
Floro dà una descrizione assai più dettagliata della res publica libera che non lo 
schema di Tácito. 
a) Innanzi tutto distingue due periodi all'intemo della repubblica libera: gli anni 
aurei fino alia guerra numantina, quella combattu ta contra Giugurta, e le insurrezioni dei 
Gracchi; 
b) gli anni ferrei dagli eventi menzionati sopra ñno al principato di Augusto. 
I due periodi sono descritti dallo storiografo nel modo seguente. Nel primo dei 
regimi la comunità del popolo romano era grosso modo unitario, lo scopo della política era 
diretto ad augendam liben populi maiestatem (1,3/9/1). Tale cœsione stava alla base della 
difesa e della conquista territoriale di Roma, nonchè della costruzione di un sistema di 
alleanze (pro sociis) che preparavano la strada all'impero e alia gloria (1,3/9/6). Tutti questi 
obiettivi del primo periodo della res publica libera vengono esplicati più dettagliatamente 
nella descrizione della storia di Roma (cfr. aemulatio imperii - 1,9/14/1; pro sociis -
1,11/16/1); compresa la conquista dell'Italia (Italiam consummaret) nonchè l'awiamento 
dei cortei trionfali oltre il mare (cfr, 1,13/18/16). Da quest'ultima costatazione traspare che 
l'autore vede l'ascesa di Roma in un regime aristocrático il quale era capace di riunire tutti 
i romani in una comunità (cfr. una ci ν i tas). 
In conformité con quanto detto Floro sottolinea continuamente il ruolo politico 
determinante del senatus (cffir- ibid. 20): tale istituzione sembrava una riunione di re persino 
ai nemici (ibid.) I duces eccellevano con il loro comportamento nobile: nella política estera 
riñutavano la perñdia e si astenevano ugualmente dal lusso nella política interna (ibid. 22). 
Quest'aristocrazia non si tras formó, almeno nei primi tempi, in un'oligarchia, poichè il 
populus Romanus usava ancora mandare in esilio i clarissimi principes e puni va l'ingiustizia 
nei confronti della plebs (1,17/22/3-4). A parte certe secessiones (1,17/22/5 ss.) símilmente 
nella fabula su Menenio Agrippa (1,17/23/) tutto concorre a dimostrare che la sola 
collaborazione delle varie componenti della civitas puô essere fruttosa, il che originaria-
mente era una parabola di gusto típicamente aristocrático. Alio stesso tempo è naturalmente 
condannabile ogni tentativo di potere (cfr. decemviratus libido; regius fiiror - 1,17/24/1) 
che offendendo lo ius (ibid. 2) tende a minare tale armonía sociale, la quale ha proprio il 
compito che plebei cum patriciis iungerentur (1,17/25Γ), ció si realizza oltre che nell'unione 
fira i due ceti, nel rispetto generale degli honorum decora et insignia, nonchè la libertas, la 
pudicitia e la dignitas (1,17/26/5). 
b) A questo periodo della res publica libera, immacolato nella morale e denso di 
grandi atti, subentrö un potere dalla morale corrotta, spesso incompetente, il quale perö, 
come scrive Floro, non era democrazia, bensî un regime oligarchico carico di conflitti 
interni. Mentre precedentemente i perniciosissimi cives, frutti della crescita demográfica 
della popolazione di Roma venivano tenuti a bada (1,17/26/6), l'ulteriore crescita 
dell'impero comporto Γ incremento di tali element!, l'indebolimento della morale, e 
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conseguentemente i nemici avevano la possibilità che ipsos Romani imperii mores 
expugnassent (1,36/3,1/5), al cui contribuiscono fattorí interni ed esterni. Roma venne 
contaminata dai costumi che regnono nella Syria conquistata, e corrotta dall'eredità del re 
di Pergamon nell'Asia minore (1,47/3,12/7) I vitia, sopratutto i civilia bella laceravano lo 
Stato, mostrando nudum... latus imperii, e i rei publicae vulnera (cfr. 1,40/3,5/4-5) 
Tutto ció era collegato con la scomparsa deirarmonia fra le componenti dello 
Stato. II senatus perdette Γ equilibrio morale (cfr. dimicasse... toto... inter se senatu -
1,47/3,12/5); venne sostituito man mano dai nobiles, ossia dalla nobilitas, che si trovavano 
opposti alla plebs e staccati dal populus, sebbene prima anche i possidentes ipsi pars populi 
erant (2,1/3,13/7). Per conseguenza delle leggi giudiziarie la cavalleria si distaccó dal 
senatus (cfr. divulsus a senatu eques - 1,47/3,12/9), e come segno evidente del conflitto 
fra i due ceti privilegiati a senatu in equitem translata iudiciomm potestas (2,1/3,13/6). 
Cosí i Gracchi divisero il popolo con la legge giudiziaria creando dalla città dei romani fino 
allora unitaria uno Stato con doppio capo, cfr. bicipitem ex una fecerant civitatem 
(2,5/3,17/3). 
Quest'ultimo passo dimostra che Floro parlando della corruzione della res publica 
libera tiene conto non di un assetto politico democrático, bensl di uno Stato aristocrático 
modifícate negativamente, nella descrizione del quale venne forse influenzato daH'immagine 
accennata sopra dei cambiamenti nell'época di Tiberio, offerta dal Tácito. La plebs e i 
comitia non avevano una vera influenza sulla vita política, perché pur essendo staccati a 
patribus (cfr. 2,1/3,13/2), in realtà si limitavano ad assistere alle lotte per il potere (cfr. 
2,5/3,17/5), al servizio dei principes ambiziosi emergenti fra i cittadini, dei nobiles, dei 
plebei duces e dei tribuni in partibus (cfr. 2,2/3,14/2) sedotti dal desiderio délia dominatio 
per ottenere la tribunicia potestas (cfr. 2,1/3,13/1) Il principatus et dominandi cupido 
comporta naturalmente l'exitiumrei publicae (1,47/3,12/13): il sistema nervoso dello Stato, 
Γ erario andava esaurendosi (cfr. rei publicae nervi... aerarium - 2,1/3,13/7). La misera 
res publica in tal modo pagó il prezzo della propria corruzione (2,1/3,13/5). 
In base a quanto sinora è stato detto pare evidente, da una parte, che secondo 
Floro nella storia di Roma manca il corrispondente di uno dei regimi della Grecia, la 
democrazia; dall'altra parte che lo storiografo non trova forme corrispondenti alia politeia 
mikte di Polibio e alia civitas mixta di Cicerone, esagerando l'atteggiamento scettico di 
Tácito di cui si è detto sopra. L'idea di Floro, quindi, è che nella vita del populus Romanus 
si alternano due regimi politici: la monarchia e raristocrazia, ciascuno con le proprie fasi 
ascendenti e discendenti: il regnum e la dominatio e rispettivamente la res publica libera, 
quale una civitas sotto la direzione del senatus e la biceps civitas, nella quale secunda plebe 
(cfr. 2,3/3,15/3) i principes nobilitatis (2,5/3,17/5) e gli équités agiscono nella direzione 
della disgregazione dello Stato. 
3) In tali condizioni si creó una situazione nella quale 1'organismo politico infetto 
aveva bisogno di tranquillitàe di una cura delicata: expediebat ergo quasi aegrae sauciaeque 
rei publicae requiescere quomodocumque, ne vulnera curatione ipsa rescinderentur 
(2,11/3,23/4). Secondo Floro, in seguito alia liquidazione del complotto più grande 
dell'oligarchia, il patricium nefas (cfr. Corn.Sev.poet. 13,6), cioè del complotto di Catilina 
capeggiato dai patrizi (cfr. 2,12/4,1/3 e 6), e dopo gli odia partium che caratterizzavano 
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la guerra civile fra Cesare e Pompeo, e non scomparvero neppure più tardi (cfr. 
2,13/4,2/7), Ottaviano/Augusto ricoperse proprio questo ruolo. 
Negli anni di ferro della iuventus del populus Romanus, quando nell'ámbito della 
res publica libera il popolo giunse aile soglie della senilità, Cesare Augusto riuscl a 
rinfrescare 1'organismo indebolito dello Stato, poichè pronum in omnia mala et in luxuriam 
fluens saeculum gravibus sevensque legibus multis cœrcuit (2,34/4,12/65). Il princeps qui 
appare non nel semplice ruolo del moderator, del rector rei publicae, guardia dell'equilibrio 
e della rotta giusta degli eventi, bensi come difensore della salute del popolo romano, 
quindi dell'intera umanità. Le parole fluens e coercuit sono infatti termini tecnici della 
medicina, come nella frase di Celso: Si corpus profluit sudor coercendus, requies habenda 
erit (3,6,15). Floro quindi intende sottolineare il fatto che Cesare Augusto mise freno al 
tumoré del corpus imperii, assicurando il ri poso necessario per la rigenerazione 
dell'impero, la requies, la quale non è idéntica alla inertia Caesarum (cfr. praef.8), ossia 
alla vergognosa inerzia la quale secondo Floro - símilmente a quanto dice Tácito - era la 
principale caratteristica dell'epoca dopo Augusto, sino al rinvigorimento so tío il regno di 
Traiano. 
Il pegno di quests requies esaltata da Floro era la pace universale espressa con la 
chiusura del tempio di Giano dopo lunghi secoli, e che fu una conseguenza della posizione 
del populus Romanus e dell'Impero raggiunta sotto il regno di Augusto. In base alia 
descrizione dello storiografo infatti il popolo romano soggiogô tu tie le nazioni dell'Occi-
dente e del Meridione ugualmente quelle dell'Oriente e del Settentrione , i popoli invece 
i quali rimasero immunes imperii, lo guardavano con rispetto (2,34/4,12/61 ss.). Tale 
rispetto si espresse sia neH'ambasceria degli Sciti, о nella richiesta della'amicizia dei 
Romani da parte dei Sarmati, sia nel fatto che Seres etiam habitantesque sub ipso sole Indi 
sono apparsi a Roma con i loro regali, sia infine nel fatto che Parthi quoque, quos victoriae 
paeniteret, rapta clade Crassiana signa ultro rettulere (ibid. 62-23). 
Tutto ció mette in evidenza che il finale dell'opera di Floro esalta, quasi con il 
tono di un panegírico, il momento della storia del populus Romanus, quando Cesare 
Augusto, rappresentante dei valori fondamental! di Roma: la pietas, la pudicitia e in 
generale le virtutes, riesce a ristabilire, con una specie di rinnovamento morale, l'equilibrio 
sano dello Stato di Roma, quindi dell'universo: la pax. Quest'ultima considerazione si 
riscontra anche in Tácito, ma 11 essa viene espressa con un tono più che sobrio, piuttosto 
amaro, a differenza del testo di Floro, quasi poético ed estático. Da questo punto di vista 
Floro attinge dai poeti dell'era augustea, Virgilio 12, Orazio e forse anche da Ovidio, i 
quali esaltavano la pace universale diffusa nell'intero mondo per opera di Augusto (cfr. 
Ovid. Fast. 1,281 ss.), all'insegna della quale i popoli di tutta la terra ammirano Roma e 
il suo signore, Cesare Augusto, rappresentato egli stesso come dio, specialmente come 
vicario di Giove sulla terra (cfr. Verg. G. 124; 503; Aera. 1,286; 6,789 ss.; 8,678 ss.; 
Ног. carm. saec. 53-60; c. 1,12,53 ss.; 3,5 2 ss. ecc.) 
I modelli poetici vengono utilizzati da Floro in Una maniera non servile: per lui 
Augusto non è un essere divino, vicario terrestre di una divinità, specialmente di Giove, 
12 Poem, lo ed. P. JAL Π p. 127. 
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bensi una persona divina di per sè già nella vita terrestre, per il suo nome e per il suo 
titolo. Per questa condizione agli occhi di Floro Augusto appare superiore a Romolo che 
diventa dio solo dopo la morte. 
L'immagine di Augusto tracciata da Floro ha certamente radici ñlosofíche, oltre 
alie reminiscenze storiche e letterarie. Secondo Aristotele la monarchia è una necessità 
naturale, e Floro, símilmente, ha una visione organica del destino e dei mutamenti del 
principatus; inoltre Cesare Augusto, com'è presentato in Floro, è caratterizzato egli stesso 
dalla saggezza di cui parlano Piatone e gli stoici, la quale si unisce aU'esperienza pratica 
ríchiesta da altri (cfr. sapientia e sollertia), dirigendo il mondo con cenni del capo, come 
l'anima e l'intelletto guida il corpo (cfr. 2,14/4,12/6). 
In tal modo Floro riesce a dare un ritratto originale costruito da elementi presi in 
prestito, il quale s'inserisce bene nella sua concezione della storia di Roma basata 
genericamente sul principio naturale. Malgrado all'esaltazione scritta per il primo 
principatus egli osserva con chiarezza la degenerazione kata physin anche di quel regime, 
nel periodo dell'inertia Caesarum dopo il regno di Augusto, interrotto da un breve periodo 
di rinnovamento sotto Traiano (cfr. revirescit - praef. 8). 
Pertanto sarebbe errato affermare che Floro sia stato un decantatore retorico 
magniloquente della nuova monarchia, il principatus, legato alia senectus del popolo 
romano. Símilmente a Virgilio, egli riteneva che tale regime comportasse una ripresa 
prowisoria nella vita dei romani, parte del processo irreversibile del deterioramento 
naturale. 
La concezione di Floro sul principato nella quale viene mescolato il tono 
panegírico con quello critico, s'inserisce bene nel mondo di un poeta che all'inizio della sua 
camera subí una grave umiliazione nell'agon Capitolinus da parte dell'imperatore 
Domiziano; che in qualità di rhetor grammaticus dell'Hispania decantava orgogliosamente 
la sua professione, che a lui non Caesar, sed Fortuna... iniunxit (VOAP 3,6), a differenza 
degli ufficiali militari e civili dipendenti dall'imperatore. Non stupisve quindi che tale 
personaggio autonomo scriva un poemetto faceto ad Adriano, ironizzando sul suo continuo 
viaggiare lungo il limes. Chi ha l'autocoscienza in tale misura, poteva ritenersi, sul piano 
intellettuale, di rango uguale all'imperatore, come formuló in una poesia: 
Cónsules fíunt quotannis et novi procónsules 
solus aut rex aut poeta non quotannis nascitur. 
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Tamás Adamik (Budapest) 
The figure of Julian in Ammianus' History 
1. Concerning the death of Julian, I. Hahn writes the following: Ammianus, who 
wrote the books of his History on Julian in circumstances of the victory of Christianity and 
the oppression of paganism, which fact left its mark on the concept and structure of his 
work, accepts the official version: incertum unde, subita equestris hasta (25,3,6), and he 
mentions only as incertus rumor that Julian had been killed by a Roman soldier (25,6,6).' 
In the postscript to the new Hungarian translation of Ammianus' History I stressed several 
times that Ammianus as a pagan historian criticises — although diplomatically — the 
Christians and praises the pagans.2 According to this viewpoint he censures the Christian 
emperors but he speaks highly of his hero, the pagan Julian. On the basis of I. Hahn's 
paper it seems to be clear that a) Ammianus' books on Julian can be regarded as an answer 
to the attacks of Christians on Julian;3 b) if Ammianus wanted to preserve the appearance 
of objectivity, he had to treat his hero's character in terms of virtues and vices. We have 
to take this into consideration if we want to interpret Ammianus' claim to objectivity: opus 
veritatem professum nunquam, ut arbitrer, sciens silentio ausus corrumpere vel mendacio 
(31,16,9)4. 
According to this principle our author discusses the deeds of other emperors, too, 
that is, he enumerates their good and bad actions, and in this sense he is objective.5 
Nevertheless, he writes about the bad acts and vices to a much larger extent than about the 
good acts and virtues of the emperors Constantius II, Valentinian I and Valens, while he 
depicts the good deeds and virtues to a much larger extent than the bad acts and vices of 
Julian. This demonstrates that he preferred the figure of pagan Julian to the Christian 
emperors Constantius II, Valentinian I and Valens. A similar disproportion can be observed 
in the length of description allotted to these emperors. Although Constantius II, Valentinian 
I and Valens reigned for a longer period than Julian, they get fewer pages in Ammianus' 
1 I. HAHN: Der ideologische Kampf um den Tod Julians des Abtrünnigen. B i o 38 (1960) 225. ff. cp. H. 
GÄRTNER: Einige Überlegungen zur kaiserlichen Panegyrik und zu Ammians Charakteristik des Kaisers Julian. 
Abhandl. d. Ak. d. Wissensch, und d. Lit., Geistes und sozialwissensch. Kl., Wiesbaden 1968, Nr. 10, 515. ff. 
2 Ammianus Marcellinus, Róma története. Fordította SZEPESY Gy. A jegyzeteket és az utószót írta 
ADAMIK T. Budapest. 1993,640-641. 
3 H. GARTNER: op. cit. 515. ff.; G. CALBOLI: Ammian und die Geschichtsschreibung seiner Zeit. 
Festschrift für Robert Muth. Innsbmck 1983, 40. 
4 Cp. J. C. ROLFE: Ammianus Marcellinus. Cambridge. Massachusetts 1956,1, XIX. The problem of the 
veracity of Ammianus is treated by K. ROSEN: Ammianus Marcellinus. Darmstadt 1982, 131-163. 
5 Cp. H. GARTNER: op. cit. 509. ff. 
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History than Julian.6 In my paper I would like to demonstrate that some disproportion can 
also be found in the way Ammianus treated the characters of these emperors. 
2. Ammianus presents Constantius II as cruel and merciless.7 In connection with 
the thirtieth anniversary of his reign he makes the following remark: insolentiae pondera 
gravius librans (14,5,1). The emperor was irascible and mistrustful and never had mercy 
on anybody: Ideoquefertur neminem aliquando ob haec vel similia poenae addict urn, oblato 
de more elogio, revocari iussisse, quod inexorabiles quoque principes factitarunt (14,5,5). 
He took every word of his spies for granted ad punished the persons under suspicion: Nec 
enim quisquam facile meminit sub Constantio, ubi susurro tenus haec movebantur, 
quemquam absolutum (14,5,9). 
According to Ammianus Valentinian I was even more cruel.8 At the beginning of 
his reign he tried to disguise his widely known ferocity (honopropalam ferus) (27,7,4), but 
in the course of time his innate wickedness burst out: serpens tamen vitium et dilatum 
licentius erupit adperniciem plurimorum, quo auxit ira acerbius effervescens (27,7,4). He 
and his confidential clerks killed a lot of innocent people (28,1). When he was angry, he 
became a bloodthirsty beast: Valentinianus post eiusdem Maximini adventum nec meliora 
moriente ullo nec retentante per ásperos velut aestu quodam fluctuum ferebatur et 
procellarum adeo, ut irascentis saepe vox et vultus, incessus mutaretur et color (29,3,2). 
Filled with anger he smashed a lot of innocent people to death (cp. 29,3). 
His brother, the emperor Valens, was no better:9 he put to death people who did 
not know why they hat do die. Sometimes he pardoned the condemned in order to deprive 
them of their riches (29,1, 23-29). Because of obscure prophecies he executed cultivated 
and important persons in large numbers. In short, he was cruel, greedy and uncultured: 
Magnarum opum intemperans appetitor, laborum impatiens, duritiamque magis affectons 
immanem, in crudelitatem proclivior, subagrestis ingenii, nec bellicis nec liberalibus studiis 
eruditus, ...Nihil agi contra libidinem suam patiebatur, iniuriosus alia et iracundus et 
criminantibus sine differentia veri vel falsi facillime patens, quae vitiorum labes etiam in 
his privatis cotidianisque rationibus impendió est formidanda (31, 14, 5-6). 
I would like to emphasize that Ammianus does enumerate the good qualities (bona) 
of these emperors — i.e. of Constantius II (21,16, 1-7), Valentinian I (30,9) and Valens 
(31,14,1-4) — but he pushes these positive qualities into the background: he does not 
illustrate them by examples and does not tell stories about them. They are described briefly, 
6 W. SEYFARTH states that in the preserved books of Ammianus Julian is in the centre: Ammianus 
Marcellinus, Römische Geschichte. Erster Teil. Berlin 1975, 36. 
7 Already Ε. NORDEN points out that Ammianus wrote on Constantius with hate: Die antike Kunstprosa. 
Leipzig 1898, 646. 
8 On the cruelty of Valentinian I see: R. C. BLOCKLEY, Ammianus Marcellinus. A Study of his 
Historiography and Political Thought. Bruxelles 1975, 33-34, 41-42; ср. Marie-Anne MARIÉ: Ammien 
Marcellin, Histoire, Livres XXVI--XXVIII. Tome V. Paris 1984, 256, note 246. 
9 Cp. R. C. BLOCKLEY: op. cit. 47. flf. 
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and for this reason they look small beside the vices which are expounded in detail and 
illustrated by horrible episodes, consequently the readers remember only the latter.10 
3. In the case of Julian, Ammianus follows the opposite strategy: he describes his 
good deeds lengthily: the greater part of Books 15-21, and Books 22-25 except 25, 5-10 
are devoted to these. When Constantius II decided to appoint him caesar, the soldiers 
thundered their approval. Ammianus interprets this fact as the decision of divinity: 
arbitrium summi numinis id esse (15,8,9). Constantius II commented on the approval of the 
soldiers in the same sense: Ergo, eum, praesente nut и dei caelestis amictu principali velabo 
(15,8,10).11 In order to strengthen the political connections Constantius II married off his 
younger sister to Julian. When the new caesar arrived at Vienna, the inhabitants of the city 
received their legitimate ruler with pleasure: avidius pompom regiam in principe legitimo 
cernens (15,8,21). Ammianus makes it perfectly clear that Julian is a legitimate caesar: 
Constantius II proposed him as their legitimate ruler. 
As caesar in Gallia he accomplished great actions by the help of his virtus and 
fortuna: Quia igitur res magnae quas per Gallias virtute felicitateque correxit multis 
veterum factis fortibus praestant (16,1,2). The help of fortuna was very important for the 
appreciation of a Roman commander; e. g., Sulla bore the name Felix in order to stress that 
fortuna never left him. Ceasar, too, emphasized that he always had virtus and fortuna (Gall. 
1,40,4; 12-13), but Julian had more: he was led by divinity: Videtur enim lex quaedam 
vitae melioris hunc iuvenem a nobilibus cunis ad usque spritium comitata supremum 
(16,1,4). To this divine power can be attributed that he could unite in himself all those 
virtues which the earlier Roman emperors possessed separately, the wisdom of Titus, the 
tactical sense of Trajan, the goodness of Antonius Pius, and the deliberation of Marcus 
Aurelius (16,1,4).12 
Julian always refused the flatterers,13 deliberated everything thoroughly and acted 
fast (16,2,2). He lived as simply as his soldiers (16,5,3). Concerning sleep he surpassed 
Alexander the Great (16,5,4). In one part of the night he slept, in the second part dealt with 
public affairs, in the third part of the night he studied philosophy: per omnia philosophiae 
membra prudenter disputando currebat (16,5,6). He was philosopher and rnler in one 
person (16,5)10).14 He was so merciful that he punished even grave crimes mildly, and 
to the people who disapproved of this he said: Incusent iure clementiam, sed imperatorem 
mitissimi animi legibus praestare ceteris decet (16,5,12). The inhabitants of provincia 
Gallia became conscious of his divine power: ob quae tamquam solem sibi serenum post 
squalentes tenebras adfulsisse cum alacritate et tripudiis laetabantur (16,5,14). 
10 I agree with A. ALFÖLDI, who stresses the importance of the actual examples of cruelty: A Conflict of 
Ideas in the Late Roman Empire. Oxford 1952, 25. ff. 
" Cp. Th. KLAUSER: Akklamation. Reallexikon fur Antike und Christentum 1 (1950) 222. 
12 V. von GUTSCHMID: Ammianus Marcellinus. Kl. Sehr. 5. Leipzig 1894, 583; J. STRAUB: Heidnische 
Geschichtsapologetik in der christlichen Spätantike. Bonn 1963, 16-18; H. GÄRTNER: op. cit. 510. ff.; R. C. 
BLOCKLEY: op. cit. 73. ff. 
13 Good emperors always refused the flatterers: cp. P. HADOT: Fürstenspiegel. Reallexikon fur Antike und 
Christentum 8 (1969) 607. 
14 Cp. I. BKDEZ: 1л vie de l'empereur Julien. Paris 196?, 119; P. HADOT: op. cit. 607. 
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4. If Julian was so perfect, just and law-abiding, how was it possible that he 
became a counter-emperor and marched against the legitimate emperor who had appointed 
him caesarl This is a very delicate question and Ammianus answers it carefully. According 
to the historian there were a lot of reasons which compelled Julian to act in such a way. 
Out of Ammianus' description it seems that Constantius Π regarded the 
achievements of Julian in Gallia with distrust.13 Perhaps there is a connection between the 
emperor's distrust and the fact that Julians' military actions were prevented by various 
commanders; e. g. Marcellus, the magister equitum did not come to the aid of Julian when 
he was besieged by enemies (16,4). Barbatio, the magister peditum sabotaged the 
foodsupply and by this he gave Julian a lot of trouble (16,11,8-12). There was a rumour 
going about that Constantius II had sent Julian to Galia in order to perish: ut possit per 
bella deleri saevissima (16,11,13). The empress Eusebia had Julian's child killed because 
she did not want Julian to have a successor. Although Barbatio had left Julian to himself 
in the battle at Argentoratus, Julian won the battle thanks to his courage. Already after this 
victory the soldiers acclaimed him their emperor: Augustus acclamatione concordi totius 
exercitus appellatus (16,22,64), but Julian protested and swore that he did not want this 
rank: id se пес sperare пес adipisci velle turando confirmons (16,12,65). 
After the battle of Argentoratus Julian added success to success, but at the court 
of Constantius he became suspicious (17,11). The emperor was jealous of Julian's success 
and luck, therefore he sent Decentius, the tribunus and nótárius to take away the auxiliary 
troops from him (20,4,1-3). In the meantime the magister equitum Lupicinus and the 
praefectus Florentius left him in the lurch. After long deliberation Julian decided to send 
away the troops demanded by the emperor, and he even allowed them to take their families 
with them. The troops marched through Lutetia where Julian was staying. He went out to 
greet the soldiers and asked them to obey the emperor. Nevertheless the soldiers did not 
leave him but acclaimed him as emperor. Julian protested but the soldiers surrounded the 
góvérnor's palace. Finally Julian was compelled to put on the purple of the emperor. He 
did it because the previous night he had a dream in which the Genius publiais said to him: 
„olim, Juliane, vestibulurh aedium tuarum observo latenter augere tuam gestiens dignitatem 
et aliquotiens tamquam repudiatus abscessi; si ne nunc quidem recipior sententia 
concordante multorüm, ibo demissus et maestus. Id tarnen retineto imo corde, quod tecum 
non diutius habitabo" (20,5,10). On the basis of all this it is evident that as Julian elected 
by divine power so he was elected emperor by divine power, too. 
The figure of Julian described by Ammianus is in accordance with the speech 
delivered by the sounded Julian before his death. In this speech he states that he does not 
regret his deeds because he has preserved his soul spotless. He always served the public 
welfare: reputans auiem iusti esse finem imperii oboedientium commodum et salutem ad 
tranquilliora semper, ut nostis, propensior fui licentiam отпет actibus meis exter-
minans,. ..guadensque abeo sciens, quod, ubicumque me velut imperiosa parens consideratis 
përiculis obiecit res publica, steti fundatus (25,3,18). When those present bewailed him, 
he scolded them with the words: humile esse caelo sideribusque conciliantum lugeri 
15 R. C. BLOCKLEY stresses the same: op. cit. 51. ff. 
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principem (25, 3,22). Finally, when his friends had calmed down, he conversed with the 
philosophers Maximus and Priscus about the celestial nature of the soul (25,3,23).16 
But Ammianus wants to seem objective and therefore he treats Julian's vices, as 
well: Digestís bonis, quae scire potuimus, nunc ad explicando eius vitia veniamus 
(25,4,16). Julian was lightheaded (levions ingenii), talkative (linguaefusions), too religious 
(praesagiorum sciscitationi nimium deditus) and he liked popularity (volgi plausibus laetus) 
(25,4,16-18). Nevertheless these negative features are dwarfed by his great virtues and they 
demostrate that Julian was a nice pious man, too. 
5. From all this one can conclude that Constantius II, Valentinian I, and Valens 
were so villainous because they were not elected by divinity. On the other hand, Julian was 
chosen by divinity, that is why he was so virtuous and merciful. The emperors who are not 
elected by divinity are tyrants who can maintain their power only by cruelty and 
inhumanity. The emperors chosen by divinity rule by justice and clemency and they are 
accepted by honest people, however evil men hate them and hinder them in their good 
actions.17 In his method of character-drawing Ammianus adopted some devices of 
invective and panegyric. 
One important device of invective is that the person attacked is evil by birth, but 
the circumstances hinder the development of his inborn evil nature. Nevertheless, if these 
circumstances change — e. g. if his good advisers are pushed into the background or die 
etc. — his evil nature begins to prevail. This process can be observed in the charac-
terisation of Constantius II and Valentinian I. When their power grew stronger, they 
became more cruel. This is what we find about Constantius: insolentiäe pondera gravius 
librans (14,5,1); and about Valentinian: serpens tarnen Vitium et dilatum licentius erupit 
(27,7,4). This device is used splendidly by Tacitus in order to characterize the emperor 
Tiberius (Annales 6,51).18 
One compulsory commonplace of panegyric19 is that the king or emperor is 
compared to the Sun. Because of the tax reductions the inhabitants of Gallia thought that 
with Julian the clear Sun had arrived: ob quae tamquam solem sibi serenum post squalentes 
tenebras adfulsisse (16,5,14). Already Seneca named the emperor Claudius sidus (Cons, 
ad Pol. 13,1), and Curtius Rufus called the new emperor novum sidus (19,9,3). When in 
the 3rd century A. D. Menander prescribed that the new ruler should be greeted as Sun 
(Rhet. Gr. 3,378 Sp.), he formulated a long established custom of panegyric. 
16 J. FONTAINE calls attention to the influence of Plato's Phaedo and Tacitus' Annales 16,34 (the death 
of Thrasea Paetus) on this speech of Julian: Ammien Marcellin. Histoire. Tome IV (Livres ХХШ-XXV). 
Commentaire. Paris 1977, 226, note 561. 
17 Die Chrysostom draws a distinction between tyrannus and basileus; the power of the latter is from the 
goods who elect him as the best; cp. or 6 and 62; P. HADOT: op. cit. 599-600. 
18 Roman historians used both reliable historical facts and invectives as sources parallelly; cp. T. AD AMIK: 
Bemerkungen zur Invectiva. Annales Univ. Scient. Budapest. Sectio classica 5-6 (1977-78) 89-100; on rumores 
in Ammianus'History see: R. С. BLOCKLEY, op. cit. 31. ff. 
19 The influence of panegyric in Ammianus' History is highlighted by H. GARTNER: op. cit. 499. ff. and 
R. C. BLOCKLEY: op. cit. 73. ff. 
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Considering the above-mentioned parallel with Tacitus it is imaginable that 
Ammianus took over this kind of contrast-based rendering from Tacitus, who often uses 
this device; e.g. he contrasts the greatness of Germanicus with the shiftiness of Tiberius, 
and the innocence of Britannicus with the perverse wickedness of Nero. Following this 
model Ammianus contrasted the justice of the pagan Julian with the unlawfulness of the 
Christian emperors.20 Already A. Alföldi stressed the bias of Ammianus towards 
Valentinian and Valens: „Не had been devoted, body and soul, to Julian, and this made him 
intolerant of the two brothers to whom the personality and policy of Julian were so 
alien."21 But he did it very diplomatically because by the time he finished his work, 
Christianity had already triumphed over paganism.22 In order to evade the danger which 
could threaten him and the pagan aristocrats he sometimes praised the Christian emperors 
and blamed the pagan Julian. For instance, he lauds Valentinian for his tolerance: Postremo 
hoc moderamine principatus inclaruit, quod inter religionum diversitates medius stetit пес 
quemquam inquietavit neque, ut hoc coleretur, imperavit aut illud (30,9,5) and condems 
Julian for his intolerance: praeter pauca, inter quae erat illud inclemens, quod docere vetuit 
magistros rhetoricos et grammaticos Christianos, ni transissent ad numinum cultunP 
(25,4,20). However the praise and the condemnation reflect the political situation of the 
age: the pagan aristocrats wanted tolerance. 
2 0 In this question I agree with S. D'ELIA: Ammiano Marcellino e il christianesimo. Stud. Rom. 10 (1962) 
372-390, and with A. SELEM: Considerazioni circa Ammiano ed il cristianesimo. RCCM 6 (1964) 224-261. 
21 A. ALFÖLDI: op. cit. 3. 
22 Ср. G. CALBOLI: op. cit. 48: „Es ist dieser präzise Hinweis, der uns erlaubt anzunehmen, dass 
Ammianus sich nach allen Seiten hin absichert." 
23 I quote the text of Ammianus on the basis of W. SEYFARTH's edition: Ammianus Marcellinus, Römische 
Geschichte. Lateinisch und deutsch^ 3., berichtigte Auflage. I-IV. Berlin 1971-1988. 
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Ibolya Tar (Szeged) 
Das Bild des idealen Fürsten in der Kaiserzeit 
(Ausonius und seine Quellen) 
Von den-zahlreichen von Konsuln gehaltenen Danksagungsreden in der Kai serzeit 
sind uns nur 3 erhalten geblieben: der Panegyrikus des jüngeren Plinius an Trajan aus dem 
J. 100. n. Chr., der des Mamertinus an Julian aus 362 und die gratiarum actio des 
Ausonius1. Er hielt die Rede in der zweiten Hälfte 379, wahrscheinlich im August2, in 
Trier. Alle 3 Danksagungsreden sind ohne Zweifel zugleich Panegyrici, die ersten zwei 
sind in die Sammlung der XII Panegyrici aufgenommen3. Für die Komposition dieser 
Reden sind also dieselbe Regeln massgebend wie fur die Lobreden. (Den griechischen und 
lateinischen rhetorischen Handbüchern nach4 gehört das Enkomion zu der epideiktischen 
Rhetorik — genus demonstrativum —, zu einer der drei rhetorischen Gattungen5.) Diese 
Gattung hat eine lange Geschichte, die Anfänge sind bei den griechischen Philosophen und 
Rhetoren zu suchen.6 Piaton zeichnet die idealen Züge des Herrschers in Gestalt des 
Philosophenkönigs in seiner Politeia, im 7. Brief und im Politikos auf. Die hier behandelten 
Charakteristika wirken in den verschiedensten Enkomien weiter. 
Der literarische Prototyp für ein in Prosa geschriebenes Enkomion ist die 
Euagoras-Rede des Isokrates. Hier und in den anderen zwei kyprischen Reden umreisst er 
das Bild des Philosophenkönigs, die wesentlichsten Züge dessen sind: Tugendhaftigkeit, 
Gerechtigkeit, Mässigkeit, Ehrerbietigkeit gegenüber den Göttern (erwiesen durch 
Ausübung der Gerechtigkeit) und Paidea. Was die Struktur betrifft, sind die späteren 
Merkmale schon hier zu beobachten: Nach dem Proömium (1-11) wird das γένος des 
Verstorbenen (Vorfahren, Zeit der Geburt, Vorzeichen) behandelt (11-21), danach folgt die 
Lebensbeschreibung (Kindheit, wo bestimmte Eigenschaften schon erscheinen, und reifes 
Alter mit den drei kardinalen Tugenden der Gerechtigkeit, Weisheit und Starke) in 22-23, 
1 Die Rede des Plinius hat den Titel Panegyricus, obwohl auch sie eine gratiarum actio fur sein Konsulat 
war. Die Rede des Mamertinus, gehalten am 1. Januar 362 heisst: Gratiarum actio Mamertini de consulatu suo 
Iuliano imperátori. Der vollständige Titel von Ausonius' Rede: Ausonii Burgidalensis Vasatis gratiarum actio ad 
Gratianum impera to rem pro consulatu. 
2 RE V n 1837-38, s.v. Gratianus; R. P. H. GREEN, The works of Ausonius Oxford 1991. p. 537. 
3 Die Sammlung wurde in Gallien von einem Rhetor, wahscheinlcih von Pacatus, dem Verfasser des letzten 
Panegyricus zasammengestellt. Die letzten Ausgaben: ΧΠ Panegyrici Latini, I-Ш. ed. E. GALLETIER, Paris, 
G. Budé, 1945-55; ΧΠ Paneg. Lat. ed. R.A. B. MYNORS, Oxforxl 1964. 
4 S. Ps. Arist. Rhet. ad Alex., 1, 1421 b; Arist., Rhet., 1,3,1 sqq; Rhet. ad Herenn., I 2; Quint., I. О 3,4; 
s. noch HINKS, Tria genera causanim, CQ 30, 1936, 170-6. 
5 Die anderen zwei sind: genus iudicale (δικανικόν) und genus deliberativum (δημηΎορικόρ). 
6 Gute Übersicht gibt P. HADOT, Fürstenspiegel, in: Reallexikon fur Antike und Christentum, Bd. VIH, 
555-632, Stuttgart 1972. Auf Enkomien konzertriert: G. FRAUSTADT, Encomiorum in Litteris Graecis usque 
ad Roma nam aetatem histora. Diss. Leipzig 1909. 
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nachher der Aufstieg zur Herrschaft (24-40), Art und Weise der Ausübung der Macht 
(41-64) und nach einem Rückblick (65-69) und μακαρισμός (70-72) der Epilog (73-81). 
Die Wirkung des I sokra tes und ausserdem die von Xenophons Agesilaos7 ist noch 
in den späteren Epochen zu merken8, nicht nur in der Praxis, sondern auch in der Theorie. 
Interessant, dass trotz I sokra tes, bei dem auch politische Ansichten und Ideale zum 
Ausdruck gebracht werden, die epideiktische Rede, wie von der rhetorischen Literatur oft 
betont wird, hauptsächlich zur delectatio des Publikums dient.9 Die Rhetorik des 
Aristoteles ist — abgesehen von dem sog. Rhetorica ad Alexandrum — das erste 
überlieferte Rhetorische Fachwerk. Er gibt Anweisungen, wie eine epideiktische Rede 
strukturiert werden soll und gibt den Rat mythologische Beispiele anzuführen.10 Diese 
ganze Thematik wird von ihm nur kurz behandelt, wie auch von den römischen Autoren.11 
Erst im späten 3. und frühen 4. Jahrhundert werden solche rhetorische Traktate 
konzipiert, wo auch die epideiktischen Reden eingehend behandelt werden. Traditionell dem 
Rhetor Menander aus Laodicaea werden 2 Werke zugeschrieben, beide unvollendet 
überliefert unter dem Titel irepl επιδεικτικών12. Unter dem Namen des Dionysios 
Halikamasseus ist eine τέχνη тгерХ των πανηγυρικών überliefert worden, das Werk stammt 
aber wahrscheinlich aus dem späten 2. oder frühen 3. Jahrhundert.13 Die Entstehimg 
solcher Werke ist ein Beweis dafür, dass diese Gattung der Rhetorik in der späteren 
Kaiserzeit zur grösseren Bedeutung gelangte.14 In ihnen wurden keine neue Kom-
positionsregeln aufgestellt, aber die einzelnen Punkte wurden détailliert behandelt und 
besonders bei Menander mit vielen Beispielen versehen — es dienteja zur Ausbildung der 
Rhetoren. Eben der Aspekt, dass diese Traktate eigentlich Schulbücher waren, hatte zur 
Folge, dass sie zwar jede mögliche Variation zur Gestaltung einer Lobrede aufführten, doch 
fehlte es jeder Hinweis auf die eventuelle politische Aktualität der Reden, obwohl es nicht 
zu verleugnen ist, dass in der späteren Kaiserzeit sowohl die lateinischen als auch die 
η 
Hier werden "γένος, τόλις, die Taten des Agesilaos, seine Tugenden und Eigenschaften, seine 
Beispielhaftigkeit dargestellt. 
8 S. Menander Rhetor, ed. with Translation and Commentaryby D.A. RÜSSEL and N.G. WILSON, Oxford 
1981, p. XV. 
In Anst., Rhet., 1,3,2 werden die Zuhörer als üeuQoi bezeichnet, sie sind also mehr zur Vergnügung da. 
S. noch Cic., Or. 37-8; 65 sq; Quint., I.O. 3,4,6. Cf. HINKS, o.e. pp. 172 sq. 
10 Arist., Rhet. 1,3,6; 3,16,3. 
11 Z.B. Rhet. ad Herenn., 3,15; cf. HINKS o.e. p. 176. 
12 Ed. SPENGEL in Rhetores Graeci Ш (1865), 329-446; С. В URS LAN, in Abh. d. kng. bayr. Akad. d. 
Wiss. philos, philo). Cl., München 16.) 1882, Teil 3. Über die Echtheitsprobleme und Entstehungszeit s. 
BURS LAN o.e.; RUSSEL-WILSON, o.e. p. XXXIV sqq; J. SOFFEL, Die Regeln Menandere tur die 
Leichenrede. In ihrer Tradition dargestellt, hrg., übers, und komm. (Beiträge zur Klass. Phil. 57), Meisenheim 
am Glan 1974, p. 92 sqq. 
13 S. L. RADERMACHER; Opuscula, Leipzig 1904-29, Bd. Π 2, pp. ΧΧΠ sqq. 
14 S. auch die Entstehungszeit der lateinischen Panegyrici, die abgesehen von dem Paneg. des Plinius auch 
aus der späteren Kaiserzeit stammen. Zu den lateinischen Panegyrikem s. die Übersicht von S. MACCORMACK, 
Latin Prose Panegrics, in: Empire and Aftermath, Silver Latin Π, ed. by T. A. DOREY, London-Boston 1975, 
pp. 143-205. 
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griechischen Panegyrici auch politische Programme ausdrückten (wie es ganz am Anfang, 
schon am Beispiel des Isokrates zu sehen war).15 
Das menandrische Traktat stellt folgendes Schema auf16: Proömium, mit Angabe 
der Themen, die hier entwickelt werden können — 368, 8-369,17. 
Abschnitte des Hauptteils: 
Vaterland oder Nation des Königs (patria) - 369,18-370,8 
Lob seiner Familia (yévoç), eventuell Hinweis auf eine göttliche Herkunft -
370,9-371,3 
Geburt des Königs (evtl. Wunderzeichen) (yéveaiç) - 371,3-14 
Physische Konstitution {φύσις) - 371,14-17 
Erziehung (ανατροφή) - 371,17-23 
Bildung (παιδβία) - 371,23-372,2 
Geistige, moralische Qualitäten, Lebensweise, Gewohnheiten 
(<'επιτηδ€ύματα) - 372,2-12 
Handlung im Krieg und Frieden (πράξεις) -372,12-377,9 
(die Taten und Handlungen des Herrschers werden nach 
den 4 Tugenden — Stärke, Gerechtigkeit, Mässigkeit, 
Weisheit — gegliedert; ausserdem wird besonderes 
Gewicht auf die φιΧανϋρωπία gelegt.) 
Epilog — hier wird die τύχη dargestellt, die Regierung mit den vorausgehenden 
Regierungen verglichen, schliesslich Lobpreisung der Erfolge auf jedem Gebiet — 
377,9-30. 
Die Wirkung des Menander bzw. der Tradition und Praxis, die die Entstehung 
seines Werkes forderten, ist praktisch bei jedem Panegyriker festzustellen, der Gebrauch 
des Schemas ist aber selektiv.17 
15 S. S. MACCORMARK o.c.p. 146 und passim; F. DEL CHICCA, La Stmttura retorica del Panegririco 
latino tardoimperiale in Prosa: Teoría e Prassi, AFLC 6, 1985 (1987), 79-113, passim; J. STRAUB, Vom 
Herrscherideal der Spätantike, Stuttgart 1939 (=Darmstadt 1964), passim. 
16 Mehr oder weniger detaillierte Darstellungen des menandrischen Schema: C. BURSIAN, o.c.p. 95 sqq; 
T. C. BURGESS, Epideictic Literature (Chicago Studies in Classical Philology 3), Chicago 1902, p. 134 sqq; R. 
VOLKMANN, Die Rhetorik der Griechen und Römer, 2. Aufl., Leipzig 1885, p. 339 sqq; J. STRAUB, o.c.p. 
153 sqq; A. PARRAVICINI, I Panegirici di Claudio e i Panegirici latini, Roma-Milano 1909, p. 7 sqq; 
RÜSSEL·WILSON, o.c.p. 271 sqq; L. PREVIALE, Teoria e prassi del panegricio bizantino, Emérita, 17, 1949, 
p. 80 sqq; F. DEL CHICCA, o.c.p. 81 sqq; P. HADOT in Reallex. f. Ant. u. Chr. o.e. 
17 Im Fall des Plinius können wir natürlich nur von der vorangehenden Tradition reden. Die letzte 
umfassende Darstellung seines Panegyricus bietet eine reiche Auswahl an Literatur: P. FEDELI, II 'Panegírico' 
di Plinio, ANRW 33)1, Berlin-New York 1989, pp. 387-514. J. VISY, Plinius Panegyricusa és a görög 
rétorika-elméletek, Szeged 1943, untersucht die Entsprechungen und Abweichungen von der griechischen 
riietorischenTradition. J. MESK, WSt 33,1911,71-100vergleicht den Panegyricus des Plinius mit den Enkomien 
des Isokrates, mit dem Agesilaos des Xenophon und mit den vier Königsreden des Dion. Hal., s. Anm. 26. M. 
L. CLARK, Rhetoric at Rome. A historical survey. London 1953, pp. 107-8, vertritt die Ansicht, dass Plinius 
keine besondere Bedeutung der früheren rhetorischen Literatur zuschrieb. 
Über die strukturellen Entsprechungen zwischen den Panegyrici und dem Schema des Menander s. F. DEL 
CHICCA, o.e., pp. 95-111; die Einleitung in É. GALLETIER, Panégyriques latins, o.c.pp. XXX sqq; O. 
SCHAEFFER, Die beiden Panegyrici des Mamertinus und die Geschichte des Kaisers Maximianus Herculius, 
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Die römische Färbung wird den Panegyrici bzw. gratiarum actiones durch ihre 
Beziehimg zu der aktuellen höfischen Politik gegeben.18 Die Verknüpfung der laudationes 
mit der Politik hat in Rom ihre republikanische Wurzeln. Schon die Funeralreden, die 
laudationes funebri dienten z.T. auch zum politischen Propaganda. (Der römischen 
Tradition nach wurde der erste Konsul, Brutus mit einer laudatio funebris geehrt.19 
Polybios beschreibt auch eine solche Gelegenheit und zeigt auch das spezifisch römiche 
auf.20 Eine der berühmtesten laudationes ist die auf Caesar, gehalten von Antonius21, 
worüber Dio Cassius und Appian eine von einander abweichende Version geben. Das 
Weiterleben der laudatio funebris ist auch in der Kaiserzeit dokumentiert22. Die laudatio 
hatte ihren Einzug auch in die politischen Reden. Als erstes handgreifliches Beispiel können 
wir Ciceros Rede „Pro lege Manilla" nennen. Nach dem Untergang der Republik 
verschwindet die politische Rede von der Palette. Die laudationes können als Gegenstand 
nur den prominentesten Mann im Staat aufführen. Dasselbe sehen wir auch in den anderen 
Gattungen: in der Dichtung23 und in der Geschichtsschreibung. Vellerns Paterculus in 
seinem Lob auf Tiberius24 ruft schon solche Eigenschaften des Kaisers in Erinnerung, die 
sowohl bei Plinius als auch bei den späteren Panegyrikern als feste Züge der Charak-
terisierung erscheinen: moderatio, prudentia, liberalitas.25 
Plinius — zusammen mit den 4 Reden über das Königtum des Dion Chrysos-
tomos26 — ist besonders wichtig in Hinblick auf die späteren Panegyriker: Durch ihn und 
durch Dion wird zur Person des Trajan eine Kaiserideologie geknüpft, die die Zukunft 
Diss. Strassburg 1914; H. GUTZWILLER, Die Neujahrsrede des Konsuls Claudius Mamertinus vor dem Kaiser 
Julian, Text, Übers., Komm, Basel 1942 (=Hildesheim— New York 1980); F. GRINDA, Der Panegyrikus des 
Pakatus auf Kaiser Theodosius, Diss. Strassburg 1916; Q. Aurel» Symmachi v.c. Laudatio in Valentinianum 
seniorem Augustum prior. Intr., comm. e trad, a cura di F. DEL CHICCA. Roma 1984 — s. die Einleitung. Ε. 
VEREECKE, Le Corpus des Panégyriques latins de l'époque tardive: problèmes d'imitation, AC 44, 1975, 
141-160 — schreibt allzugrosse Bedeutung dem direkten Einfluss des Menander zu. 
S. J. STRAUB, o.e. passim; F. BÜRDE AU, L'Empereur d'après les Panégyriques Latins, in: L'Aspects 
de l'empire romaine, Paris 1964, bes. pp. 6-9; S. MACCORMACK, o.e.; A. GRILLI, Ausonio: il mondo 
dell'impero e della corte, AAAd 22, 1982,139-150; G. SABRAH, De la rhétorique à la communication politique: 
les Panégyriques latins, BAGB 43, 1984, 363-388. 
19 Dion. Hal., A.R. 5, 17, 2; Plut. Popl, 9, 6 sq. 
20 Polyb. 6, 53, 1; 54, 1 sq. 
21 
In der Komposition dieser laudatio folgt Dio Cassius (44, 36 sqq) gegenüber Appian (B.C. 2,144 sq) den 
griechischen Regeln. Über Caesars Begräbnis s. I. BORZSÁK, Caesars Funeralien und die christliche Passion, 
A AntHung 10, 1962, 23-31. 
22 Dio Cass. 75, 4,1; Herodian 4,2,4; Hist. Aug. Pertinax 15. 
23 S. die Eklogen des Calpurnius Siculus oder Statius Silvae 4,1; 4,2 et. с. 
24 2, 122, 9 
25 
Der Gebrauch, fur das Konsulat eine Danksagungsrede zu halten, geht in die republikanische Zeit zurück, 
wo die Konsuln dem Volk fur ihre Wahl ihren Dank ausdrückten. S. Cic. de lege agr. П, ad populum 1-4. 
Augustus hat den Gebrauch erneuert, mit dem Unterschied, dass die Konsuln dem Herrscher ihren Dank zum 
Ausdruck brachten, in einer vor dem Senat gehaltenen Rede. S. dazu M. DURRY, Pline le Jeune, Budé, vol. IV. 
1964, p. 86. 
26 Er hielt die Reden zwischen 100-105 vor Trajan. 
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beeinflussen sollte. Trajan ist das Beispiel des optimus princeps, der den zukünftigen 
Kaisern als Vorbild hingestellt wird.27 
Der Tugendkatalog, der von den beiden Autoren aufgestellt wurde, teils aus 
Trajans dargestellten Eigenschaften (wie bei Plinius), teils aus für den Herrscher 
wünschenswerten Tugenden (bei Dion), hat mehrere gemeinsame Elemente: Der Kaiser ist 
kein Gott, ist aber durch göttlichen Willen eingesetzt. Selbstlosigkeit und Friedensliebe, die 
die militärische Bedeutung nicht ausschliesst, sind ihm eigen. Die wichtigsten Tugenden bei 
Plinius: humanitas, liberalitas, dementia, benignitas, continentia, fortitudo, moderatio. 
Trajan, wie auch aus diesen Tugenden hervorgeht, regiert nicht durch Furcht, sondern 
durch eigenes Beispiel. 
Bei Dion werden folgende Tugenden betont: Gottesffirchtigkeit, Selbstlosigkeit, 
Aufrichtigkeit, Wahrheit, Ehrenhaftigkeit, Gerechtigkeit, Mannighaftigkeit, Menschenliebe, 
Wohltätigkeit. Trajan ist also hauptsächlich ais Friedenspinz vorgestellt — kein Wurder 
nach Domitians Herrschaft. Der schrille Gegensatz zwischen den zwei Herrschern kann 
auch einer der Gründe — zusammen mit dem guten literarischen Niveau des plinischen 
Panegyricus — dafür sein, dass das von Plinius gezeichnete Trajan-Bild für die Zuhörer 
überzeugend war, zumal da sie sich überzeugen lassen wollten. 
Der Anspruch der streng genommenen historischen Wahrheit war an die Gattung 
des Panegyricus nicht gestellt — er sollte den Herrscher so vorstellen (mit Hervorhebung 
der ideologisch aktuell brauchbaren Eigenschaften und Weglassung von nicht zu 
erwähnenden Ereignissen28), wie es aus der Hinsicht der politischen Situation wünschens-
wert war. Konstantin der Grosse wurde z.B. in 310 in Trier als erbarmungsloser Verfechter 
der Barbaren dargestellt, aber schon in 313 in Trier und acht Jahre später in Rom wurde 
seine dementia gegenüber dem Feind betont.29 
Wenn wir die Struktur des plinischen Panegyricus in Betracht ziehen, stellt es sich 
heraus, dass die laudatio einen weit grösseren Raum einnimmt als die Danksagung am Ende 
der Rede. Die gratiarum actio des Mamertinus30 besteht aus zwei einander ähnlich langen 
Teilen — vielleicht war das die üblichere Form der gratiarum actiones. 
Die Rede des Ausonius nimmt in der Reihe der Pynegyrici bzw. gratiarum actiones 
eine Sonderstelle ein, obwohl es sehr wahrscheinlich ist, dass Ausonius beide oben 
genannten Reden und als 'vir grammaticus' auch das Werk des Rhetors Menander und die 
ältere Tradition kannte. Er verzichtete darauf eine nach festen Regeln strukturierte Rede 
zu halten und hat das persönliche Element stark heraustreten lassen. Dafür hat ihn seine 
Stelle im Hof und sein Verhältnis zu Gratian berechtigt (gewisse Eitelkeit kann auch 
mitgewirkt haben): er war Erzieher von Valentinians Söhnen, worauf er sich auch in seinen 
27 Der Urheber der Idealisierung des Princeps ist natürlich Augustus. Das Propaganda um ihn hatte eine 
nachhaltende Wirkung auf die späteren Epochen. Der an die Person des Trajan geknüpfte Tugendkatalog konnte 
in der späteren Kaiserzeit doch grössere Wirkung haben, weil die Zeit des Trajan dieser zeitlich näher lag und 
der Tugendkatalog abstrakter war, bat also mehr Möglichkeit zur Nachahmung. 
28 Eben wegen der Aktualität der Panegyrici ist es verfehlt ein allgemein gültiges Bild des idealen Herrschers 
aus diesen Werken zu abstrahieren. S. dazu S. MACCORMICK o.c.p. 159; p. 198 Anm. 95. 
29 Pan. Lat. 7,10-11; 9,6,1; 9,11-12; 10,8 u. 21. S. S. MACCORMICK o.e. p. 159 sqq; p. 198 Anm 96. 
3 0 Über die Rede s. die vielseitige Analyse von H. GUTZWILLER o.e. 
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anderen Werken öfter bezieht31, und dank dieser Position wurden ihm verschiedene Ämter 
zuteil: im J. 370 war er comes, von 375 bis 378 quaestor sacri palatii, in 378-79 praefectus 
Galliarum und zusammen mit seinem Sohn, Hesperius, praefectus Occidentis (d.h. 
Galliarum, Africae und Italiae) und mit 69 Jahren wurde er Konsul.32 Überaus stolz war 
er darauf und dankbar dafür, dass Gratian um die Danksagungsrede seines Magisters hören 
zu können in raschem Tempo nach Trier zurückkehrte33: als genaue Daten haben wir den 
3. August in Mailand und den 14. September in Trier.34 Die Rede wurde als persönliche 
Danksagimg konzipiert und in diesem Rahmen hat Ausonius jede Möglichkeit ausgenutzt 
die enge Beziehung — natürlich mit der pflichtmässigen Höflichkeit und Devotion des 
Untertanen — zwischen Kaiser und Konsul zu betonen. Eben das frühere Verthältnis 
zwischen Ausonius als Erzieher und Gratian als Schüler gibt das persönliche Kolorit der 
Rede und beeinflusst auch die Struktur33: Das menandrische Schema ist nicht zu erkennen, 
und obwohl die Lobpreisung des Kaisers nicht weniger, sogar mehr enthusiastisch ist als 
in den anderen Panegyrici, gibt die Abweichung von Schema, die Einknüpfung von neuen 
Elementen gewisse Frische der Rede. Sie besteht aus zwei grösseren Teilen,36 deren 
Grundthemen auch in die andere Partien übergehen bzw. sich wiederholen. 
1.) Das Konsulat (1-60) 
Danksagung im allgemeinen (1-12) 
A. hat fur dieses Amt nicht in Ranken steigen müssen (13-15) 
Gratian — wie er selbst schreibt — hat seine Schuld gegenüber A. mit diesem Amt 
auszugleichen versucht (17-24) 
Der Grund, warum A. das Konsulat zuteil wurde. Ist es ein Höhepunkt, wie für 
Cicero, auch für A.? (25-29) 
Parallelen: frühere kaiserliche Erzieher, die das Konsulat erhielten (30-35) 
Schilderung von Gratians Brief, wo es um das Konsulat des A. geht (43-50) 
A. wird durch Gratians Entschluss consul prior (51-60) 
2.) Einleitung zum Lob des Gratian (61-62) 
Seine Fähigkeiten und Eigenschaften (63-68) 
Er ist Verkörperung des xenophonschen Ideals37 (69) 
Über die Eloquenz des Gratian (70-71) 
Vergleich mit anderen Kaisem (72-78) 
31 S. z.B. ep. 14,1,95: Ausonius, cuius ferulam nunc sceptra verentur / ... mihi regio magistro; Mos. 450.: 
Augustus, pater et nati, mea maxima cura. 
32 Auf sein Konsulat bezieht er sich z.B. in ep. 11,30 (ad Tetradium): spernis poetam consulem; in Mos. 
451: fascibus Ausoniis decoratum et honore cunili. — Dank seiner Position im Hof wurden auch mehrere 
Familienmitglieder mit verschiedenen Ämtern ausgezeichnet. S. dazu A. GRILLI, o.c.p. 142. 
33 Aus. grat. act. 82. 
34 S. dazu und zum möglichen Datum der Rede Anm. 2. 
35 Nach GREEN ist die Struktur der Rede unklar. S. seine Einleitung in o.e., p. 539. 
36 S. auch das Schema in F. DEL CHICCA o.c.p.110. 
37 Cf. Cic. ep. Q. fr. 1,1,8(23): Cyrus ille a Xenophontenon ad históriáé fidem scriptus sed ad effigiem iusti 
imperi. 
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Epilog; Gebet an Gott, Danksagung für die in Gratian gepflanzte Liebe gegenüber 
A. (79-83) 
Obwohl in der ersten Hälfte der Rede das Grundthema das Konsulat ist, wird es 
immer wieder durch die Person und Eigenschaften des Gratian reflektiert, andererseits, 
durch die Betonung der früheren Beziehung zwischen dem Kaiser und Ausonius gewinnt 
die Gestalt des Gratian an menschlicher Wärme — dies könnte als Gegengewicht zu den 
in hohe Sphären hebenden Superlativen betrachtet sein. Die Komposition ist rhetorisch und 
künstlerisch durchdacht gestaltet, sie ist dem gebildeten grammaticus und poeta zu 
verdanken. 
In der zweiten Hälfte der Rede, wo es ohne Abweichungen um das Lob des 
Gratian geht, überrascht Ausonius nochmal den Leser u.z. mit der Auswahl der Tugenden: 
'nec excellentia, sed cotidiana tractabo'. Trotz dieser Einleitung finden wir hier in Mehrheit 
solche Eigenschaften dargestellt, die zu dem 'klassischen' Tugendkatalog gehören (bonitas, 
indulgentia, humanitas, virtus — siehe 72-78). Kompositioneil wird dieser Teil mit dem 
ersten durch den Epilog verknüpft, wo das Schüler-Erzieher-Motiv nochmal dominant 
wird, in einer solchen Form gestaltet, dass es auch ein indirektes Lob auf Gratian wird. 
Das Bild der von Gott geschenkten Lieben — wofür in einem Gebet bedankt wird! — betont 
wieder die menschliche Wärme und hier nun eindeutig die Christianität des Kaisers.38 
Da der zweite Teil dem Lob des Gratian gewidmet ist und mit einem unmittelbaren 
Hinweis auf die christliche Liebe abgeschlossen ist, taucht die Frage auf, ob die früher 
dargestellten Eigenschaftan des Gratian auch in diese Richtung zeigen. Seine religiöse 
Praxis (63-64) wird mit solchen Ausdrücken beschrieben, die die Christianität sug-
gerieren39: 'Nullum tu umquam diem ab adulescientia tua nisi adorato dei numine et reus 
voti et illico absolutus egisti, lautis manibus, mente pura, immaculabili conscientia, ... 
cogitatione sincera.' 
In weiteren werden sein Benehmen, seine körperliche Geschicklichkeit, seine 
Mässigkeit, sittliche Reinheit und magnanimitas beschrieben. Es folgt die Darstellung seiner 
rhetorischen Fähigkeiten und nochmal die der inneren Eigenschaften (bonitas, indulgentia, 
humanitas, virtus). Diese letzteren gehören zwar zu dem traditionellen Tugendkatalog, aber 
sie alle werden im Vergleich mit den par excellence positiv bewerteten Kaisern — wie 
Titus, Trajan, Marc Aurel — behandelt, wobei Gratian in der Schilderung des Ausonius in 
jeder Hinsicht über ihnen steht. In der Person des Gratian erscheinen also diese 
Eigenschaften gesteigert — es zeigt wieder in die christliche Richtung hin. Das Mitgefühl 
gegenüber seinen Soldaten erreicht bei Gratian eine solche Stufe, die indirekt die 
Eigenschaft der christlichen Devotion suggeriert. Kriegerische Tugenden werden in zweiten 
Teil nicht erwähnt. 
Im ersten Teil — eingeknüpft in das Thema des Konsulats — scheint es so, als ob 
das kriegerische Element auftauchte: der Adjektiv ist 'fortissimus' (imperátori fortissimo: 
38 Über den christlichen Aspekt der Rede s. S. MACCORMICK o.e. p. 169-170, den sie im allgemeinen 
fur die ganze Rede bestimmend hält (A. spoke as a Christian to a Christian emperor) und ein konkretes Beispiel 
gibt (Verzicht auf die Darstellung der kriegerischen Tugenden). Ihr gegenübersieht GREEN o.c.p. 538 in diesem 
Verzicht politisches Bedenken und hält die Rede aus christlichem Aspekt für neutral. 
3 9 GREEN o.c.p. 549-550 demgegenüber: „the language used is carefully neutral..." 
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testis est pacatus in anno et Danuvii limes et Rheni — in 7), es folgen Namen der Völker, 
gegen die Krieg gehührt wurde, in 'Lobadjektiven' (voca Germanicum, deditione gentilium, 
Alamannicum traductione captorum ... — in 8), aber wird überall das friedliche Element 
betont. Es hat mehrere Gründe: Es konnte dadurch das Christliche akzentuiert werden, 
andererseits war Gratian nicht der geeigneteste Feldherr, wie es aus anderen Quellen 
hervorgeht;40 ausserdem konnte die Niederlage bei Hadrianopolis mit dieser Einstellung 
leichter verschwiegen werden. 
Inwiefern kann diese Rede als politisches Propaganda betrachtet werden? Sie ist 
die Rechtfertigung des Gratian und seiner Herrschaft. Die indirekte Darstellung der 
christlichen Züge ist auch ein Mittel dazu, durch sie kann nämlich die Friedensliebe (um 
— hart ausgedrückt — die militärische Unfähigkeit zu vertuschen) noch mehr hervor-
gehoben werden. Auch der Aufbau der ganzen Rede ist in den Dienst der positiven 
Darstellung des Kaisers gestellt, wie oben darauf hingewiesen wurde. Ein weiteres Mittel 
dafür sind die auffallend vielen Superlative: optime imperátor (6), imperátori fortissimo, 
liberalissimo, indulgentissimo, consultissimo, piissimo (7), Auguste maxime (14), piissime 
Gratiane (16), imperátor optime, ... piissime, ...indulgentissime Gratiane (29), piissime 
Auguste (79). 
Diese Vielfalt der Adjektive bzw. Superlative ist sonst in den zeitlich näher 
stehenden gratiarum actiones und Panegyrici nicht zu finden.41 Bei Mamertinus kommt nur 
'max i mus imperátor' (14,6; 17,1) vor. In dem Panegyricus des Pacatus an Theodosius 
finden wir kein Beispiel dafür. Nazarinus in seinem Lob auf Constantinus gebraucht 
folgende Wortfügungen mit Superlativen: Constantine maxime (3,1; 6,2; 29,1; 37,1; 37,4; 
38, 1,3), imperatorum maxime (6,4; 16,1), imperátor optime (16,4), imperátor prudentis-
sime (24,1). 
Ausonius betont mehrfach die in 7 aufgehührten Tugenden, in 39-40 als 
Hauptwörter erwähnt (das Lob der bonitas, dementia=indulgentia, pietas, liberalitas, 
fortitudo des Gratian); in 22, 29, 71 geht es um die 'gloria liberalitatis' oder siehe 35: 
'unus in ore omnium Gratianus, potes ta te imperátor, virtute victor, Augustus sanctitate, 
pontifex religione, indulgentia pater, aetate filius, pietate utrumque'. Die pietas (s. die 
zahlreiche Anwendung des Hauptwortes und des Superlativs) des Gratian bekommt 
besonderen Nachdruck. — Die Rede des Ausonius hat für die Zuhörer das Bild eines 
herausragenden christlichen Friedensprinzen vermittelt, der über die bisherigen beispielhaf-
ten Herrscher hinauswächst. Diese Art von Schilderung war auch eine Form der 
Danksagung von einem homo no vus, der den Gipfel seiner Laufbahn mit dem Konsularamt 
erreichte. 
Wenn wir die von Ausonius dargestellten Tugenden mi denen des Isokrates, Plinius 
und Menander vergleichen, finden wir im Grunde genommen nichts Neues, und wenn auch 
eine von den drei Autoren aufgeführte Eigenschaft in direkter Benennung fehlt, ist sie durch 
die Darstellung der Tätigkeiten des Gratian present. 
40 S. SEECK, RE ν π 1832-33. 
41 S. dazu GRILLI o.c.p. 147. 
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Isokrates Menander Ilimm 
Stärke Stärke fortitudo 
Gerechtigkeit Gerechtigkeit iustitia 
Weisheit Weisheit humanitas 




Das überschwengliche Lob der rhetorischen Fähigkeiten des Gratian ist z.B. zugleich ein 
Beweis für seine Paideia. Den Adjektiv 'consultissimus' können wir als einen Aspekt von 
'weise' interpretieren. Die fortitudo, liberalitas, indulgentia, bonitas (benignitas), 
humanitas, virtus sind erwähnt. Auf continentia, moderatio können wir folgern. Die Reihe 
kann noch mit der indirekt, durch Umschreibung erscheinende 'devotio' ergänzt werden 
und wird mit der mit höchstem Nachdruck oft erwähnten 'pietas' gekrönt. 
Ausonius steht mit seiner Darstellung des Gratian einerseits in der Tradition, 
andererseits kann er durch die Gruppierung, Betonung und Ergänzung der Tugenden Neues 
hinzufügen: das sind die Aura des Christentums und der persönliche Ton. 
Die Wirkung wird durch das künstlerische Niveau der Rede erhöht. Die 
Belesenheit des Ausonius ist an seinen Zitaten und Anspielungen zu messen: Cicero, 
Sallust, Horaz, Plinius, Nemesianus sind die für ihn vertrautesten Autoren.42 Die Kenntnis 
von Geschichte und Mythologie prägt seine Vergleiche, schöne Klausulen steigern den 
künstlerischen Effekt. Als literarisches Werk ragt neben dem Panegyricus des Plinius die 
gratiarum actio des Ausonius aus der Reihe der Panegyrici heraus. 
42 Cf. 2 (ut. . . fieri amat) mit Sali., 3 (non palatium) mit Cic. Cat. 4,2; 5 (omnia deo plena) mit Verg. Ecl. 
3,60, Georg. 4,221-2; 7 (testis est) mit Cic. pro lege Man. 30-2; 20 (humani generis rector) mit Sali. BJ 2,3; 
25 (te videre saepius) mit Plin. Pan. 79,1; 36 (non possum) mit Sali. BJ 85,29; 57 (scopulosus hic mihi locus est) 
mit Cic. in Caec. 36; 65 (mirabamur poetam) mit Verg. Aen. 4,14; Nemes. Суп. 268 — um einige Beispiele zu 
nennen. S. dazu den Kommentar von GREEN o.c.pp. 539-554. 
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Asko Timonen (Turku) 
Stilicho — The Soldier of Rome 
Claudian's De Consulate Stilichonis* 
Reading the panegyric De Consulat и Stilichonis (A.D. 400) for the magister 
militum praesentalis Flavius Stilicho, one cannot help observing that this Claudian's hero 
was an extraordinarily talented soldier, and in fact, irreplaceable, for the Roman empire.1 
Stilicho emphasized his military prowess already in the early stage of his 
impressive position as the virtual ruler of the West because this was, according to Stilicho 
himself, the most important reason why Theodosius confided in him.2 It is, in my opinion, 
worth remarking that Stilicho's propagandist Claudian recalled as late as the year 400 
Theodosius' confidence in Stilicho's military ability: The emperor had deliberately chosen 
Stilicho as husband for Serena, his niece and adoptive daughter.3 
„The soldierly abilities of Stilicho" was probably quite unconstrained propaganda 
five years earlier in 395, at the beginning of his parentela over Theodosius' son Honorius, 
who was at that time only nine years of age. However, even already at that time the 
problem lay in the plausibility of the propaganda and certainly it became year by year more 
annoying to Stilicho, the general who was short of great victories. Actually, he seems to 
have been no more than a mediocre general, who won his first decisive victory only in 406 
at Faesulae, eleven years after Theodosius' death and some eight years after the campaign 
against Gildo, the mutinous magister utriusque militiae per Africam. Nevertheless, in De 
Consulatu Stilichonis the war against Gildo is praised as a great triumph for Stilicho. 
Neither this triumph, nor any others, ever existed before the year 406.4 
* In the „Uralkodótükör" conference this paper was read under the title 'Claudian's De Consulatu Stilichonis And 
A New Era In The History Of Roman Rulership'. 
1 For Stilicho's virtus, see, for instance, Stil, i, 94—1.15 quis enim Visos in plaustro feroces reppulit (etc.); 
ibid., 116—137 adsiduus castris aderat, rarissimus urbi (etc.); ibid., 170—217 denique felices aquilas quocumque 
moveres (etc.); ibid., 246—268 post domitas Arctos alio prorupit ab axe (etc.); ibid., 368—385 victoria nulla 
clarior aut hominum votis optatior umquam contigit (etc. =Gildo's defeat); Stil, iii, 81—84 iam nonpraetumidi 
supplex Orientis ademptam legatis poscit Libyam famulosve precatur (dictu turpe) suos: sed robore freata Gabino 
te duce Romana tandem se vindicat ira. 
2 See more comprehensively A. CAMERON, Claudian: Poetry and Propaganda at the Court of Honorius, 
Oxford 1970, 5 5 - 5 6 . 
3 Stil, i, 74 iudicium virtutis erat; ibid., 89felix arbitriiprinceps; ibid., 116ff.; Stil, ii, 62 hoc clipeo munitus 
Honorius. 
4 J.M. O'FLYNN, Generalissimos of the Western Roman Empire, Edmonton 1983, 25ff.; about the war 
against Gildo, see Stil, i, 4 cecinitfitso Gildone triumphos; cf. ibid., 271ff., Stil, ii, 256—262 and Stil, iii (praef.) 
2 1 - 2 4 , 8 1 - 8 4 (see above n. 1); CAMERON (1970) 150-151; O'FLYNN, 3 6 - 3 7 , J.H.W.G. LŒBE-
SCHUETZ, Barbarians and Bishops: Army, Church, and State in the Age of Arcadius and Chrysostom, Oxford 
1991,98. 
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On the other hand we know, for instance, of the hostile Eunapius tradition about 
Stilicho in Zosimus. As regards Stilicho's expedition to Greece to face Alaric in 397, 
Zosimus narrates that „Stilicho would very easily have destroyed the Visigoths due to their 
shortage of provisions if he had not given himself up to wantonness, comedians, and loose 
women, permitting his troops to loot whatever the barbarians had left, and allowing the 
enemy a wide-open passage to escape from the Peloponnese with all their booty and to 
cross to Epirus and plunder the cities there. When Stilicho saw that this was what they had 
done, he sailed off to Italy, having achieved nothing." (Zos. 5.7.2—3).5 
When eulogizing Stilicho, Claudian may be compared to modern advertising 
experts or politicians: The more an evidently untrue message is repeated — in this case 
Stilicho's reputation for military prowess — the more people take it for truth. The real is 
replaced by the imaginary, the sheer volume of images and words obscures the facts 
themselves. 
In addition, De Consulatu Stilichonis presents Stilicho as an omnipotent man both 
in war and peace, creating an impression of hyperbole in the rhetoric questions at Book i, 
16—17: 
narrem iustitiam? resplendet gloria Mariis, 
armati referam vires? plus egit inermis. 
My purpose is not to concentrate on contradictory traditions about Stilicho in 
ancient historians. The phenomenon of conflicting traditions is not unfamiliar in Greek and 
Roman historiography, Stilicho being only one example among others. Instead, I shall 
consider more closely Claudian's poetic adorning of Stilicho, making some remarks on the 
following topics: 
(i) How could this imaginary, poetic hero meet the current requirements of the 
authentic Stilicho in his struggle for power against the advisers of Arcadius in the Eastern 
empire? Until Stilicho's death (408) this struggle was a kind of a „cold war", as some 
scholars have described it.6 
(ii) The emphasis on Stilicho's military glory by Claudian has led me to consider 
Stilicho's propagandiste tactic and its possible limits. In this regard, I shall comment on 
Claudian's (and, naturally, Stilicho's) method of solving political problems by means of 
war. Accordingly, by means of Claudian's panegyric I want to illustrate that his Stilicho 
was a militarist in the disguise of an upright soldier of Rome. 
5 The translation is O'FLYNN's, p. 210. 
6 For instance A.H.M. JONES, 7he Decline of the Ancient World, Singapore 1989 [1966] 126; A. CAME-
RON, J. LONG & S. LEE, Barbarians and Politics at the Court of Arcadius, Univ. of California Press 1993, 
166, 3 0 9 - 3 1 0 (cf. ibid., 246-247). 
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A imew era Sim tlhe history of Rommami тИегзЫр 
Stilicho's control of the supreme power, as Honorios' guardian, was the prelude to a new 
era in the history of Roman domination, and particularly so in the West.7 After Theodosius 
the Great the effective power in the West fell to military advisers who, however, did not 
make themselves Augusti — with the transient exception of Constantius III, Stilicho's suc-
cessor and the co-emperor of Honorius in 421. In the West, after the year 395 the civilian 
(now formal and nominal) and military (effective) summits of power were usually never 
occupied by one and the same person. The time of the soldier-emperors, to say nothing of 
the principes, finally gave way to this new practice, which survived until 476 when the 
officer Odovacar was proclaimed „King of Italy".8 
On the other hand, the Eastern empire broadly continued the traditional Roman 
system. The prestige of the imperial office remained high there, at least formally, although 
in practice — especially in the times of feeble rulers like Arcadius and Theodosius II — 
control by civilian ¡ministers (or by the members of the consistory) prevailed.9 
Sdüflndno „Hb® Söldner5' —-• Йпе syinmM ©IF с о ш ж ш 
As regards the legitimacy of Stilicho's future policy, Claudian's appeal to popular consent 
in the context of Theodosius' choice was the cornerstone of the panegyric. Directing one's 
attention to common consent on Stilicho's military skill, the poet at the same time 
emphasized that it was the emperor's deliberate decision to afford regency to Stilicho. 
Everyone put his trust in the emperor's choice; it was unanimously accepted (Stil, i, 
89—90): 
Felix arbitrii princeps, qui congrua mundo 
iudicat et primus censet, quod cernimus omnes. 
7 Some studies on Stilicho: S. MAZZARINO, Stilicone. La crisi imperiale dopo Teodosio, Roma 1942; E. 
NISCHER-F ALKENHOF, Stilicho, Wien 1947; E. DEMOUGEOT, De l'unité ά la division de l'empire romain, 
395—410, Paris 1951; J. STRAUB, Parens Principum, La Nouvelle Clio 4, 1952, 94—115 (= pp. 220—239 in 
Regeneratio Imperii, Darmstadt 1972); L. VÁRADY, Stilicho proditor arcani Imperii, Acta Antiqua Hung. 16, 
1968, 413—432; A. CAMERON, Theodosius the Great and the Regency of Stiiico, Harvard Studies in Classical 
Philology 73, 1968, 247—280; A. DEMANDT, s.v. „Magister Militum", RE Suppl. ΧΠ, 1970, 715f. See also: 
CAMERON (1970), passim; O'FLYNN, 1—62. 
8 A.H.M. JONES, The Later Roman Empire, 284—602: A Social, Economic and Administrative Survey. 3 
vols, Oxford 1964, I 326—328, O'FLYNN, 22—23, 136flf.(Odovacar); for Constantius Ш, see ibid., 63—68; 
JONES (1989) 7 8 - 7 9 ; S. MAZZARINO, L'Impero romano 2, Bari 1990 [1973] 799; P.J. HEATHER, Goths 
and Romans 332-489, Oxford 1991, 220-223 . 
9 The consistory had replaced the council in the reign of Constantine: J. CROOK, Consilium Principis, 
Cambridge 1955, 102—103. For its functions from the fourth century on, see JONES (1964)1 333—337, id. 
(1989) 128-131, LIEBESCHUETZ, 9 3 - 9 4 (cf. ibid., 136-137). See below η. 21. 
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Within the limits of the imperial succession this kind of an expression could be enough to 
explain consent, or in other words, voluntary agreement of the Romans on their relationship 
with Stilicho.10 
In the western part of the empire the regency of Stilicho was a rational way for 
Theodosius to ensure the succession to the throne of the young Honorius." However, for 
Claudian's and Stilicho's purposes the position of parens principum was even more than 
rational. Claudian recalled in the poem that Stilicho was not an average regent and also that 
Theodosius when seeking a trustworthy candidate was open-minded, quite „democratic" as 
we might say in modern language.12 
The Romám soldier against the East 
Stilicho's declaration that Theodosius had appointed him parens of both Honorius and 
Arcadius was false and the main stimulus for the schism between West and East, during 
which the most active role was Stilicho's. The fictitious claim is the continued theme of 
Claudian's poems, including De Consulatu Stilichonis.13 
Claudian's emphasis on Stilicho's military skill was certainly a result of 
Theodosius' alleged criterion for the choice of the regent. Accordingly, Stilicho was, in the 
poet's opinion, the only right commander of what Joseph Vogt would call „orbis 
RomanusnU: The general was ductor tot gentibus unus (Stil, i, 160—161) thanks to whom 
exultât uterque Theodosius (Stil, ii, 421). He was the pacator and the restorer of the deeds 
done in the heroic past and guaranteeing Rome's existence, Romana salus. He also restored 
„the old legislation of Romulus" by which the army was controlled by patres, this last-
mentioned referring also to the consul Stilicho himself.15 
10 For the subject of consent, see D. BEETHAM, The Legitimation of Power, London 1991, 91 (his em-
phasis): „... what is important about consent is not the condition of voluntary agreement, but the specific actions 
that publicly express it." In De consulatu Stilichonis those „specific actions" could be Claudian's intention to 
combine Theodosius' confidence in Stilicho (virtus, marriage, parentela) with his sincere worry about the future 
of Rome. In this way Claudian creates an atmosphere of consensus, see esp. Stil, i, 69—79, cf. ibid. 89—90, 
140—141. 
11 Cf. CAMERON (1968) 270, 274. 
12 Stíl. i, 6 9 - 7 9 , 8 9 - 9 0 . 
13 Stil, i, 78—79 et gener Augustis olim socer ipse fitturus accedis, 141 iam tibi commissis conscenderat 
aethera terris, 160—161 ductor Stilicho tot gentibus unus, quot vel progrediens veis conspicit occiduas sol; cf. 
Stil, ii, 5 0 - 5 3 , 5 8 - 6 0 , 6 2 - 8 7 , 421-422 . 
14 J. VOGT, Orbis Romanus. Ein Beitrag zum Sprachgebrauch zur Vorstellungswelt des Römischen Imperia-
lismus, in J. VOGT, Orbis. Ausgewählte Schriften zur Geschichte des Altertums. Freiburg 1960 [1929]. 
15 Ductor. Stil, i, 160, cf. Stil, ii, 392 et populus quem ductor ames; pacator. Stil, i, 148ff., 162—169, 
200ff., esp. 215—216 omne, quod Oceanian fontesque interiacet Histri, unius incursu tremuit; restitutor: in the 
heroic sense, ibid., 385 restituit Stilicho cunctos tibi, Roma, triumphos, cf. Stíl. ii, 184—207, esp. 203—204; 
Romana salus: Stil, i, 368ff., the „victory" over Gildo as an actual example; Romuleae leges: ibid., 328—332, 
cf. Stil, ii, 315—316,402; for Stilicho's own position, see ibid., 297: nostras qui consults omnia patres; cf. for 
instance, Sidonius, Carm. 7, 495—512 at which the Gothic king Theudoricus swears his allegiance to Rome. 
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This was not enough. Conforming to the genre of Roman panegyric in general, the 
contrast, the evilness of the enemies, had to be presented.16 Claudian followed with 
pleasure these literary conventions: He claimed that Stilicho's policy was in great contrast 
to the influence of Arcadius' advisers in the East. The keywords of De Consulatu 
Stilichonis denoting the policy of the East are crimen, insidiae, doli, coniuratus, edicta 
corruptura, dissensus aulae, privatae causae. Arcadius' ministers are incriminated in the 
poem. They are insidious, corrupting, factious, having an eye only for their private 
interests. The Gildo affair was a quite recent evidence of their motives, Claudian pro-
tests. 17 In other words, Arcadius' ministers were blamed by Claudian for being dissidents 
of the Empire whereas Stilicho himself was, by contrast, the embodiment of the Roman 
consensus and the physical and spiritual saviour of the unity of the empire.18 
Claudian's actual attack was against both Aurelian and, particularly, Eutropius. 
Claudian, following faithfully Stilicho's Eastern policy, could not recognize their consul-
ships: Eutropius, praepositus sacri cubiculi of Arcadius, was consul in 399, Aurelian, 
praefectus praetorio Orientis, probably in 400.19 Claudian alternates smoothly between 
criticism and deliberate, rhetorical nonchalance in regard to these consuls who, according 
to him, disgraced the Roman ideal of that honourable office.20 
In general, Claudian refers to serious déficiences in Arcadius' administration. As 
one example of these, he points out that a eunuch and ex-slave Eutropius had been made 
minister, and, unfortunately, even consul. 
16 For the theme in panegyrics, D. LASSANDRO, La demonizzazione del nemico politico nei Panegyrici 
Latini, Religione e política nel mondo antico, Contributi dell'Istituto di storia antica 7, Milano 1981, 237—249 
(esp. p. 238: „da una parte la sacralità dell'imperátor, dall'altra la mostruosità del suo awersario"); see also: Β.H. 
WARMINGTON, Aspects of Constantinian Propaganda in the Panegyrici Latini, Transactions and Proceedings 
of the American Philological Association, 104, 1974, 371—384; E. VEREECKE, Le corpus des panégyriques 
latins de l'époque tardive. Problèmes d'imitation, L'Antiquité Classique 44, 1975, 141—160. 
17 The East as hostis malus during Gildo's revoit: Stil, i, 7—8 Libyae post proelia crimen concidit Eoum; 
ibid., 269—282, cf. ibid. 295—298; ibid. 306 evitare dolos·, Stil, ii, 78—87, esp. 81 discordia, 86 mediis dissen-
sibus aulae; Stil, iii, 81—83; ibid., 125 per quem [Constantinople?] fracta diu translataque paene potestas; 
Cameron (1970) 120—123. 
18 Stil, i, 142—143 ancipites rerum ruituro culmine lapsus aequali cervice subis; Stil, ii, 168—172te doctus 
prisca loquentem, te matura senex audit, te fortia miles adspersis salibus, quibus haud Amphiona quisquam 
praeferat Aonios meditantem carmine muros пес velit Orpheo migrantes pectine silvas; cf. Stil, i, 232ff. and Stil, 
ii, 5 8 - 6 0 . 
19 Cf. also Claudian's invective In Eutropium which came out in that very year of Eutropius' consulate, see 
Cameron (1970) 124ff. For Aurelian's consulate, see the discussion in Liebeschuetz, 259—261 and Cameron et 
al. (1993) 161—168. Following the last-mentioned, I think that the information about Aurelian's designation was 
probably sent in late 399 to Western court, but Stilicho refused to recognize Aurelian as his fellow consul for the 
following year. 
2 0 Claudian between criticism and rhetoric nonchalance: Stil, ii, 79—81 (probably against Aurelian, see 
Cameron et al. (1993) 166) fratrem levior пес cura tuetur Arcadium; nee, si quid iners atque impía turba 
praetendensproprio nomen regalefurori audeat, adscribís iuveni; ibid., 294ff. against Eutropius; ibid., 298 de 
monstris taceos; ibid., 301 — 311, esp. 309—310 cur ego, quem numquam didici sensive creatum, gratuler exemp-
tum? delicti paenitet illos: nos пес credidimus. 
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The daumgers fromm ütne storage East 
In his hostility to the Eastern policy Claudian combines the actually prevailing Eastern 
system and its policy with the traditional Roman ideology of government. 
As for the actuality, the East was for Claudian mysterious, unreliable, unsafe, 
troublesome. The most important posts of the Constantinople government were manned by 
civilian officials: the pretorian prefect of the East was the most powerful under the 
emperor, and under a weak one, such as Arcadius, he dominated the other civilian 
m i n i s t e r s of the consistorium. The consistory itself had an important share in the emperor's 
decisions only if the emperor was strong enough.21 If the emperor was weak-minded, 
service in the palace could be a route to the supreme power, as it had sometimes been in 
the old Roman empire during the dynastic age. So it was for Eutropius. In his position of 
praepositus sacri cubiculi he is known to have been empowered to choose an archbishop 
of Constantinople, and Claudian in his invective In Eutropium. (i, 234—286) claims that 
Eutropius even had an army at his command.22 
Why were only civilians in charge in the East? The structure of the administrative 
system, referred to briefly above, provides only a partial answer to this question. Ad-
ditionally, non-military means were appreciated more than military ones when the Eastern 
empire dealt with unruly confederates, and that the regular field army was not, in fact, 
particularly effective in the East.23 However, the powerful position of the civilians was not 
self-evident. There was a political rivalry between civilians and soldiers, also between 
easterners and westerners, at least until the murder of the prefect Rufinus. In this struggle, 
the army was an unpredictable factor. For instance, after the murder of the Rufinus in 395, 
the intervention in politics by the army proved to be a real danger, since the murder was 
accomplished by Gainas, the commander of thefoederati in 395.24 
And let us not forget Stilicho! He probably bore a grudge against the East. The 
East, in fact, had already under Theodosius' rule disappointed Stilicho's hopes. At that time 
Stilicho had had no opportunities to advance his career in the East, because in the military 
reform after 388 the five generals were ranked equal there.25 Thus it seems that Theodo-
sius had not planned to make any general — including Stilicho — regent on behalf of 
21 LIEBESCHUETZ, 94 (see his reference to D.A. GRAVES' Consistorium Domini: Imperial Councils of 
State in the Late Roman Empire, University Microfilms International, Ann Arbor 1982 [1973]); for the prefecture 
of the East, see Cod. Theod. 11.30.16; H.L. LEVY, The Invective in Rufinum of Claudius Claudianus, New York 
1935, 1 2 - 1 4 ; JONES (1964)1333-337 ,448-462; CAMERON et al. (1993) 5. 
2 2 For Eutropius power, see LŒBESCHUETZ, 93, 96ff., 166; W. HEIL, Das konstantinische Patriziat, 
Baseler Studien zur Rechtswissenschaft 78, Basel 1966; for his military measures, cf. In Eutrop. ii (praef.) 55—56; 
LIEBESCHUETZ, 9 9 - 1 0 0 ; CAMERON et al. (1993) 7, 336. 
2 3 LIEBESCHUETZ, 94—95; cf. JONES (1989) 132—133; on the immunity of the East from barbarian in-
vasions, see id., (1964)1342. 
2 4 LIEBESCHUETZ, 3, 89—92,99—105; cf. CAMERON et al. (1993) 7—8. On Theodosius' westernizing 
policy and its effects, J. MATTHEWS, Western Aristocracies and Imperial Court, AD 364—425, Oxford 1975, 
109—114; LIEBESCHUETZ, 136—137; For Gainas (particularly on his revolt in 399), see JONES (1964) I 
177—179, 202; LŒBESCHUETZ, 92, 9 6 - 1 3 1 passim; CAMERON et al. (1993) 7 - 8 , 1 1 7 - 1 1 9 , 2 0 1 - 2 1 1 . 
2 5 O'FLYNN, 1 7 - 1 8 . 
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Arcadius. Correspondingly (and for example), in the East Theodosius seems to have trusted 
the civilian official Rufinus more than any of the generals, making him consul in 392 and 
permitting him to keep a personal bodyguard and granting him the power to issue laws in 
394 when Theodosius himself left for the west against Eugenius. Stilicho, on the contrary, 
had not received any consulship during Theodosius* lifetime.26 
Additionally, the policy itself of Arcadius' ministers was effectively to resist Stili-
cho's claims. It was a silent, diplomatic and successful policy of treaties with barbarians. 
It had the result of isolating Stilicho, which was frustrating for him. He used, by contrast, 
the army but was not able to undermine Arcadius' ministers through his military cam-
paigns. 
First, Stilicho's involvement in Eastern politics in summer 395 failed. He advanced 
to the Balkans with a combined imperial army, purposing, according to his propaganda, to 
control the Goths. However, he had to withdraw from the Balkans because a great part of 
the troops dissented. Probably this can be explained by a treaty between Alaric and 
Rufinus. Claudian himself claims that they were in league together. Unfortunately, Claudian 
(In Ruf. ii, 130ff.) is the only source for these events of 395 and he does not give the 
reason why the battle between Stilicho and the Goths did not take place.27 
Secondly, in summer 397 Stilicho was again „crusading" against the East, 
launching a seaborne invasion of Greece. Now in his propaganda the enemies were Alaric 
and his Goths, but the real one was Eutropius. However, Eutropius in his negotiations with 
Alaric succeeded in persuading Arcadius to declare Stilicho hostis publiais. Stilicho had to 
withdraw again.28 
Traditional propaganda 
Consequently, Stilicho's real hope had been, and was in the year 400, in the West, and 
there particularly, and perhaps alone, his wife Serena. Through her — not through military 
ability — Stilicho had steadily furthered Theodosius' confidence in him.29 Stilicho's falling 
in love with Serena had to be given a special signifigance for the empire: „Stilicho the 
Soldier" was Claudian's choice in making propaganda. Claudian presents Stilicho's abilities 
in the form of those of an emperor (Stil, ii, 1—2; my emphases): 
Hactenus armatae laudes: nunc qualibus orbem 
moribus et quanto fretiet metuendus amore 
2 6 For Rufinus' consulship, see PLRE I, 778; O'Flynn, 14—15,27; Liebeschuetz, 90. 
27 And De consulatu Stilichonis is very vague about Stilicho's expeditions, see e.g.: Stil, i, 21—22, 
122-137, 172 -176 ,181 -187 ; Stil, ii, 9 5 - 9 6 , Stil, iii, 13; cf. O'FLYNN, 35; For the expedition of 395, see 
D. HOFFMANN, Das Spätrömische Bewegungsheer und die Notitia Dignitatum, 2 vols. Düsseldorf 1969,131; 
cf. CAMERON (1970) 63ff., 159ff.; MATTHEWS, 270—271; O'FLYNN, 2 8 - 3 1 ; HEATHER, 201 -202 . 
28 HEATHER (1991) 202—204; cf. id., The Anti-Scythian Tirade of Synesius' De Regno, Phoenix 41, 1988, 
167-168; DEMOUGEOT, 170ff.; MATTHEWS, 271-272; CAMERON (1970) 168ff.; O'FLYNN, 33—36. 
2 9 Possibly Serena herself suggested Theodosius to choose Stilicho as her husband, see E. DEMOUGEOT, 
132; O'FLYNN, 16. 
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First, this „emperor" had the traditional virtues of Clementia, Fides, Iustitia, Patientia, 
Temperies, Prudentia, Constantia,30 which helped him in his battle against the Eastern 
vices, Avaritia, Ambitio and Luxuries. Secondly, he was comparable to the brilliant consuls 
of the heroic past. And thirdly, the function of the recusatio ideology was to indicate 
Stilicho's unambitious nature.31 Equipped with the characteristics of a ruler, Stilicho was 
the man for liberty, like the first consul Brutus. Stilicho, likewise, was Rome's avenger 
(iultor). His enemies, on the contrary, suffer the fate of Pentheus who was torn in pieces 
by maenads.32 
On the other hand, describing the dark side of the world, the Eastern empire, and 
there particularly Eutropius, Claudian displayed the traditional Roman aversion to the influ-
ence of palace servants and favourites on the decisions of some emperors. In its prejudices, 
the Roman world was still consistent, if no longer in its political system. Now Eutropius 
had enemies also in the East. The law which annulled Eutropius'acts, after his fall, included 
the words „this vile monster defiled the divine gift of the consulship by his contagion. " 
Probably these words, providing a hint of his background as eunuch and slave, were 
formulated in law text on Aurelian's, his successor's, orders. The words were possibly 
Aurelian's senatorial propaganda. He was the former prefect of Constantinople.33 
In Roman senatorial historiography, indeed, the hatred towards the palace servants 
was considerable. Cassius Dio, for instance, criticized a favourite's, particularly a li-
bertine's influence, more carefully than the influence of a person with a better background, 
although their crimes were quite identical. This categorization becomes evident from Dio's 
attitudes toward Tigidius Perennis and M. Aurelius Cleander during Commodus' reign. 
Cleander's, a libertine's, lust for power (actually, his use of imperial power) is regarded 
as a more serious crime than Perennis' whose background was that of a pretorian. As a 
matter of fact, Dio almost whitewashes Perennis.34 Claudian's hatred, expressed in 
traditional words, against the Eastern virtual ruler Eutropius makes sense when we keep 
in mind this tradition in Roman literature. 
30 dementia: Stil, ii, 6ff.; Fides: ibid., 30ff., 52—53 esp. in Theodosius, 62 in Honorius, 78ff. in Arcadius; 
other virtues, ibid., 100—109. For the virtues in panegyrics, see e.g. A. LIPPOLD, Herrscherideal und 
Traditionsverbundenheit im Panegyricus des Pacatus, Historia 17, 1968, 228—250 (Theodosius), R. SEAGER, 
Some Imperial Virtues in the Latin Prose Panegyrics. The Demands of Propaganda and the Dynamics of Literary 
Composition. Papers of the Liverpool Latin Seminar. ARCA Classical and Medieval Texts, Paper and Monographs 
11, 1984, 129—165, M-C. L'HUILLEER, La figure de l'empereur et les vertus impériales. Crise et modele 
d'identité dans les panégyriques latins, in: Les grandesfigures religieuses. Fonctionnementparatique et symbolique 
dans l'antiquité, Paris 1986. 
31 Avaritia, Ambitio, Luxuries: Stil, ii, 11 Iff.; Stilicho as future consul of Rome: ibid., 377ff., for this kind 
of idealization of the present, cf. C.E.V. NIXON, The Use of the Past by the Gallic Panegyrists, in: Graeme 
Claree (ed.), Reading the Past in Late Antiquity, Rushcutters Bay 1990; recusatio: Stil, ii, 218ff. 
32 Brutus and Stilicho, see Stil, ii, 322—327, cf. ibid., 391; Pentheus: ibid., 208—213 [Eutropius?], esp. 
213: bacchati laniant Pentheo corpora ritu; for the theme to be killed by own soldiers, cf. the fate of a certain 
Sunno (a Frank) at Stil, i, 243: iacuit mucrone suo rum. 
33 Cod. Theod. 9.40.17; LIEBESCHUETZ, 104—105 (with the referred translation). 
34 Cf. Dio, 72(73),9, land 72(73), 10,1 = Perennis to 72(73), 12—13 =Cleander (Loeb); for the contemporary 
invective against Eutropius by Synesius, see CAMERON et al. (1993) 135, η. 105. 
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Λ militarist in the disguise of an upright soldier 
The Stilicho panegyric is a conventional example of this literaiy genre with its concepts of 
the empire, the imperial Herrscherideal and of Roman imperialism, even of militarism.33 
I do not mean that the love of war is the main sign of militarism in the poem. But even that 
can be seen as one and in this respect Claudian's Stilicho was an example of a Roman 
militarist: Stilicho's heroic way of solving political and regional problems in the poem 
reflected the Roman habit of valuing military methods above civilian ones.36 It is worth 
noticing that Claudian even admits (Stil, iii, 81—84) that nothing could be brought about 
by ambassadors, as in the Gildo affair — the native Latin vigour was more effective! In 
other words, the effort to bring about a peaceful solution had led to a Roman shame, but, 
Claudian assures, it was nothing to be ashamed of because the military prowess 
compensates for it. 
As for militarism, there is even more convincing evidence than Claudian's love 
of war. Namely, with military adornment Claudian whitewashed Stilicho's cupido regnandi. 
In spite of the uncertainty of Stilicho's innermost aims, when considering his morals on the 
basis of De Consulatu Stilichonis as compared with the political facts, the heroic and 
military emphasis can be seen to have clearly served the needs of his dictatorship, first 
because his claim to be the only legal „ruler" of the whole empire is still (in 400 A.D.) 
discernible in the poem (cf. consensus), and secondly in the sense that Claudian's critique 
of the enemies — the Eastern persistent advisers of Arcadius — is so manifest.37 
Limits of propaganda? 
In real life, the problem of Stilicho's rule, claims and propaganda concerned more its 
physical and temporal limits than moral ones, because he controlled the propaganda and 
everything in the West.38 
In 400 A.D., Stilicho considered himself to be a Roman soldier who protected the 
west against danger. Some years ago he had claimed his victory over Gildo. However, at 
the same time he had to be aware of the long—standing nature of the policy and ideology 
of Arcadius' ministers. Because of political rivalry there was a rapid succession of ministers 
in the East — Rufinus, then Eutropius, now Aurelian. In spite of this, the policy of the East 
remained the same.39 In the West, Claudian tried to assure his audience that the policy of 
35 For the theme, see U. ASCHE, Roms Weltherrschaßsidee und Aussenpolitik in der Spätantike im Spiegel 
der Panegyrici Latini, Diss., Reihe Alte Geschichte 16, Bonn 1983. 
36 Cf. R. MACMULLEN, Soldier and Gvitian in the Later Roman Empire, Cambridge Mass. 1963, 174; 
see A. VAGT's definitions of militarism in modern societies in A History of Militarism. Gvilian and Military, 
London 1959 [1937] 17. See also: L. STORONIMAZZOLANI, 7he Idea of the Gty in Roman Thought. From 
Walled Gty to Spiritual Commonwealth (English transi, by S. O'DONNELL) London 1970, passim. 
37 But cf. CAMERON (1968) 280 for Stilicho's motives: ...„there is no need to believe that he was moti-
vated solely by personal ambition." 
38 O'FLYNN, 22; cf. CAMERON (1968), 279. 
39 LIEBESCHUETZ, 132ff.; cf. CAMERON et al. (1993) 250. 
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the East was unbalanced. He was probably believed — or the subordinates of Stilicho were 
forced to believe him. 
Although Stilicho could not affect the politics in the East, the Eastern part of „his 
Rome" was still a throughout theme in De consulatu Stilichonis. Could it be so that, in the 
year 400, Stilicho with unrealistic expectations believed that his rule would continue in 
either part of the empire; he had still some time in the West to create good positions to 
move to the East, if necessary?40 De Consulatu Stilichonis was, in fact, timeless in regard 
to Stilicho's parentela over both sons of Theodosius.41 
At least some people thought that Stilicho had had only selfish motives. In 408 his 
rule was regarded as over-powerful by the opposition. He was accused of a secret treaty 
with Alaric and of a plan to make his own son Eucherius Honorius' successor. For these 
reasons, he was beheaded on the orders of Honorius. Ironically enough, as a reaction after 
his death there was in the West an interlude of civilian rule, civilian rule which Stilicho and 
his propagandist Claudian so much „hated" in general. But, to be truthful, this rule was 
short-lived. 
40 Although the poem considering Stilicho's relationship with the East is, in fact, retrospective, cf. P.G. 
CHRISTIANSEN, Claudian and the East, Historia 19, 1970, 118—119. But for the time, Honorius was only 
sixteen. 
41 Cf. CAMERON (1970) 152: „It is' striking too that in 400, with Honorius now 16 and Arcadius 23, Stilico 
had still not retreated a jot from his claim to the regency of both." 
Toivo Viljamaa (Turku) 
A Traitor to Rome (Rutilius Namatianus 2.41—60) 
The Roman general Stilicho died in 408, two years before the sack of Rome by 
the Goths. He was beheaded on the orders of the Emperor Honorius, suspected of plotting 
against the Emperor, in collusion with the barbarian Alaric, to place his own son on the 
throne.1 As the magister utriusque militiae, the member of the imperial family and the 
tutor of the young Emperor Honorius2, Stilicho had been for over ten years the effective 
ruler of the Western Empire.3 In his lifetime he was hailed the saviour of Rome by the 
poet Claudius Claudianus, after his death he was branded as a traitor to Rome by the poet 
Rutilius Namatianus, and paradoxically, he was blamed for the fall of Rome, which he, if 
he had lived, might have been able to prevent. 
My first intention was to made a comparison between the pictures of a hero and 
of a traitor to Rome made by Claudian and Rutilius, respectively. However, considering 
the matter more closely I have left out the reference to a hero. The reason is that in the 
Romans' ideological thinking and in their ideological writing there was only one possibility: 
after the fall of Rome there were no heros to Rome; and accordingly Stilicho was a traitor, 
for the simple reason that ultimately he could not prevent the sack of Rome and the 
plundering of the city. 
Between 395 (when after the death of Theodosius the Great the Roman Empire was 
irrevocably divided and the barbarian troops under the leadership of the Visigothic Alaric 
began to ravage inside the Roman imperial frontiers) and 495 (when Theoderic the Great 
was proclaimed the king of Italy), the Roman empire in the West could not resist barbarian 
incursions. Italy and the western provinces were gradually occupied by Germanic peoples 
mostly migrating under pressure from the barbarian Huns. In 401—402 and again in 403 
Alaric invaded Italy but was forced to withdraw by Stilicho. After Stilicho's death in 408 
there was no general able to defeat the Visigoths, and on 24 August 410 they entered Rome 
1 See, e.g., Orosius 7.38.1 if., Zosimus 5.32.1; Zosomen 9.4.4—8. On the accusations raised against 
Stilicho, Lellia CRACCO RUGGINI, „De morte persecutorum" e polémica antibarbarica nella storiografia pagana 
e cristiana, Rivista di storia e letteratura religiosa 4, 1968, 433—447. 
2 Stilicho was married to Theodosius' adopted daughter Serena, and he had made his position in the imperial 
house even stronger by marrying his own daughter, Maria, to Honorius. 
3 For Stilicho's regency, S. MAZZARINO, Stilicone. La crisi imperiale dopo Teodosio, Rome 1942; A. 
CAMERON, Theodosius the Great and the Regency of Stilico. Harvard Studies in Classical Philology 73,1968, 
247—80. Cf. A. CAMERON, Jacqueline LONG & Sherry LEE, Barbarians and Politics at the Court of Arcadius, 
Univ. of California Press., 1993, 4: „In the West, Stilicho was the first in a long line of military dictators". 
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and sacked it.4 Thus it was the first time Romé had fallen to a foreign enemy since its 
capture by the Gauls about eight centuries before. The Romans probably did not fully 
realize the meaning of the event, that the fall of Rome was a turning point in the world 
history: Rome was lost in the sense of the caput orbis terrarum. Nevertheless, in their 
minds they felt the loss. Since the invasion of the Gauls in 390 B.C. Rome had stayed 
untouched for eight centuries under the protection of the Capitolian gods; now the barbarian 
had entered the very heart of the orbis terrarum. In fact the feeling of the loss or the fear 
of the fall of Rome had been reality in the minds of the Roman nobles already before 
Alaric's final attack. At the time of Alaric's first invasion in Italy, in 401—402, there was 
discussion about the idea of moving the seat of the Western Empire to the Rhône in Gaul; 
not only moving the trone but also abandoning Rome for Gaul. The sentiments of the 
Roman nobility can be read in Claudian's words in his Bellum Geticum (296—301): Quid 
turpes iam mente fugas, quid Gallica rura respicitis Latioque libet post terga relicto longin-
quum profugis Ararim praecingere castris? scilicet Arctois concessa gentibus urbe considet 
regnum Rhodano capitique superstes truncus erit? „Without Rome the impérium will be a 
trunk without the head". 
Rutilius Claudius Namatianus was a Gallo-Roman, probably from Toulouse, the 
author of the famous De reditu suo, which is an elaborate poetical itinerary. Rutilius seems 
to be an adherent of the old paganism. Nevertheless, he yet held under the Christian 
Emperor Honorius the offices of magister officiorum and praefectus urbi. Whether or not 
he was a nominal Christian, it does not matter: his poetry surely stands firmly in the 
classical literary tradition; he was well trained in the schools of grammar and rhetoric, an 
erudite man, who had embraced the learning typical of the civilized Romans of the time. 
In 417 he left Rome to look after his estates in Gaul, which like Italy, had suffered from 
barbarian inroads.3 The poem mirrors the minds of pagan nobility, with which Rutilius 
shared the belief in Dea Roma and Rome's glorious mission which he celebrates in a long 
rhetorical eulogy of the regina pulcherrima mundi.6 Facing the fact that he is leaving Italy 
and Rome, the dearest part of the empire, which after the sack of Rome would never bee 
the empire of old, he bursts into a bitter invective against Stilicho — nine years after his 
death — accusing him of treacherously introducing the barbarian troops into Rome, to the 
4 A.H.M. JONES, The Later Roman Empire, 284—602: A Social, Economic and Administrative Survey, 3 
vols, Oxford 1964, I 170 ff\; E. DEMOUGEOT, De l'unité à la division de l'empire romain, Paris 1951, 
395—410; E. DEMOUGEOT, La formation de l'Europe et les invasions barbares, Paris 1979; A. FERRILL, 
The Fall of the Roman Empire. The Military Explanation, London 1983, 86 ff.; P.J. HEATHER, Goths and 
Romans, Oxford 1991, 332—489. 
5 For Rutilius, in general, E. DOBLHOFER, 1972/ 1977. Rutilius Claudius Namatianus, de reditu suo, two 
vols, Heidelberg 1972/1977,1 18 ff. 
6 For the personification of Rome in late Roman literature, particularly in Claudian, Prudentius and Rutilius, 
U. KNOCHE, Ein Sinnbild römischer Selbstauffassung, Symbola ColonensiaJ. Kroll, Köln 1949, 143—162; M. 
FUHRMANN, Die Romidee der Spätantike, Historische Zeitschrift 207, 1968, 529—561. A. CAMERON, 
Claudian. Poetry and Propaganda at the Court of Honorius, Oxford 1970, 363 ff. 
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city which the ancestral gods and goddesses had protected for centuries. The poem is one 
of the most vehement attacks ever made against a person in Roman poetry (2.41—60): 
Quo magis est facinus diri Stilichonis acerbum, 
proditor arcani quod fiiit imperii. 
Romano generi dum nititur esse superstes, 
crudelis summis miscuit ima furor, 
dumque timet, quidquid se fecerat ipse timeri, 
immisit Latiae barbara tela neci. 
visceribus nudis armatum condidit hostem 
illatae cladis liberiore dolo. 
ipsa satellitibus pellitis Roma patebat 
et captiva prius quam caperetur erat. 
пес tantum Geticis grassatus proditor armis: 
ante Sibyllinae fata cremavit opis. 
... omnia Tartarei cessent tormenta Neronis; 
.. hic mundi matrem perculit, ille suam. 
Stilicho is 'injurious and pernicious', He is the 'traitor of the secrects of the empire', 'he 
strives for the total ruin of the Roman race', he is 'cruel and savage', 'frightening and 
fearful', 'barbarous and treacherous', 'violator of the sacred', 'matricide' even worse than 
Nero. 
The picture given by Rutilius corresponds in many details those given by Claudian 
about Stilicho's rivals and opponets, Rufinus and Eutropius, evil advisers of Arcadius in 
the court of Constantinople: Claud, in Ruf. 1.318—19 tunc impius ille proditor imperii 
coniuratusque Getarum; in Ruf. 2.52—53 Quod tantis Romana manus contexuit annis, 
proditor unus iners angusto tempore vertit. Claudian denounces Rufinus as a traitor plotting 
with the Goths; with the same motifs Rutilius accuses Stilicho (proditor... arcani imperii; 
Geticis grassatus proditor armis). 
On the other hand the picture given by Rutilius is very similar to Claudian's and 
Prudentius' descriptions of Alaric, Rome's implacable foe: Claud. Get. 100—103 procul 
arceat alius Iuppiter, ut delubra Numae sedesque Quirini barbaries oculis saltern temerare 
profanis possit et arcanum tanti deprendere regni. Prudentius, contra Symm. 2. 692—697 
nullus mea barbarus hostis cúspide claustra quatit, non armis, veste comisque ignotus capta 
passim vagus errat in urbe, Transalpina meam rapiens in vincula pubem. Temptavit Geticus 
nuper delere tyrannus Italiam patrio veniens iuratus ab Histro has arces aequare solo, tecta 
aurea flammis solvere, mastrucis proceres vestire togatos. Claudian and Prudentius praise 
Stilicho for not allowing the barbarian tyrant to invade and pollute the sacred places of 
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Rome; Rutilius accuses Stilicho of acting like a tyrant who with his barbarian escort 
destroys the heart of the city.7 
The comparison shows that Rutilius probably knew Claudian's and Prudentius' 
poems. He uses the same and similar phrases.8 But, what is more important, the 
comparison between these three poets shows that they share the same civilized culture, they 
draw their images and thoughts from the common source, the idealized past of Rome. 
My intention is not to give an answer to the question, who is more trustworthy: 
Claudian who makes Stilicho a hero or Rutilius who makes Stilicho a traitor? I shall not 
say who gives the picture that is more in keeping with actual facts, to say, more historical. 
Certainly there is an important difference between Rutilius and Claudian, which makes 
impossible the comparison as to who gives the more reliable portrait of Stilicho: Claudian's 
hero was living, Rutilius' traitor was dead. 
Stilicho never became a hero to Rome, a saviour like Camillas of old9, he did not 
succeed in uniting the western and eastern parts of the Empire under the sole regimen, he 
could not expelí the barbarian invaders from Italy or assimilate them into Roman empire, 
as the poet propagandist Claudian had been wishing, and the Christian poet Prudentius 
(contra Symm. 2.709—711) sincerely hoped, wellcoming him as the comes and parens of 
the Christopotens Honorius. The policy of clemency promoted by Theodosius and continued 
by Stilico, the policy of appeasement of the Goths, did not succeed, but it awakened 
suspicion in the intriguing men of Honorius' court;10 the result was that Stilicho was 
suspected to have treacherous intentions. Ironically, he was both too pagan, too Christian, 
and too barbarian for the Roman senators. Rumours spread that Stilicho had designs on the 
throne, and especially the general's pact with Alaric to give gold for his help against rebel-
lious troops in the west, was considered an act of treason. 
But I am not interested in the historical truth. I only want to point out the 
characteristics of the traitor to Rome picted by Rutilius, characteristics which, in my 
opinion, are not new; on the contrary, they are old commonplaces, learnt in the schools of 
7 For a comparison between Prudentius and Rutilius and their concept of „barbarian", H. A. GÄRTNER, 
Rome et les barbares dans la poésie latine au temps d'Augustin: Rutilius Namatianus et Prudence. Ktema. 
Gvilisations de l'Orient, de la Grèce et Rome antiques 9, 1984, 113—121. 
8 For verbal echoes from Claudian in Prudentius and Rutilius, CAMERON, Claudian, op. cit. 248—252, 
469—473. Certainly, Rutilius knew Claudian's poetry. It is ironie that Rutilius attacks Stlicho with the same motifs 
Claudian had used to defend him against his enemies, but whether or not Rutilius intentionally turned Claudian's 
propaganda for Stilicho against him, cannot, however, been proved. 
9 Cf. A. CAMERON, Claudian, op. cit. 268: „For it was Claudian's aim, precisely, to present Stilico as 
a Camillus, a Scipio, a Cato". 
10 On the Theodosian policy of appeasement with the Goths and on the fall of Stilicho, A. FERRILL, op. 
cit. 97 ff., S. MAZZARINO, Stilicone., op. cit., and J.M. O'FLYNN, Generalissimos of the Western Empire, 
Edmonton 1983, 50—62. 
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rhetoric, often recurring in the poets and in the history books and deeply implanted in the 
minds of the Roman civilized nobility. Whether or not Stilicho really acted treacherously 
against Rome or committed a crime of lease-majesty, the fact remains that in the poem of 
Rutilius he is picted as an arch-traitor to Rome, and as we can see in the expressions cited 
from legal documents and from Jerome and Orosius, all, not only the representatives of 
pagan nobility, like Rutilius, but also the Christians shared the opinion that Stilicho 
betrayed his Rome. The evidence of the documents is clear enough: Cod. Theod. 9.42.22 
opes ... quibus ille usus est ad отпет ditandam inquietandamque barbariem; Hieronym. 
epist. 123,16 Quis hoc crederet? ... Romam in gremio suo, non pro gloria, sed pro salute 
pugnare? immo ne pugnare quidem, sed auro et cuncta superlectili vitam redimere? Quod 
non vitio principum, qui vel religiosissimi sunt, sed scelere semibarbari accicit proditoris, 
qui nostris contra nos opibus armavit inimicos; Orosius 7,38,1 ff. Interea comes Stilicho 
Eucherium filium suum, sicut a plerisque fertur, iam inde Christianorum persecutionem a 
puero privatoque meditantem, in impérium quoquo modo sustinere nitebatur. Quamobrem 
Alaricem cunctamque Gothorum gentem occultofoedere/ovens, ad terendam terrendamque 
rem publicam reservavit ... Stilicho qui ut unum puerum purpura indueret, totius generis 
humani sanguinem dedidit. 
The Latin writers of the fourth and fifth century had a limited knowledge of the 
Roman past. I quote Cameron: 11 „For the most part it derives, not from histories proper, 
but from poets and rhetorical handbooks. Indeed, it is hardly an exaggeration to say that 
for Claudian the Republic was little more than an anthology of exempla virtutis et vitii. " 
This holds true for Rutilius, too. This also means that the periods which most interested 
Claudian, Prudentius and Rutilius were the time of the kings and the early Republic. The 
knowledge is limited maybe, but it also is very suggestive in the sense that the themes are 
common, reflecting the ideas of Rome's mission in the world's history. 
There are two main elements, from which Rutilius forms his picture of Rome's 
traitor. Firstly, the concept of the sacred city, and the concepts of fides and ius gentium, 
that is, the proditor of a city is the violator of the sacred bonds of fides. Secondly, the 
Romans' odium regni, the concept of tyrannus in the Roman ideology. 
Firstly, the picture of the traitor in Rutilius (proditor arcani imperii). Through the 
Roman history, the Roman writers, who believed in the greatness of Rome, have been 
proclaiming the justification and legitimation of Rome's conquering and surrendering other 
cities and foreign nations. The justification is based on the idea of the bellum iustum. 
Actually, if we look at history books, at the narration of Rome's growth in the time of the 
kings, and then in the first centuries of the Republic, the story about Rome is a story about 
conquering cities, or to say it more precisely, a list of cities which one after another fell 
under Rome's dominion. In their narration the Roman writers pay special attention to the 
way how cities were surrendered, whether the occupation of a city was a result of bellum 
11 A. CAMERON, Claudian, op. cit. 350. 
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iustwn; was it in accordance with the ars Romana, or as Livy says, with the religio 
Romana, that means with the Roman way to exercise justice and not to violate the secret 
bonds of fides. Therefore the Romans did not accept any pacts or agreements concerning 
the capitulation of a city; this is naturally true when the fate of Rome herself was at stake, 
as in the memorably event when the Gauls were sacking Rome, but also when they 
themselves conquered a city they did not accept pacts proposed by the other side; if 
someone offered his city to the Romans, he was punished as liable to treachery, and the 
victory achieved by the Roman general was regarded to be shameful and not worth of a 
triumph.12 
This idea about a kind of sacred ius gentium, fostered by the Romans, can bee 
clearly seen, for instance, in the examples cited from Livy and Ammianus Marcellinus: 
Liv. 42.47.5—7 non per insidias et nocturna proelia, ... пес ut astu magis quam vera 
virtute gloriarentur, bella maiores gessisse... eadem fide indicatum Pyrrho regi vitae eius 
insidiantem; eadem Faliscis vinctum traditum proditorem liberorum; religionis haec 
Romanae esse, non versutiarum Punicarum ñeque calliditatis Graecae, apud quos /allere 
hostem quam vi superare gloriosius fuerit. 
Amm. Marc. 25.9.9—11 Numquam enim ab urbis ortu inveniripotest annalibus replicatis 
(ut arbitror), terrarum pars ulla nostrarum ab imperatore vel consule hosti concessa, sed 
ne ob recepta quidem quae direpta sunt.. triumphales glorias fuisse delatas ...Id etiam 
memoriae nos veteres docent in extremis casibus icta cum dedecore foedera, postquam 
partes verbis iuravere conceptis, repetitione bellorum ilico dissoluta. 
The texts also show that the Romans were proud of their interpretation of the fides. 
In this they differed from other peoples; actually it seems that other nations, the Greeks and 
the Punies, were treacherous by nature. There are many cases in the Roman history when 
a pact or an agreement was made between the opposing parties, and the foedus was not 
regarded as valid, but it led to the fall of the city or to a shameful defeat of the other part. 
The most famous cases are the dolus of Mettius Fufetius and the fall of Alba, the fall of 
Gabii by the dolus of the tyrannical Tarquinius Superbus, and then the pact made with the 
barbarian Brennus when the Gauls sacked Rome.13 One of the stock-examples used in the 
schools of rhetoric is the fall of Falerii referred also by Livy in the above quotation 
(42.47.5—7).14 When Camillus was campaigning at Falerii, a schoolmaster came from the 
town to him and brought his pupils as hostages to secure his town by this act. Camillus 
refused to profit treachery of the man, returned the children safely and send the 
12 Cf. also Cic. fin. 5.62 quis Pullum Numitorium Fregellanumproditorem, quamquam reipublicae nostrae 
profiiit, non odit? Cic. Tusc. 4.18.nemo enim parricidae outproditoris supplicio misericordia commovetur. 
13 See Liv. 1.27—28; 1.53—54; 5.48—49. Cf., for instance. Liv. 1.28.6 Мети* foederis Romani Albanique 
ruptor, Claud. IV cons. Hon. 402 perfidiam damnas? Metú satiabere poenis. 
14 The story of the fall of falerii. is told in Livy 5.26—27. 
schoolmaster back in chains. The citizens of Falerii were so struck by the example of 
Roman justice and clemency that they surrendered. The main content of stories like this is 
that there is a ius gentium that society is founded not on contract but on nature.15 The 
same ideas are reflected in Rutilius when he speaks about Stilicho's dolus, that Stilicho was 
a proditor arcani imperii. There is no need to seek after more concrete meanings for 
arcanum.16 Now it was the third time when the secret laws of the city Rome were violated 
and Rome's existence was threatened. First time was when the Gauls sacked Rome, the 
second after the Julio-Claudian dynasty, as we can see in Tacitus (hist. 1.4.2): Finis 
Neronis ut laetus primo gaudiendium Ímpetu fiierat, ita varios motus animorum non modo 
in urbe apud patres aut populum aut urbanum militem, sed omnes legiones ducesque conci-
verat, evolgato imperii arcano, posse principem alibi quam Romae fieri. 
Secondly, Rutilius describes Stilicho with the attributes of a tyrannus. He is an 
absolute ruler governing outside any law and exercising his authority in a cruel and 
oppressive way (43—44): Romano generi dum nititur esse superstes, crudelis summis 
miscuit ima furor. 
This is clearly a picture of the tyrant; not, however, the tyrannus bearing the 
specific meaning which it often had in imperial times to refer to an usurper,17 liable to the 
crime of the affectatio regni, the crime of lease-majesty, as it is the case when Claudian 
describes as tyrants the pretenders Magnus Maximus, the murderer of the Emperor Gratian, 
and Eugenius, the murderer of the Valentinian the Second, „those who fall not as warriors 
at a victors hand, but as criminals before a judge", and also when he represents Gildo's 
defeat as a completion of Theodosius' activity to suppress usurpers.18 
Rutilius' tyrannus, is not an usurper, but the old type of oriental and barbarian 
ruler who lives outside any laws; who is surrouded with terror, frightening in his fear (45 
dumque timet, quidquid se fecerat ipse timeri).19 who is prone to avarity, savagery, and 
frenzy (43—44 Romano generi dum nititur esse superstes, crudelis summis miscuit ima 
15 Cf. Liv. 5.27.6 Nobis cum Faliscis quae pacto fit humano societas non est: quam ingeneravit natura 
utrisque est eritque. Sunt et belli, sicut pacis, iura, iusteque ea non minus quam fortiter didicimus gerere. 
16 For different explanations of arcanum, E. DOBLHOFER, op. cit. Π 275—276. 
17 Cf. Tac. ann. 1,72 si qms proditione exercitwn aut plebem seditionibus, denique male gesta re publica 
maiestatem minuisset. 
Claud. Prob. 108 genünisque fidem mentita tyrannis·, IV cons. Hon. 72—73 per varium gemini scelus 
erupere tyranni tractibus occiduis; IV cons. Hon. 89 non hostes victore cadunt, sed iudice sontes·, Gild. 16 tertius 
occubuit пай virtute tyrannus. 
19 
Claud. IV cons. Hon. 290—91 Qui terret, plus ipse timet; sors ista tyrannis convenit. Cf. Cic. rep. 2.45 
(Tarquinius Superbus) cum metueret ipse poenam sceleris sui summám, mead se volebat; Sen. de clem, tantum 
enim necesse est time at, quantum timeri voluit, Sen. de ira 2.11.3. necesse est multos timeat quem multi timent 
(Laberius; Macr. sat. 2.7.4). 
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fiirorY0; who is a criminal, morally vicious ruler like Tarquinius, Sulla, Tiberius, or 
Nero;21 and finally, who, in general, is barbarian both in his outlook and behaviour (46 
immisit Latiae barbara tela neci, 49 ipsa satellitibus pellitis Roma patebat).22 
To conclude: Rutilius* picture of the proditor Stilicho, being both a violator of 
fides and a tyrannus, can be paralleled in the history of Rome only with one person, 
Mettius Fufetius, the king of Alba. But as a barbarian tyrant Rutilius' traitor has many 
models, the Greek kings like Antiochus and Philippus, the Sicilian tyrants, the perfidious 
Punic Hannibal and the treacherous Gaul Brennus in particular. As a criminal, morally 
vicious ruler, his precedents were Tarquinius Superbus, Sulla, Tiberius and Nero. The 
picture of the proditor and the picture of the tyrannus, as picted by Rutilius, may seem 
contradictory about the same person. Usually they are. But in the Roman ideology which 
is rooted in the thinking of the Republican times, they are combined with the concept of 
the fides barbarica — that is, the barbarians are naturally perfidious — and with the 
concept of tyrannus — that is, the tyrant is barbarian in nature. 
2 0 Cf. Claud, in Ruf. 1.305^305 Sic avidus praedo icon non per singula saevit, sed scaeptris inferre minas 
omnique perempto milite Romanas ardet prostemere vires. 
21 Cf. C ^ d . IV cons. Hon. 309—315 Romani, qui cuncta diu rex err, regendi,qui nec Tarquimi fastus nec 
iura tulere Caesaris. Annales veterum delicto loquuntur. haerebunt maculae, quis non per saecula damnat 
Caesareae portento domus? quem dira Neronis fiaiéra, quem rupes Caprearum tattra latebit incesto possessa 
sent?·, in Ruf. 1,251—53 Quid tale immanes umquam gessisse fertur ... vel carcere Sulla; IV cons. Hon. 383 
(Gi)do) ... vi captus et armis, non Bocchi Sullaeque dolis. 
® Cf. Claud, in Eutr. 1. 181—IMAsperius nihil est humili cum surgit in altum; cuncta ferit dum cuncta 
timet, desaevit in omnes их se posse putent, nec belua taetrior ulla quam servi rabies in libera terga Jurentis; 
Prudentius, contra Symm. 816—817 Sed tantum distant Romana et barbara, quantum quandrupes abiuncta est 
bibedi, vel muta loquenti. 
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István Kapitánffy (Budapest) 
Justinian and Agapetus 
Deacon Agapetus' Ekthesis is one of the early Byzantine mirrors of princes.1 
According to Hunger's classification2, writings belonging to this genre are either 
collections of gnomes or descriptions of the ruler's duties given in a coherent text. 
Agapetus' work is a florigelium according to the first category: its 72 short chapters 
correspond to 72 wise or rather humble pieces of advice given to the emperor. Their 
arrangement does not follow any logical pattern or train of thought, the only - external -
organizing principle being the achrostichis3 consisting of the first letters of the chapters and 
giving the name of the person who Ekthesis is written to as well as the author's name. That 
is all we know about the author. As for the time when he wrote it, there is an allusion to 
the emperor's wife in the last sentence indicating that it must have been written between 
527 A.D. (Justinian's accession to the throne) and 548 A.D. (Theodora's death). Most 
scholars think it was written at the beginning of Justinian's rule since the pieces of advice 
were more probably given to an inexperienced ruler rather than to one who had been on 
the throne for a long time.4 
Ekthesis is not only an early representative of the genre but also one of the most 
longstanding mirrors, which survived Byzantium, became well-known in Western Europe 
due to Latin and vernacular translations, and was not any the less widespread in the 
Slavonic world.5 This is most remarkable as the pieces of advice in it are not particularly 
original or very profound: they are traditional commonplaces of long ago, the Eusebius of 
Caesarea's christenized teaching on the hellenistic ideas of ruling, which absorbed a great 
number of earlier ideas such as Plato's philosopher-king (chapter 17), the advice in 
Isocrates' second Nicocles-oration, in general, themes of cynical diatribes and Christian 
sermons. 
In this paper, I would like to examine the role Ekthesis played in its time, the 6th 
century. The first remarkable fact is the addressee himself: Justinian. There is no doubt that 
imperial power in Byzantium was autocratic throughout the whole history of the empire. 
Of all the emperors, however, it was Justinian whose rule was of the most autocratic 
1 PRINZ1NO, G., Beobachtungen zu „integrierten" Fürstenspiegeln der Byzantiner. JOB 38 (1988) 1-31 liste 
18 such works; Agapetus' mirror is the second. 
2 HUNGER, H. , Die hochsprachliche profane Literatur der Byzantiner. Band 1. München 1978. 158-159. 
3 Τφ Οειοτάτψ кой εϋοεβεστόσφ βασιλεΐ ήμων ' Ιουσηηαρφ Άγατητ0ς Ö ίλάχιστος διάκονος. 
4 PRAECHTER, Κ., ΒΖ 17 (1908) 163 C»n a review of A. Bellomo, Agapeto diácono e la sua scheda regia. 
Bari 1906.). KRUMBACHER, К., Geschichte der byzantinischen Litteratur. München 18972. 456; HADOT, P., s.v. 
Fürstenspegel, in: Reallexikon für Antike und Christentum Band Vffl. 1972. 615. 
5 BLUM, W., Byzantinische Fürstenspiegel. Stuttgart 1981; SEVCENKO, I., A neglected Byzantine source of 
Muscovite political ideology. Harvard Slavic Stud. 2 (1954) 141-179. 
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character.6 Should we then take it seriously that a church dignitary of a not particularly 
high rank gives warnings to him as it is suggested by the title and the text, too? It is 
obvious that we can only give a negative answer to this question. The above mentioned 
hypothesis concerning the date of creation does not help to solve this problem, either. The 
work may have been written in the early phase of his reign, but this does not mean that the 
warnings were written to an inexperienced ruler whose autocratic ambitions were not yet 
recognizable. Justinian was not really inexperienced when he ascended to the throne in 527, 
nor was he an unknown personality: from the time when Iustinus I came to power in 519 
he had been the eminence grise of the government. Furthermore, addressing the work to 
Justinian may only be an external feature required by the genre, and it does not prove any 
personal relationship between the author and the emperor given the fact that Agape tus' 
literary models both in classical Greek literature (e.g. Isocrates' second Nicocles oration) 
and in the Bible (e.g. Proverbs) also consist of advice given by a wise counsellor to a 
person addressed in second person singular. It is another characteristic feature of the genre 
that the pieces of advice in the Ekthesis, due to their eternal quality, refer to every ruler 
(sometimes to everybody), and can be associated with Justinian's personal features only 
forcedly.7 
If it was not the emperor who the author wanted to educate, he must have had a 
wider public in his mind, and so his work by listing the ruler's virtues and duties was part 
of the court propaganda aiming for public support. Therefore it is illuminating to compare 
the Ekthesis with other pieces of Justinianic propaganda. Of these the most important 
documents are the ones where Justinian himself speaks to his subjects (it does not matter 
whether he or his clerks formulated them): the texts of his legislation. From the point of 
view of court propaganda the prooemia of the laws are of great importance.8 The legislator 
often takes general truths or the ruler's duties and ambitions as his starting point from 
which he deduces his prescriptions. Only few of these texts can be found in Codex 
Justinianus (it usually omits the prooemia), whereas Novellae with its unabridged laws 
contains a great many of them. I would like to compare Agapetus' mirror of princes with 
these texts9 
The ruler's power comes from God, the emperor is invested with power by God 
himself. This idea is expressed in chapters 30, 37, 45,46 in the Ekthesis and in Justinian's 
laws among others in Novella 113: „we have taken over the emperor's power given to us 
by God"10. It is interesting to observe that this teaching is so fundamental that neither 
6 Cf. the characteristics of Justinian in the Historia arcana of Procopius of Caesarea; see also ANASTOS, M . 
V., Justinian's Despotic Control over the Church. Zbornik radova VizantiloSkog institute 8/2 (1964) 1-10. 
7 PRAECHTER, K., op. cit. (note 4) 160-161. 
8 Generally about the prooemia: HUNGER, H., PROOIMION. Elemente der byzantinischen Kaiseridee in den 
Arengen der Urkunden. Wien 1964; about Justinian's propaganda in his laws: RUBIN, В., Das Zeialter Iustinians. 
I. Band. Berlin 1960. 146-168. 
9 The quotations from Ekthesis are taken from MlGNE, PG 86/1 coll. 1164-1186; as for the laws: Codex 
Iustinianus rec. P. KRUEOER. Berlin 1884s; Novellae rec. R. SCHOELL. Berlin 1895. 
10 c. 3, p. 532: νόμους καϋ' οϋς ήμεϊς τε αΟτοί я)ρ βαοΐλείαν ι?εοΟ δόρτος ναρελ&βομερ See also Nov. 
8 Edictum p. 78 and the laws eked in the following note. 
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Agapetus nor Justinian goes into details about it; in most cases it is only referred to, for 
instance: „the rule God invested us with", or „our subjects entrusted to our care by 
God"11. 
Another variant of the teaching on the divine origin of power does not speak about 
the ruler chosen by God but about imperial power as an institution emphasizing its divine 
origin since God gave it to mankind and God's heavenly rule is its eternal model. This is 
what we can read in Novella 73: „for this reason God sent imperial power from 
heaven"12. In Novella 6 Justinian calls kingship one of God's greatest gifts among 
people.13 The idea can also be found in the Ekthesis in the very first chapter14: 
„You, emperor, whose dignity is higher than any other honour, respect the one 
who deemed you worthy of it, God, as He gave you the sceptre of earthly rule modelled 
after the heavenly kingship so that you would teach people to guard justice and would drive 
away the barking of those who rage against Him while His laws rule over you and you 
legitimately rule over your subjects. " 
Behind the expression „modelled after the heavenly kingship" the same concept 
hides as the one quoted above from Novellae. 
Chapter 1 mentioned above stresses three elements of the teaching on ruling: (1) 
imperial power is of divine origin and is given to the emperor by God; (2) the emperor's 
duty is to make his subjects behave appropriately towards each-other; (3) as well as 
towards God. These ideas can be found independently of each-other in other parts of the 
Ekthesis and in different laws; in Novella 7715, however, they are connected in the same 
way as in Ekthesis chapter 1. At the same time, comparing the two passages we can be 
convinced that a direct borrowing is out of the question. The authors only happened to go 
back to the common heritage of thoughts using it in a similar way. 
It follows from the teaching on the divine origin of kingship that the emperor, 
when exercising power, imitates God. Agapetus, too, considers this thesis as a duty of the 
ruler's. We can find almost exactly the same sentence in Codex Justinianus16. 
11 Nov. 81, praef. p. 397: rfjç brb тоЪ ОеоЬ ταραδούείσης τολιτείας cf. Nov. 86 praef. p. 419; and Cod. 
lust. 1,17, 1: Deo auctore nostrum gubernantes impérium, quod nobis a coelesti maiestate traditum est. - Nov. 
80 praef. p. 390: 7Й ύτηκοον тЪ χαρά τής аЬтоЪ (= ι?εοΟ) φιλανΰρωτίας ταραδοΰ^ρ ήμΧν; cf. Nov 77 praef. 
p. 381; Nov. 85 praef. p. 414. 
12 Nov. 73 praef. p. 364: ίτειδή τ O Í P V P βασιλείαν δια тоЬто b ûebç è£ obpapob καϋήκερ Ipa ... 
13 Nov. 6 praef. p. 35: μέγιστα ÍP άνΰρώτοις Ιστι δώρα ΰεοϋ Ταρά τής άρωΰεν φιλαρΰρωτίας δεδομένα 
ιερωσύνη τε και βασιλεία. 
14 Τιμής άτάσης ντίρτεμυ? ίχω? ά<ίωμα, βαοιλε0, τίμα ϋτίρ διταρτας ТЬР TOÙTÛO οε άξωσαρτα όεόν, 
δτι κοά καά' ύμοίωσιρ τής έτουραρίου βασιλείας Ιδωκέ σοι тЬ σκήττρον rf}ç ίτιγείον δνραστείας, Ινα τους 
άνΰρώτους διδάξης την του δικαίου φνλακήρ, <coá τώρ κατ' αϋτοϋ λνσσόρτωρ ¿κόιώξγς τηρ νλακήρ, ντά τώρ 
αϋτοΰ βασιλευόμερος ρόμωρ κοά τω ρ ЬгЬ σί βασιλεύων ίρρόμως. (Agap. с. 1.) 
15 Nov. 77 praef. p. 381 : Πάσιρ άρόρώχοις ταίς εΐ φροροϋοι τρόδηλορ είναι νομίξομεν, δτι τασα ήμΐρ ion 
στονδή κοά εύχή тЬ τους τιστευϋέρτας ημΪΡ тара τοΟ δεστότου ύεοϋ καλώς ßiobv κοά τηρ αϋτοϋ εϋρείν 
εϋμίνειαν. 
16 Agap. с. 37: Ό μεγάλης έ(ουσίας έτιλαβόμένος ТЬР δοτήρα τής ϊξουσίας μιμείσΰω κατά δύραμιρ; 
Cod. lust. 5,4,23 (a law of Justinus I): nam ita credimus Dei benevolentiam et circa genus humánum nimiam 
clementiam, quantum naturae possibile est, imitari; cf. also Cod. lust. 5,16,27. 
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The emperor possesses supreme power on Earth. Chapter 21 of the Ekthesis 
expresses it in the following way: „the emperor, considering the substance of his body, is 
like everybody else, however, considering his power, he is like God above all creatures: 
there is nobody above him on Earth."17 And in chapter 27: „You must force yourself to 
respect the law because there is no one else on Earth to force you. "18 Justinian, however, 
emphasizes in Novella 105 that the emperor is above the law, he himself is νόμος ΐμψνχος. 
There are other passages, too, where he deduces the right of legislation from supreme 
power, e.g: in Novellas 1 and 137. Although there is no contradiction between Agapetus 
and the emperor, there is a difference in emphasis: the former stresses observing and 
enforcing Úté law, the latter his right of legislation. 
Considering the ruler's relationship to his subjects, one of his most important 
virtues is philanthropy (φιλανϋρωπία or έυτοιία which manifests itself through charity 
(evepyeaCa) and mercy (έλεος). It is mentioned in some context in 23 chapters in the 
Ekthesis19. It seems to be one of the main concerns of the work. It is justified by μίμησις 
ΰεου (e.g. in chapters 37, 40, 63) or by the idea that God's goodness must be returned 
(e.g. in chapter 43) or by the hope for heavenly reward (e.g. in chapters 38, 44, 50). In 
Justinian's laws Hunger lists seven passages which mention philanthropy20, to these we 
can add those where the emperor's charity21, his foresight to provide for the welfare of 
people22, his ceaseless efforts for them23 are expressed: it is a central theme in the 
Justinianic legislation, too. This is what he says in one of his laws: cum nihil aliud tam 
peculiare est imperial maiestati quam humanitas, per quam solam dei servatur imitatio24. 
In Novella 129 he says that he deems all the crimes committed by his subjects worthy of 
his phylanthropy. Because even if detesting their act he decides to punish them, after 
settling the matter and appropriately reprimanding the sinners he returns to phylanthropy 
appeasing his rightful anger with charitable considerations25. Chapter 63 in the Ekthesis 
similarly to chapter 46 reminds the emperor to extend his charity to everybody; in Novella 
17 τ% ¡űr oboiqc rob σώματος Ισος ταιτί àvôpùту à βασιλεύς, тф όί tÇovoiçc δμοιός Ιση τφ έτι τάντων 
ι?ε<$ · οϋκ Ιχει yocp tri yfjç rbv аЬтоЪ υψηλότερο*. 
18 σαντφ τήρ тоЬ φυλάττειν τοίς νόμους ίτίΰες άνά^κην, ώς μΐ) ίχω* ίτϊ yf¡ тЪг δυράμενορ άνατγκ&ξειν. 
19 Chapters 7, 8, 16, 19, 20, 23, 37, 38, 39, 40, 43, 44, 45, 48, 50, 51, 52, 53, 58, 60, 61, 63, 67. 
2 0 HUNGER, Η., op. cit. (note 8) 149-150: Cod. lust. 1,3,55 p. 38; Nov. 2 (p. 11), 81 (p. 397), 89 (p.428), 
129 (p.647), 147 (cited below, note 26), 159 (p 736). 
21 HUNOER, H., op. cit. (note 8) 140, note 308: Nov. 7 (p. 53), 25 (p. 202), 124 (p.629), 127 (p. 636), 147 
(p. 719). 
2 2 HUNGER, H., op. cit. (note 8) 87-88: Nov. 8 Edictum (p. 80), 10 (p. 92), 80 (p. 390), Edictum 7 (p. 
763), Edictum 13 (p. 780). 
2 3 HUNGER, H., op. cit. (note 8) 97-99: Nov. 1 (p. 1), 8 (p. 64), 15 (p. 114), 78 (p. 387), 114 (p. 533). 
2 4 Cod. lust. 5,16,27. 
25 Nov. 129 praef. p. 647. 
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147 we can find a response to it expressed by the sentence in which the emperor says that 
none of the petitioners left his palace empty-handed.26 
When listing parallel ideas, it is worth examining the first sentence of Agapetus' 
chapter 6227 and the beginning of Novella 10928. There is not only a correspondence 
between the ideas but also the key words are the same: βσήϋεκχ and σωτηρία; and when 
the latter is used, its secular and Christian meanings (prosperity vs. salvation) are mérged 
in both texts. 
The Ekthesis has a few points whose parallel I could not find in Justinian's work. 
Agapetus devotes several passages to the issue of having a real friend saying that we have 
to take our friend's advice but have to beware of flatterers (chapters 12, 22, 29, 31, 32, 
56, 57). With another returning theme Agapetus warns Justinian against pride (chapters 4, 
13, 14, 33, 71). I would not attach much importance to the fact that these moral issues 
referring to the emperor's surroundings or to his mortal person are absent from the laws. 
So far our observations have shown that there is a very close correspondence 
between Agapetus' mirror of princes and the prooemia in Justinian's laws, although direct 
borrowing is not likely at all. The differences are less important and are partly due to the 
fact that Agapetus* work does not want to give advice on the ruler's roíé önly but on 
personal, moral issues, as well. 
At the same time it is possible to look for the differences in the opposite direction: 
to examine Justinian's prooemia, engaged in court propaganda, and look for elements that 
are absent from the Ekthesis. 
Although the author of the Ekthesis must have received ecclesiastical education and 
his work contains several allusions to the Bible29 and even his vocabulary has some 
Christian colouring30 despite all its classicism, it is remarkable that he never mentions the 
significance of Christian confession. Explicitly Christian features such as the Holy Trinity, 
the sacraments or references to Christian dogmatics cannot be found in the Ekthesis31. At 
26 Ό μίν άεάς ούόενός δειται· b βασιλεύς ôè μόνον ΰεοϋ. ΜιμοΟ τοίννρ тЬг ούδερός δεόμεΡο*,· κω δα-
•φιλεύον τοις οάτοϋσι rbv ÜXeor, μΐ) όυφοβολογούμερος тер» robç σονς οίκέτας, άλλά τάσι ταρέχω* τίχς νρ6ς 
тЬ ¡fir αΐτησίΐς. (Agap. с. 63); oùôeiç φιλαρΰρωτίας δΐηάάς Ατρακτος έκ τής ήμετέρας άήχώρησe> δ^ίως 
(Nov. 147 praef. p. 718). 
27 Τρέχει* μ£ν εις tt)f &νω βοήΰειαρ τ&ς άρϋρωτος όφείλει, ó σωτηρίας "γλιχόμερος· Ö βασιλένς Ä τρδ 
τάρτωρ, ώς μαριμνΟ)* ϋτίρ τárrw. 
2 8 Miar ήμίΡ ârai βοήΰειαν tri τ α π ί fQ τής ήμετέρας τόλιτείας τέ кой βασιλείας βίφ τήρ είς ΰεύρ 
έλτίδα τιστεύομεψ, είδότες δτι тоШ ήμϊρ κοα τήρ τής ψυχής коя τήρ τής βασιλείας ôiSwai σωτηρία ν ώστε кой 
τ&ς ρομοϋεσίας τάς ήμετέρας ΙκεΊύερ fjprήσάαι χροσήκει (ρ. Sít). 
2 9 Chapters 38, 44, SO allude tó Mt 19-20; in chapter 17 there is a citation of Prov. 7; in chapter 21 είκόνι 
ΰεϊκφ/χοϊκή comes from I Ко 15,49. 
3 0 E.g. έτουράνιος βασιλεία (chapter 1); ήμίτεροι σύνδουλοι 'our fellow-creatures'(chápter 8); δικαιόω 'to 
justify' (chapter 66). 
31 Even Christ's name occurs only once, in thé last sentence of the script; the adjective 'Christian' does' not 
occur at all. 
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the same time, in his laws Justinian emphasizes several times his concern for the right 
Christian faith and his enmity against heresies.32 
Another interesting difference between the two authors is that the emperor 
regarded himself as the protector of the Church33 and although Christian teaching as well 
as subsequent mirrors of princes considers the protection of the Church to be the ruler's 
primary duty, the deacon nowhere mentions the Church or Church dignitaries. 
Agape tus' ruler reigns over a world-empire but it is never indicated that this 
impérium is qualified by the adjective Roma num. As opposed to this, Justinian's 
propaganda puts particular emphasis on the Roman characteristics and traditions of the 
empire.34 
Finally, Justinian's several prooemia share a central message about his achieve-
ments in regaining the territory of the empire, extending his power to other peoples and 
defeating rebellious Barbarians33. This element of imperial propaganda, which was 
especially strongly stressed during successful military campaigns, is also absent from 
Agapetus' work. 
All these topics of imperial ideology which we find in Justinian's laws but are 
absent from the Ekthesis are not secondary or casual ideas but central themes of Justinian's 
exercise of power and self-opinion. Their absence from the Ekthesis is remarkable and 
needs to be explained. It is possible that „the most insignificant deacon" was far away from 
the centre of power and not knowing the current slogans he contented himself with 
representing the traditional elements of the Christianized ideology of ruling. 
The omission of Roman characteristics and especially the lack of triumphal 
references may indicate that the Ekthesis was really written quite early, during the first 
years of Justinian's reign, before the African and Italian military campaigns. 
3 2 Nov. 6 praef. p. 36 με-γίστηρ ίχομερ φροντίδα περίτε τα άΚηΰί) тоЬ ϋεοϋ δόγματα cf. Nov. 132 p. 665; 
in the Constitution „Deo auctore" in the first sentence the Trinity is named; Nov. 85 begins with the words: ТЬР 
μέ-γαρ ΰεύρ кой σωτήρα ήμώρ Ίησοϋρ Χριστό?. See also Justinian's legislation against heretics in Cod. 1,1, 5-7; 
1,5, 12-22. 
33 Nov. 6. praef. p. 35- They originate from the same άρχή and regulate human life. „Therefore nothing 
would be of such importance for the emperors as the sanctity of the priests." In Nov. 57 epil. p. 314: „The 
advantage of the Holiest Churches is as important for us as our own soul"; the Church of Constantinople is the 
„Mother of our βασιλεία" Nov. 3 praef. p. 19. 
34 In the Constitutio „Summa": Summa rei publicae tuitio ... felix Romanorum genus omnibus anteponi 
nationibus omnibusque dominan tam praeteritis effecit temporibus quam deo propitio in aeternum efficiet. Cf. 
Nov. 18 praef. p. 127. Emphasizing the Roman traditions of the state is very strong in the legislation of the years 
535-537, about this see MAAS, M., Roman History and Christian Ideology in Justinianic Reform Legislation. 
DOP 40 (1986) 17-31. 
33 Nov. 1 praef. p. 1 ; „in praesenti deo auctore ita nostra respublica aucta est" (Nov. l i p . 94); „in Africa 
nostra, quam Deus Roma пае dicioni nostris vigiliis subiugavit" (Nov. 36 p. 243 and virtually the same statement 
in Nov. 37 p. 244); see also Cod. lust. 1,27,1 p. 77. 
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Miklós Maróth (Budapest) 
Ein arabischer Fürstenspiegel 
und seine platonische Wurzel 
Der arabische Philosoph, Al-Färäbl (873—950), der auch als „der zweite Lehrer" 
bekannt ist, beschreibt die Eigenschaften des idealen Herrschers. Die Liste der in zwölf 
Punkten kurz zusammengefaßten Charakterzügen ist die folgende: 
1, Der Herrscher muß in gutem physischen Zustand sein, seine Körperteile 
müssen gesund sein, damit sie ihre Aufgaben ausführen können. 
2, Er muß Intelligenz und gute Vorstellungskraft haben. 
3, Er braucht gute Gedächtniskraft, damit er alles, was er wahrgenommen hat, 
im Gedächtnis behalten kann. 
4, Er braucht Scharfsinn, weil er gute Folgerungen aus den kleinsten Indizien 
ziehen muß. 
5, Er muß imstande sein, alles, was in seinem Intellekt ist, auf eine vollkommene 
Weise zum Ausdruck bringen zu können. 
6, Er muß das Lernen gern haben. Er darf keine Qual im Laufe der Lernens 
fühlen, weil er alls schnell und leicht auffassen kann. 
7, Seine Natur muß das Essen, das Trinken, das Spiel usw. ablehnen. 
8, Er soll die Wahrheit und die Wahrheitsliebenden gerne haben, und die Lüge 
mit den Lügnern hassen. 
9, Er muß großmütig sein. 
10, Er muß das Geld geringschätzen. 
11, Er muß die Gerechtigkeit und die gerechten Leute lieben und alles, was mit 
der Gerechtigkeit nicht vereinbar ist, vermeiden. 
12, Er braucht eine starke Willenskraft und Tapferkeit, damit er alles tut, was er 
für richtig hält.1 
Diese Liste der gewünschten Charakterzüge eines Herrschers ist nicht alleinstehend 
in der islamischen Literatur. Al-FaräbT selbst kommt auf sie zurück in seinem Werk, das 
unter dem Titel TahsCl al-sa'ädat bekannt ist,2 sein Werk beeinflußte aber auch andere 
Denker. Demzufolge finden wir dieselbe Liste auch in einem Traktat der Lauteren Brüder,3 
und in dem nur auf hebräisch erhaltenen Kommentar des Averroes zu Piatos Republik.4 
1 al-Färiü: Kitäb 'ärä' ahli 'l-madmati Ί-fadila, ed. Alber NÄDER, Beirut 1973, 127—128; Al-Farabi on 
the Perfect Stete, ed. R. WALZER, Oxford 1985, 246-248. 
2 al-Färäbl: Kitäb tabâl al-sa'ädat, ed. GA'FAR AL JASÏN, Beirut 1981, &62, S. 94-95. 
3 Rasä'il Ikhwän al-Safa', Beirut 1957, IV., 129-130, (Al-'uEm al-nämüsijja wa Ί-Sar'ijja, 47. Traktat, 
9. Kapitel). 
4 Averroes on Plato's „Republic", transi, with an introduction and notes, by R. LERNER, Cornell University 
Press, Ithaca-London 1974, 72-73. 
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Diese Beschreibung des guten Herrschers wurde Gemeinplatz in der arabisch 
geschriebene philosophischen Literatur. Mit dieser philosophischen Schilderung des idealen 
Königs haben wir eine Schwierigkeit, die an der zitierten Stelle des Kitäb tahstl al-sa 'ädat 
angedeutet ist. In diesem Werk an dieser Stelle nämlich spricht al-Faräbl nicht von dem 
Herrscher des Staates, sondern von dem guten Philosophen. Der gute Herrscher und der 
gute Philosoph werden also gleichgestellt. Al-Faräbl gibt auch seine Quelle an: die 'Politik* 
Piatos.5 
Die modernen Forscher sind darin einig, daß sich diese Worte auf den ersten Teil 
des sechsten Buches des Staates beziehen. An dieser Stelle beschreibt Plato die Eigenschaf-
ten des Philosophen. 
R. Walzer weist in seinem Kommentar zu al-Färäbl stellenweise nach, daß sich 
die Mehrheit der zwölf Forderungen, die von den Arabern aufgezählt wurden, im Piatos 
Staat befinden. Die physische Kraft wird in VI. 494 B, 498 В verlangt, die ewnatheia in 
VI. 486 C, 490 C, die gute Gedächtniskraft in VI. 486 sinnlichen Genüsse in VI. 485, 490 
B, die Mißbilligung des Geldes in VI. 485 E, die Liebe zu Wahrheit in VI. 486 B, 490 B. 
Die megalopsychia ist aristotelischer Herkunft (Eth. Nicom. 1124 а 1 ff.), Willensstärke 
und Tapferkeit sind galenischer Herkunft (P. Kraus: Kitäb al-akhläq, Majallat Kulliyyat 
al-Ädäb bi'l-Jämi'at al-Misriyya 5, 1937, 38 und 46.). Die ankhinoia (Scharfsinn) ist die 
Neuerung des arabischen Textes.6 
Der arabische philosophische Fürstenspiegel ist also ursprünglich ein griechischer 
„Philosophenspiegel ". 
Wo und wann diese Veränderung stattgefunden hat, das sind Fragen, die schwer 
zu beantworten sind. R. Walzer nimmt an, daß der arabische Text auf spätere platonische 
Einflüsse zurückzuführen ist, diese Einflüsse lassen aber sich nicht definieren.7 
Walzer hat recht, als er behauptet, daß die arabische Tradition von dem späteren 
Piatonismus inspiriert wurde. Wahrscheinlich ist er im Irrtum, wenn er asrnimt, daß die 
unmittelbare Quelle der Araber nur ein hervorragender Piatonist sein kann. 
Viele Beispiele zeigen, daß die großen Gestalten der klassischen Philosophie in der 
Spätanfike durch die Schultradition und durch die in der Schultradition unentbehrlichen 
Kompendien bekannt wurden. Ein gutes Beispiel ist die Tópica des Aristoteles. I. Kaimio 
hat beweisen, daß Cicero, als er seine Tópica schrieb, sich durch ein für uns unbekanntes 
5 а. а .O . 95. 
6 R. WALZER, а. о. O. 445-446. 
7 R. WALZ Ей: а. а. О. 444:. . .aJ-Färöbi derives his information finom о later form of the PJßtonic tradition. 
What we reed in his book is the reflection of Hellenistic and later Mato reading. The arguments are arranged in 
a more systematic way, and certain new ideas occur whose germs can mostly be detected in Plato's work. It is 
not possible in the present state of our knowledge either to describe in any detail the trend of the later Platonism 
which al-FSrâbî continues, or to name the author on whom he ultimately depends. He was, I believe, an 
outstanding Platónist of a reasonably independent frame of mind who may have lived towards the end of the 
Roman Empire. ...It is tempting to think of Porphyry as a likely intermediary; but this is no more than a 
conjectured possibility. 
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Topica-Compendium hat führen lassen. Er kannte die ursprüngliche Tópica des Aristoteles 
nicht.8 
D. Gutas hat gezeigt, daß Miskawaihis Büchlein, das unter dem Kitäb tartlb 
al-sa 'ädät wa manűzil al- 'ulOm bekannt ist, und dessen Parallelstück in al-KindTs Traktat 
Kammijjat kutub Arista9 die Bearbeitung eines Traktats von Paulus Persa ist, der seinerseits 
wahrscheinlich aus alexandrinischen Quellen schöpfte.10 
Wenn wir — von diesen Beispielen ausgehend — nicht einen hervorragenden 
Platonisten mit R. Walzer suchen, sondern ein unbekanntes Kompendium, dann brauchen 
wir nicht so unschlüssig sein, wie er in seiner jetzt zitierten Stelle ist. Al-FaräbT hat 
nämlich ein kurzes Werk unter dem Titel Piatos Philosophie hinterlassen. In diesem Werk 
beschreibt er den Inhalt und Zweck aller platonischen Dialoge. In diesem Werk können wir 
das Folgende lesen: 
„Dann erklärte er [Plato], was die Vollkommenheit ist, die man in der Menscheit 
erreichen kann, wenn die theoretischen, politischen und praktischen Wissenschaften in ihm 
zusammenkommen, und was seine Würde in der Stadt [im Staat] sein muß. Er erklärte, daß 
diese Würde der Rang des Herrschers (der Stadt) ist. All das ist in seinem Buch „Kritias" 
(Absonderung der Wahrheit) zu finden. In diesem[Buch] beschrieb Plato, wie Kritias 
erzählte, daß er, den Timaios zeugte und Sokra tes erzog — d. i. der sich einige, was im 
Timaios und Nomoi zu finden ist — vertraut mit der Theorie und Praxis war."11 
Der ursprüngliche Dialog ist uns nur fragmentarisch bekannt. Es ist sicher, daß 
der Schauplatz des Dialogs die versunkene Insel „Atlantis" ist. Auf dieser Insel lebte ein 
irdisches Mädchen, Kleito, das dem Meeresgott Poseidonios Kinder gebar. Diese Kinder 
waren die Könige der verschiedenen Teile der Insel. 
Die jetzt zitierte Stelle des arabischen Werkes besagt, daß sich die Geschichte des 
Dialogs als ein Bildungsroman entwickelte. Wenn wir die zwei Quellen vereinigen, dann 
müssen wir sagen, daß sich die Nachkommenschaft des Poseidon entartete. Zeus mußte 
eingreifen — und das ist das Ende unseres Textes. Wahrscheinlich gab er den Einwohnern 
der Insel einen neuen König, der Kritias genannt wurde, der Sohn des Timaios und ein 
Zögling von Sokrates war. Der Text muß vorgetragen haben, wie er aufgezogen wurde und 
wie er den Rang des Königs erreicht habe. 
Der Dialog muß eine Utopie im engeren Sinne des Wortes gewesen sein. In dieser 
utopistischen Geschichte bekam Kritias eine philosophische Ausbildung. Er hat, wie die 
Philosophen, die Theorie und die daraus folgenden Praxis angeeignet. Wie der arabische 
Text sagt: seine Vertrautheit mit Theorie und Praxis ist die Würde des Herrsches. Der 
Dialog muß also den Werdegang des Herrschers geschildert haben, er muß folglich ein 
Erziehungsroman und gleichzeitig ein Fürstenspiegel gewesen sein. 
8 I. KAIMIO: Cicero's Topica: The Preface and Sources, Turun Yliopiston Julkaisuja 141, Turku 1976. 
9 in: Rasa'il al-Kindi al-falsafijja, ed. Abu RÎDA, Kairo 1950,1., 262-273. 
10 D. GUT AS: Paul the Persian on the Classification the Parts of Aristotle's Philosophy: a Melistone between 
Alexandria and Bagdad, Der Islam 60, 1983, 231-267. 
11 Aflätün fi Ί-isläm, ed. Abdarrahman BADAWI, Beirut 1980, 25. 
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Diese Folgerung kann durch weitere Erwägungen unterstützt werden. Hier möchte 
ich mich wieder auf das Werk Kitäb tatetl al-sa 'ädat berufen. Das Werk bildet das dritte 
Stück einer philosophischen Trilogie, deren andere Teile die Philosophie Piatos (das Werk 
das hier öfters angeführt wurde) und die Philosophie des Aristoteles behandeln. Es gehört 
also zur Gruppe der Traktate, die wahrscheinlich griechischen Kompendien folgen. Darüber 
hinaus schrieb Muhsin Mahdi, daß der Zweck des Werkes die Rekonstruktion der wahren 
Philosophie Piatos und Aristoteles' ist. In diesem Werk wollte also al-Faräbl die Gedanken 
Piatos und Aristoteles' treu wiedergeben, so wie sie ihm bekannt waren.12 
In diesem Werk schreibt al-Färäbl, daß die Bedeutung des Imams, des Philosophen 
und des Gesetzgebers eine und dieselbe ist.13 Der Philosoph ist bewandert in den 
theoretischen Fragen, der Gesetzgeber verfügt über zuverlässige Kenntnisse im Gebiete der 
Praktischen Wissenschaften, der König aber vereinigt beide Fähigkeiten in sich. Er ist stark 
in Theorie und Praxis in derselben Zeit. 
Das ist eben, was wir in der angeführten Stelle über Kritias gelesen haben. Die 
Liste der zwölf Eigenschaften, die wir bei verschiedenen arabisch schreibenden Autoren 
auffinden können, enthält sowohl theoretische, als auch praktische Tugenden. Ebenso 
verlangt Plato von den Philosophen im sechsten Buche des Staates die theoretischen und 
praktischen Tugenden. Der Dialog Kritias kann also eine mehr ausgearbeitete Version der 
gegenüber dem Philosophen (der auch als König galt) gestellten Forderungen gewesen sein. 
Der Kritias war meines bestens Wissens in arabischer Ubersetzung nicht bekannt. 
Der Kritias, der den Ausgangspunkt der diesbezüglichen Tradition sein konnte, war 
bestimmt durch Kompendien, wie u. a. das Werk das al-Färäbl, das unter dem Titel Die 
Philosophie Piatos überliefert wurde, bekannt. 
Das genannte Werk hat viele Indizien, die darauf hinzuweisen scheinen, daß es 
eine arabische Version eines früheren Werkes ist. Die arabische Umschrift vieler 
griechischen Namen zeigt klar, daß sie durch eine syrische Form, durch eine Umscrift, die 
die Eigenschaften der syrischen Rectschreibung aufweisen. 
Hier möchte ich nur manche Beispiele anfuhren. 
Der Traktat schreibt den Namen Theaitetos als um. Das griechische 
[e] wurde mit alif umgeschrieben.14 Dieselbe Umschrift ist auch im Namen Menőn zu 
beobachten.15 In der arabischen Form o-L» das aligh entspricht dem griechischen [e]. 
Die Form für Meneksenos zeigt dieselbe Rechtscreibung.16 
Eine andere Eigenschaft der syrischen Sprache ist die Spirantisation mancher 
Konsonanten nach Vokalen. Die Form O-JJ^X^1 für Protagoras deutet auf syrische 
Umschrift hin. Das griechische [p] wurde wahrscheinlich mit dem syrischen /р/ 
(spirantisiert als /f/ ausgesprochen) umgeschrieben, anstelle von dem arabischen b/. (Wie 
12 Alfarabi's Philosophy of Plato and Aristotle. Translated with an Introduction by Muhsin MAHDI. Ithaca, 
New York 1969, X I - X X V und 3 - 1 0 . 
13 al-Färäbl: Kitäb tabsTl ai-sa'ädat, 94. 
14 а. а. О. 6. 
15 а. а. О. 9. 
16 а. а. О. 26. 
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bekannt, die syrische Buchstabe für /p/ hat die Form von /f/.17 Dieselbe Anomalie 
kennzeichnet die Umschrift von Hippias als er**1, wo das anlautende aligh eine typische 
syrische Umschrift von [i] ist.18 
Die normale arabische Umschrift (griechisches [p] = [b]) ist manchen anderen 
Namen zu finden. So ist z. B. Epinomis als und Parmenides als umges-
chrieben.19 Ebenso auf syrische Umschrift deutet der Name von Hipparkhos als α-Ч*' 
geschrieben, wo das persische ρ in diesem arabischen Text eingesetzt wird, um das syrische 
nicht spirantisierte ρ wiedergeben zu können.20 
Die als Regel geltende Umschrift macht es auffälliger, daß Mehrheit der Namen 
die Charakterzüge der syrischen Rechtschreibung aufweist. So ist Protagoras als 
cr-jjêU»jjji im Text wiedergegeben,21 wo ρ und f einender entsprechen. In diesem Wort 
ist die Entsprechung von [g] und g auffällig, weil im Namen Gorgias das erste [g] mit g 
und das zweite mit g umgeschrieben ist.22 In diesem Lichte ist er schwer, die Umschrift 
von Theagés als zu deuten.23 
Die syrische Spirantisation (nach Vokalen d = dh) ist im Falle von Phaidón als 
zu ahnen, mit dem typischen A = griech. [e] (in der Aussprache) Entsprächung 
ergänzt.24 
Das Umschriftsystem des Traktats ist nicht einheitlich. Die große Anzahl der 
Anomalien, die auf eine Syrische Vermittlung hinzuweisen scheinen, lägt aber die 
Vermutung nahe, daß sich al-Färäbi auf eine ihm auf syrische Fassung bekannte Vorlage 
stütze. Die syrische Vorlage muß aber unbedingt auf griechische Vorlagen zurückgehen. 
Die Syrer waren ja vor allem als Vermittler der Kulturgüter und Übersetzer bekannt. 
Ein weiterer Beweis für die griechische Herkunft der Plato-Compendien ist die 
Tatsache, daß manche Gedanken, die in der oben zitierten arabischen Stelle zu finden sind, 
lassen sich auch in der klassischen Literatur nachweisen. Der angeführte arabische Text 
sagt, daß die Person, die alle verlangten Eigenschaften hat, ist allein der König. Wenn es 
keine Person gibt, die allein alle Eigenschaften hat, sondern eine Gruppe der Laute 
zusammen der Kriterien entsprechen, dann diese Gruppe die königliche Macht haben muß. 
Auch Cicero, der mit der platonischen Philosophie vertraut war, sah die Frage des Königs 
ähnlich: „Qui si unus satis omnia consequi posset, nihil opus esset pluribus;"25 
Die Gedanken des zitierten arabischen Textes tauchen auch bei Floras, Augustinus 
auf, wie die anderen Beiträge dieses Bandes zeigen.26 
17 а. а. O. 7, 8. 
18 а. а. O. 15. 
19 а. а. O. 25 und 12. 
20 а. а. O. 14. 
21 а. а. O. 8. Siehe oben Note 17. 
22 а. а. O. 11. 
23 а. а. O. 16. 
24 а. а. O. 22. 
75 De re publica, I. 34, 52. 
26 Siehe z. B. die Beiträge von L. HAVAS und G. KENDEFFY. 
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Wenn unsere Annahme, daß der Dialog Kritias ein Bildungsroman und ein 
Fürstenspiegel war, sich durch diese Erwägungen beweisen läßt, dann müssen wir 
behaupten, daß dieser Dialog eine große Rolle in der Herausbildung der am Anfang zitierte 
arabischen Tradition spielte. Ferner mußte dieser Dialog als Vorbild für die philosophisch 
inspirierte Bildungsromane und Fürstenspiegel, wie Xenophóns Kyrüpaideia, oder später 
für Ibn Tufails ibn Iaqzän und fur die davon inspirierte Literatur (Defoe: Robinson Crouse) 
dienen. 
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Zoltán Kádár (Debrecen) 
ΜΕΜΗΣΙΣ DEL CMSTO-RE: I simboli delle virtù 
sulla corona di Costantino IX Monomaco 
in aspetto dei testi biblici 
Tav. I. La corona di Costantino IX Monomaco (conservata nel Museo Nazionale di 
Budapest), trovata in pezzi nel secolo scorso a Nyitraivánka, in Ungheria 
Settentrionale di allora (ora in Slovacchia), datata fra 1042—1050, è una opera 
preziosissima non soltanto dell'arte bizantina, ma sopratutto è un testimone 
importante del culto di sovrano cristiano. Questa opera smaltata rappresenta sulla 
sua placca centrale l'imperatore predetto fra la moglie Zoe e la sua cognata 
Teodora — sulle laminea destra ed a sinistra del sovrano — poi due figure 
danzanti, e dopo queste, due simboli di virtù, vale a dire la Verità (Alétheia) 
Tav.n,4—5. e la Umiltà (Tapemosis).1 È da notare che l'altezza delle figure sulla corona 
si dimiuisce di grado in grado dairimperatore fino alie virtù a destra ed a sinistra. 
La famiglia imperale viene rappresentata in prospettiva tutte le altre figure in visto 
di fianco. La decorazione d'intorno le cinque figure in mezzo è lo stesso: uccelli 
variopinti fra is serti multicolorí, — invece ai fianchi dei simboli delle virtù si 
vede alberi cuspidati. Possiamo supporre che l'altezza delle persone raffigura 
l'importanza del suo posto nella gerarchia imperiale. Per ben chiarire il simbolis-
mo della corona nella gerarchia del concetto cristiano d'un basileús legittimo 
mérita di menzione una miniatura la quale si vede sul frontispizio d'un 
Tav.in,2 manoscritto di Giovanni Crísostomo conservato a Monte Sinaï (ms. 364).2 
Questa ci mostra anche la stessa famiglia imperiale: ma qui il basileús è coronato 
dal Cristo, invece le due aûgustai sono coronati dalle mani di due angelí volanti 
al fianco del Redentore. Questa immagine fa testimonianza chiara che l'imperatore 
di Bisanzio fu stato considerate come theostéptos (cioè coronato da Dio). 
Comunque is sovrano cristiano deve rassomigliare al suo modello celeste: Basileús 
ton Basileôn kai Kyriôs Kyriôn (Ар 19,16). 
In conseguenza l'imperatore cristiano è stato obbligato de pratticare le 
virtù di Cristo-Re. Da questo punto di vista la Verità è una virtù sostanziale di 
sovrano cristiano. L'importanza di questa virtù — rappresentata originalmente al 
lato destra della corona in questione — è stata spiegata specialmente nel Vangelo 
di Giovanni. Prima di tutto Г evangelista sottolinea: „chè la legge per Mosè fu 
data; e la Grazia e la Verità per Gesù Cristo è venuta" (Gv 1,17). La Verità come 
1 La monografía della corona: M. BÁRÁNY-OBERSCHALL, The Crown of the Emperor Constanine 
Monomachos, Archéologie Hungarica, ХП. Budapest, 1937. 49—96, con XIX tavole. 
2 A. GABAR: L'empereur dans l'ait byzantine, Paris, 1936, pp. 18. n. 28, 117. n. 3; tav. XIX, 2; S. 
MIHALK: Problematik der Rekonstruktion der Monomachos Krone, Acta Hist. Art. IX (1963) p. 239, fig. 26. 
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l'essenza delle parole del Redentore fu spiegata in tutta la sua sonorità nel suo 
discorso con i Giudei (Gv 8,31—58), laddove is Cristo accentué — fra gli altri —: 
„Or se Verità dico, perché non eredete voi a me" (Gv, 8,47). Più tradi egli dice 
chiaramente: „lo sono la Via, la Verità e la Vita" (Gv,14,5). Inoltre, per capire 
l'identità della concezione di Signore come „re della Verità", il più importante 
passo nei Vangeli si trova presso San Giovanni nella scena dell'incontro di Cristo 
con il Pilato rappresentante del potere dell'Impero Romano. Qui il Redentore dice 
lucidamente a Pilato: „Tu, dici che re son io. Ιο ciö nacqui, e a ció son venuto: 
nel mondo, per testificare la Verità. Ognun ch'è della Verità, ascolta la voce mia" 
(Gv 18,37- 38). 
Insomma, se l'imperatore volesse esser simile al suo prototipo, al Re-
Celeste, deve esser quasi una manifestazione della Verità pura. In questo senso è 
degno della nostra attenzione la rappresentazione de quest virtù suli'un altra 
Tav.IV,1. miniatura nel códice conservato a Parigi (Bibi. Nat. Coislin gr. 79. f. 21): qui 
l'imperatore Niceforo Botaniate (1078—1081) siede su un trono sontuoso, il quale 
è sostenuto con nimbi alla testa.3 La concezione bíblica della Giustizia come la 
virtù la più importante del sovrano ha le sue radici nelle religioni monoteistiche 
già nel Vecchio Testamento, sopratutto nella Sapienza: „Ámate le Giustizia, voi 
che governate della terra (Sap 1,1). Nell'eonca del cristianesimo antico Eusebio 
di Caesarea (Eclogae Profeticae III 4) citando anche Platone (il quale disse che la 
virtù cardinali necessarie ad un copo di stato) — lo confirmó considerando che le 
virtù cardinali come virtù cristiani, tra esse il primato è attribuito la Giustizia.4 
Cosi pensó — fra gli altri — anche Agapito:3 Vale a dire che il sovrano cristiano 
è stato destinato de realizzare la speranza de San Pietro che disse „... secondo la 
Sua promessa (cioè di Cristo), noi aspettiamo nuovi cieli e una terra nuova, nei 
quali stabile dimora la Giustizia'' (2 Pt 3,13). E San Paolo accennó la relatione 
intima fra la Giustizia e la Verità, dicendo: „Dovete rinnovarsi nello spirito della 
vostra menta e rivestire l'uomo nuovo, creato secondo Dio nella Giustizia (en 
Dikaiosúne) e nella santità vera (hoisióteti tés Alètheias)" (Ef 4,23—24). 
Tav.IV,2. La virtù della Giustizia è stata simboleggiata anche su una miniatura 
bizantina (Bibi. Apóst. Vat. Urb. gr. 2. f. 19*): qui si vede l'imperatore Giovanni 
Comneno e is suo figlio Alessio (morto in 1142). Su questa immagine l'investi tura 
è carica ta personalmente per il Signore, il quale pone con le cue maní le coro — 
ne sulle teste dei due sovrani: alla destra ed alia sinistra di Cristo seduto su trono 
celeste — si trovano la figura simbólica della Giustizia e della Misericordia 
(Eléemosune) ambedue coronati, le quali sus surranó all orecchio del Salvatore. 
Questa composizione è stata consideráis come una raffigurazione del soggetto di 
3 A. GRABAR, op. cit., p. 31 η. 4,88,118. e sg., tav. VI. 1., Enc. Univ. dell'Arte, Venezia-Roma, 11, 
1958, tav. 431. (a colorí) 
4 Cf. R. FARINA, L'impero e l'imperatore cristiano in Eusebio di Cesarea — La prima teología política del 
Cristianesimo, Zürich 1966, p. 218. 
5 Cf. I. KAPITÁNFFY, Iustinianus und Agapitus. 
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Salmo: „Misericordia e Verità s'incontreranno, Giustizia e Pace si baceranno" (Sal 
84/85/, II).6 
Passiamo ad altra rappresentazione simbólica delle virtù di Costantino IX 
Monomaco sulla corona in questione. La donna che simboleggia l'Umilità fu 
collocata originalmente al placea di lato sinistra della corona. Anche questa figura 
di due alberi, specialmente du cipressi, come p.es. la figura del Pantocrator nella 
c.d. „corona greca" di Santa Corona Ungherese,7 e della c.d. „corona latina".8 
Il cipresso è un antichissimo símbolo dell'Eternità e dell'Immortalità.9 In questo 
senso è degno dimenzionare Is Passio Sanctorum Perpetuae et Felicitatis scritta in 
greco ed anche in latino, nella quale si legge la descrizione del paradiso celeste. 
In questo luogo sovranaturale gli alberi sono cosí alti come i cipressi, e le foglie 
cadono dagli alberi in contiunazione (loe. cit. 11,6,7).10 
Quanto riguarda il símbolo dell'Umiltà nella concezione del culto degli 
imperátori cristiani, prima di tutto, bisogna mettere in rilievo che l'Umiltà non è 
stata considerata come una virtù caratteristica esclusivamente delle donne.11 È 
certo che la Iode più affascinante nella Sacra Scrittura è il Magnificat della SSma 
Vergine (Le 1,46—56), ma questa virtù è anche un attitudine essenziale del 
Redentore. Proprio il Cristo dice: „apprendete da me che mite sono e umile nek 
cuore..." (Mt 11,29), poi lui accenö: „... il maggiore di voi, sarà a voi ministro. 
Or chiunque innalzerà se stesso, sarà umilato; a chiunque umilerà se stesso, 
innalzato" (Mt 23,11—12, cf. Le 14,11—12). E fu uno gesto simbolico 
dell'umilarsi dopo l'Ultima Cena, la lavanda degli apostoli (Gv 13,1—15). Questa 
era ripetuta dai sovrani cristiani in occasione di Venerdi Santo fino alla morte de 
Francesco Giuseppe, l'Imperatore d'Austria e Re d'Ungheria. 
Ma l'umilazione la più prfetta de Salvatore fu la su morte tremenda sulla 
croce: San Paolo ne disse: „umilö (cioè il Signore) stesso facendosi obbediente 
fino alla morte e alla morte di croce. Per questo Dio l'ha esaltato e gli ha dato il 
nome che è sopra di ogni altro nome; perché nel nome di Gesù ogni ginocchio si 
pieghi nei celi, sulla terra e sotto terra; e ogni lingua proclami che Gesù Cristo è 
il Signore, a gloria di Dio Padre" (Fil 2,8—11). 
Se il Logos-Christos-Basileús fti cosí umile, a più forte ragione deve esser 
a quello l'imperatore essendo egli un uomo come gli altri, deve sapere che non è 
tutto rilucente e splendido come potrebbe apparire a pima vista.12 E sopratutto 
6 A. GRABAR, op. cit., p. 219. tav. XXIV, 2; H. W. HAUSSIG, Histoire de la civilisation Byzantine, trad, 
et notes de J. Décarreaux, Paris 1971, p. 448. n. 129, tav. fig. 129. 
7 É. KOVÁCS—ZS. LOVAG, The Hungarian Crown Insignia, Budapest, 1988. 27. (tav. a colorí) 
8 É. KOVÁCS—ZS. LOVAG, op. cit. 45. (tav. a colorí) 
9 OLCK, Cypresse in PWRE, IV, Stutgait 1901, col. 1916, sgg. 
10 Nel testo il paradiso si chiama (in greco: kèpos, in latino; viridarium), cf. CORN. I. M. I. VAN BECK, 
Passio Sanctorum Perpetuae et Felicitatis, Bonnae 1938, p. 38 n. 17. 
11 Cf. G. DE FRANCOVICH, Persia, Siria, Bisanzioe il Medioevo artístico europeo, Napoli, 1984, p. 138. 
12 Cf. R. FARINA, op. cit., pp. 2 2 0 - 2 2 1 . 
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bisogna esprimere la su soggezione al suo modell o divino, come lo vede in im 
mosaico di Santa Sofia a Costantinopoli, su quale l'imperatore Leone VI è stato 
sappresentato in proskünesis avanti a Cristo seduto su un trono imeriale.13 
Si apporta il passo di evangelista, il quale parló che il Cristo è mite e 
umile insieme (Mt 11,29). Questa unità è stata simboleggiata in un tipo iconográ-
fico bizantino che rappresenta l'Unzione di Davide, qui si vede la personificazione 
di Praotés (la miniatura nel Cod. Reg. gr. 1. f. 3V in Parigi, Β. Ν.)14 con la 
figura nimbata e quella nel cod. Reg. gr. 1. f. 2631 in Bibi. Apost. Vat., senza 
nimbo)15. La Praotés protegge il re Davide, antenato di Cristo ed archetipo di 
tutti i sovrani cristiani, ma in conseguenza che il re dei Giudei è pure un servo di 
questa virtù —, Davide s'inchina profondamente, esprimendo la sua umilità. 
Comunque la presenza simbólica di queste due virtù in questione da 
un'importanza, speciale per il significato il simbologia de questa opere d'arte 
bisogna conservare nella memoria che le plachette delle quale si parla sono stati 
depositi originalmente pure come parte posteriore della corona. La parte frontale 
fu stata composta con le figure della famiglia imperale ed accanto a questa le due 
„danzatrici" nimbati. È degno anche d'attenzione che il festone di cinque figure 
e la medesima: fra ghirlandi variopinti si ricoveranno bei uccelli do coda lunga — 
verosimilante pappagalli —. Non c'è dubbio che tutti queste figure formano 
un'entità simbólica completa e non è giusto di costatare qui „una siffatta 
mescolanza de sacro e di profano".16 Per confrontare questo simbolismo, è 
mérito di citare le parole de Liutprando da Cremona, un ambasciatore venuto a 
Costantinopoli nell'anno 949 che descrivè il trono deH'imperatore: „Aerea sed 
deaura ta quaedam arbor ante imperátori s sedile stabat, cuius ramos itidem aereae 
diversi generis deaurateque aves replebant, quae secundum species suas diversarum 
avium voces ammittebant. Imperátori s vero solium huiusmodi erat arte com-
positum, ut in momento humile, excelsius modo, quam mox videretur sublime; 
quod immensae magnitudinis, incertum utnim aerei an lignei, verum auro tecti 
leones quasi custodiebant, qui cauda terram percutientes, aperto ore, linguisque 
mobilibus rugitum emittebant... Cumque in adventu meo rugitum leones 
emitterent, aves secundum speties suas perstrepterent, nullo sum térro re, nulla 
admiratione commotus, quoniam ex his omnibus eos qui bene noverant fueram 
percontatus" (Antapodosis, VI,5.). 
Non c'è dubbio che il trono dell'imperatore — il cosidetto „Trono di 
Salomone" — simboleggia non solamente la maestà e la forza delovrano (con i 
leoni artificial!) ma anche la sua sovranità celeste, un tipo di Paradiso... 
13 A. GRABAR, op. cit., pp. 100 e sgg., tav. XVID; A. CUTLER, J. W. NESBITT, L'arte bizantia e il 
suo pubblico, Torino 1986, p. 129 (fig. a colori). 
14 A. CUTLER, J. W. NESBITT, op. cit. p. 123 (fig. a colori) 
15 A. CUTLER, J. W. NESBITT, op. cit. p. 124 (fig. a colori) 
16 G. DE FRANCOVICH, op. cit. p. 105. 
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Considerando questa ambiente il significato delle „danzatrici" è 
chiaramente sacrale. Ma che. cosa signifícerebbero le loro figure? Alcuni pensano 
a qualche simbolismo bíblico, derivato dal Vecchio Testamento. Si dice che le 
„danzatrici" rammentano alia danza trionfale di Miriam, la sorella di Mosè e di 
Aronne (che fu il primo gran sacedote ebreo), secondo la Santa Scrittura la 
profetessa: „prese in mano un tímpano: dietro a leí uscirono le donne con i 
timpani, formano coro de danze" (Es 15,20). Questo bailo è rappresentato — p. 
es. nel Salterio di Chludov (Mosca, Museo Storico, cod. gr. 129d, f. 1481) 
Тау.ШД. eseguito nella seconda metà del IX. secolo),17 poi nel cosidetto Saltario di 
Tay.V,4. Tomic fatto nel mezzo del XIV. secolo (Mosca, Mus. Stör. cod. 2752).18 
Secondo un altra spiegazione, le „danzatrici" della corona in questione, 
simboleggiano le danzatrici della corte di re Davide: „mentre Davide tornává 
dall'uccisione del Filiseo, uscirono le donne da tutte le città d'Israele a cantare e 
a danzare incontro al re Saul (1 Sam 18,6). Le danzatrici accanto al trono de 
Davide sono rappresentati in una miniatura conservata nel códice Vaticano di 
Cosma Indicopleuste (Vat. gr. 699, f. 63*)19 e nel Salterio di Parigi (Bibi. Nat. 
gr. 139, f. 5").20 
È ben notare che cercando il senso simbolico delle „danzatrici" accanto 
la famiglia imperiale, si da un giudizio che la simbologia di queste figure si 
radisce nel concetto della regalità quale viene attuato nell'ambito dell'arte de 
Sassanidi, dove fanno allusioni alla danza delle ballerine che allietevano i banchetti 
della corte.21 E senza dubbio che nelle scene del Vecchio Testamento — 
menzionate di sopra — manca il nimbo intorno alla testa delle danzatrici, invece 
su due vasi d'argento iranico mostrando la concezione dell'arte sasanida (San 
Petersburgo, Ermitage), si vede il nimbo intorno aile testa delle danzatrici.22 Ma 
lo stile delle rappresentazioni di queste „ballerine sacre" dissomiglia completa-
mente da quelli della corona di Costantino IX Monomaco, e le danzatrici iranici 
sono seminude. 
Tav.V,3. Cercando le relazioni orientali delle figure della corona di Budapest, si 
ricorda a un piatto con iscrizione araba (conservato ad Innsbruck) eseguito con la 
medesima técnica dello smalto cloisonné come della corona di Costantino IX 
Monomaco, si vede l'ascenzione di Alessandro Magno in mezzo e dintorno questa 
scena uccelli nimbati, animali combattent! e trionfanti in medaglioni e danzatrici 
17 H. W. HAUSSIG, op. cit., p. 437, fig. 53 (cf. fig. 52). 
18 A. BOSCHKOV, Die bulgarische Malerei, Recklinghausen 1969, p. 159. fig. 92. 
19 M. BÁRÁNY-OBERSCH^LL, op. cit., tav. 16, fig. 8. 
2 0 A. CUTLER, J. W. NESBITT, op. cit., p. 131 (fig. a colorí) 
21 G. DE FRANCOVICH, op. cit., pp. 111. sgg. 
2 2 Cf. B. MARSCHAK, Silberschätze des Orients — Matallkunst de 3.—13. Jahrhunderts und ihre 
Kontinuität, Leipzig 1986, tav. 187—189. 
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coil la foggia delle maniche lungissime che nascondono le maní.23 Qui si osserva 
la mescolanza della concezione e dello stile bizantinne con in gusto islámico. Per 
quanto riquarda Γ iconología figurata su questo piatto è certo che la salita di 
Alessandro (in islámico: Iskandar) al cielo — su un carro tirato dai grifoni — una 
scena simile la quali orna un diadema conservato a Kiev (Museo Storico dello 
Stato)24 — ha un senso simbolico trionfale, e le palme, gli uccelli, le donne che 
ballano intorno a lui, appartengono anche a paradiso celeste. La danzatrici delle 
delizie paradisiache, per rappresentare le fanciulle amabili compagne dei beati nel 
paradiso islámico dove suona sempre anche la música celeste.23 Dobbiamo 
chiamare l'attanzione al fatto che questo piatto è datato alla medesima epoca (cioè 
alla prima metà del ΧΠ secolo), quando il grande scrittore persiano — Nizami — 
scriveva il suo romanzo d'Alessandro Magno.26 
Peró questo piatto non solamente dalla rappresentazione del basileús degli 
Elleni, ma anche nello suo stile e nella técnica è strettamente dipendente dall'arte 
di Bisanzio. Nonostante tutti i tratti simili fra il piatto di Innsbruck e della corona 
di Budapest, accenniamo che il senso simbolico ne differisce, perché sulla corona 
le „danzatrici" appartengono al paradiso che circonda simbólicamente il sovrano 
cristiano. In seguitó — forse — queste donne di caratter simboliche incorporanno 
qualche virtù o potere appartenente all'esistenza sopranaturale del basileús. 
Possiamo pensare alia Grazia, la quale inseparabile della Verità (cf. Giov 1,17). 
Ma la rappresentazione única allegorica nell arte bizantina della Grazia nominata 
TFFLV.V, ! . con iscrizione: XAPIC, s'inserita is una scena mitológica.27 Un altra figura la 
quale appartiene — senza dubbio — al simbolismo di cui si parla è la donna 
danzante nimbata — vestita in chitone — la quale aiuta il Davide combatiendo con 
T Í I I V . V , 2 . il leone (Parigi, Bibl. Nat. cod. gr. 139. d. г*).28 Nonostante questa donna 
allegorica non è stata nominata d'una iscrizione, è certo che possiamo considerarla 
come una virtù forse la Forza. 
23 Cf. G. SUPKA, Érdekes középkori tálak. I. Az amidai tál — Piatti medievali interessanti. I. Π piatto di 
Amida fin ungherese). Archeológiai Értesítő, N.S. XXIX (1909) pp. 309—309, figg. 1—4; G. DE FRAN-
COVICH, op. cit., pp. 109. e sgg; V. P. DARKEVICH, Byzantine Secular Art in the 1 ? and 13й Centuries 
Mósca 1975, pp. 178 e sgg. 
2 4 B.A. RYBAKOV, Russian applied art of tenth-tirthenth centuries, Mosca 1971, figg. 46—48; V. P. 
DARKEVICH, op. cit., p. 137, fig. 231. rappresentazioni di Volo d'Alessandro: ibidem, pp. 156—157, figg. 
2 2 7 - 2 3 1 . 
25 
Cf. le rappresentazioni delle delizie nella corte d'un sovrano islámico sul soffitto della Capella Palatina 
in Palermo: FR. GABRIELI—U. SCERRATO: Gli Arabi in Italia, Milano 1969, figg. 60—78. 
26 Sulle rappresentazioni d'Alessandro nell'arte islamica, vedip.es.: B. GRAY, La peinture persane2, Genève 
1977, testo ed illustrazione sulle pagina 28, 29, 31, 33, 70, 74, 113, 118, 124, 127, 128, 129, 131, 141. cf. Α. 
АВЕН, s.v. „Iskandar Ñama", in: The Encyclopedia of Islam, IV, Leiden 1978. p. 128. 
27 
M. PICIRILLO, I mosaici di Giordama, Catalogo, Roma 1986, tav. IV. sull'interpretazionedella „Grazia" 
nel Cristianesimo antico, vedi: W. Arndt—F. W. Gingrich: A Greek—Englid) Lexicon of the New Testament and 
Other Early Charistian Literature0, Chicago 1969, pp. 888—887. 
28 In questo códice tutte le rappresentazioni simboliche delle virtù e delle foze celeste sono nimbati, vedi 
anche sopra note 14 e IS. 
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Comunque è indisputabile che le „danzatrici" della corona di Costantino 
IX Monomaco hanno un senso simbolico mantendeno in stretto contatto con 
l'esistenza del sovrano cristiano. Ε per concludere si richiama alia memoria delle 
parole di Ρ sello, il quale accennô che Costantino Monomaco è „ único" fra tutti i 
basileis, perché assistito e coadiuvato di Dio stesso, è „colmo" di tutti i beneñci 
che Dio dona agli uomini, è immagine governo è — fra le sue altre virtù è 
l'imitatore di Cristo nella pietà verso gli infelici (in: Panegiricon per Costantino 
IX, passim).29 
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I. II fondo di Nyitravánka: Placchi della coron de Costantino IX Monomaco 
e medaglioni degli apostoli Pietro ed Andrea e incassamra de pietre 
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II. 1: „Danzatrice" di tunicaverde. 
2: Costantino IX Monomaco. 
3: Zoe imperatice. 
4: „La Verità". 
5: „L'Umiltà" 
III. 1. Davide su trono son i suoi cori, miniatura in manoscritto do Cosma 
Indicopleust (Bibi. Apost. Vat. gr. 699. f. 63*)· 
2. Costantino IX Monomaco fra Zoe e Teodora, miniatura (ms Sinait. 
364). 
IV. 1. Niceforo Boniate con „La Verità" e „La Giustizia", miniatura (Parigi, 
B. N. Coislin 79. f. 2r). 
V. 1. Mosaico della Salla deirippolito di Madaba. 
2. II combattimento di Davide con il leone, miniatura (Parigi, В. N. gr. 
138. f. 2*). 
3. Danzatrice sul piatto islámico (Innsbruck, Ferdinandeum). 
4. La Няп7я di Miijam, miniatura (Mosca, Museo Storico, gr. 129d, f. 
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2 9 Cf. A. PERTUSI, Il pensiero politico e sociale bizantino dalla fine del secolo VI al secolo ХШ, Torino 
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